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THU., MAR. 31 1994

UP FRONT!

In this journal we will have listings of key players in this Conspiracy of One World Everything. We will also phase out of that subject and directly into the work of Rodney Stich as regards the saga of one Gunther Russbacher.

This is for the purpose of responding to all the inquiries about just "who is this man?" It is not "who" he is or was but rather a personal knowledge of what went on within the CIA and administration behind your backs--YOU-THE-PEOPLE.

We are nearly through with the latter subject and as to the former--you will have to prepare yourselves for there is an even higher cabalistic Committee above the Committee of 300. We are not yet ready to deal with THAT one so we will leave it lay for the moment while we catch you up on some other fascinating material which will begin in the upcoming (next) journal.

I understand the difficulty facing all you readers, that of being boggled by the unfolding. No matter how slowly or how many times we effort to prepare you, the TRUTH is always bigger and more confounding than that which is brought before. All you can do, readers, is gain as much insight and knowledge as you can so that you can be a step or so ahead of the major impacts--AND BE PREPARED TO THE BEST OF YOUR ABILITY. We can't do anything FOR you but offer this information and remind you that "these things will happen". Also remember: AN INFORMED PUBLIC IS THAT WHICH IS MOST FEARED BY THE ELITE CONTROLLERS.

There are many very valid "movements" of "citizens" now taking good substantial shape to bring some of the constitutional issues to focus. Note I did not use the term "patriot" although some of the upstarts may well do so. I do NOT because the word "patriot" has been so destroyed by the greed-mongers that it seems to have become a rather derogatory term. I caution you, however, even those whose thrust is valid in the area of law--are still pushing for use of more and more guns for your defense. I cannot pass without reminding you that YOU cannot win this time with guns! Arms will get you killed and dead citizens do not get anything changed for the better. There are lasers that can be now used from satellites with pin-point accuracy to the size of a small credit card (with a sloppy operator). The cosmospheres can do far better than THAT. I suggest you think of these things before you take up arms against the beast--for that is not the weapon of choice!! Remember: The thugs in charge did not get there through army power--YOU GAVE THEM THEIR POSITIONS OF POWER THROUGH YOUR OWN IGNORANCE. IT SHALL HAVE TO BE
UNDONE IN THE SAME OPPOSING MANNER--THROUGH KNOWLEDGE AND UNCOVERING THEM IN THEIR NESTS. CUT OFF THEIR LIFE-LINES (MONEY) AND THEY WILL NOT STICK AROUND AND KNOW THAT EVIL ITSELF CANNOT STAND IN THE LIGHT OF KNOWING TRUTH.

But what can you do? Well, you could start by scraping ones like George Green, et al., off the backs of my scribe and crew so that we can continue our work. And how do you do that? Through guns and weapons? No--through public pressure and revealing the undercover activities which they continue to present. The amount of time consumed in these forced activities is incredible, not to even consider the expenses involved in the protection of the remaining participants in the Institute. If you cannot put a stop to such small things how think you that you can stop the New World Order?

If you are to DO anything of worthy change--you must first change "thought" and project through actions a "goal" oriented focus. In other words, knowing a thing changes it not--action through knowing toward a goal is the "secret" miracle producer. Again you have "thought", "action"--goal. When the thought and action are coalesced within the soul DESIRE for outcome--IT HAS TO FOLLOW! THE CALL ITSELF COMPELS THE ANSWER!!

Ah, but you might now pounce on me as to just what, again, is thought? We speak of you as a projection of "God's thought" but what of your own "thoughts"? "Perception" is but "thought" and since you hold your thoughts--you can change perceptions and thus, change manifestation.

Since the subject has come up here, let us divert our attention to it for a moment and discuss this "thought" process and how everything from mirror reflections to prophecy.

Prophecy awakens in man a knowledge perceived, of the future. It discloses "Light" to him in its manifestings but the manifestings MUST be in a backward FLOW. Why? Because you are "thinking" that which is yet to be projected in manifestation.

To consider the subject a bit more meaningfully, let us consider the sun--this wondrous orb of LIGHT. The sun must be considered as a great etheric vacuum molding Light in its very essence and then projecting it. It is an observation that if one would be of such frequency of vibration as to MATCH that of the sun--one could enter into it without disaster. Why? Because if you are the SAME as that with which you "become" you MUST be the same frequency vibration--I don't care what you are talking about, readers. And this is the VERY REASON the scientific subject of LIGHT is ultimately the ONLY important subject of learning which is totally important to your progression.

Now, let us assume this orb to be the focal vacuum of your "universe". Therefore every act of every person is reflected backward unto their very sources. This is confusing to the mind only because it is still a "mystery"--but that mystery is unfolding quickly as you gain knowledge in truth of projection.
What difference does it make if the acts in point have not yet come to pass? They WILL be for the future is but the "present" beheld in its achievings.

Let us again refer to the sun. This time assume it is a mirror for cosmic happenings on planets within its orbit. Again, it has its faculty for collection backward as well as radiating since true radiation has its retrograde movement and light is born by impact of ether-wave on ether-wave caused by THOUGHT rebounding and making a "friction".

If all were "projection", there could be no projection, since Thought could not grasp projection, having no standards by which to make comparisons. I.e. There could be no "good" without the presence of the comparison of "bad".

If all were ever bounding, there could be no rebounding.

So, what do you perceive as Light? You perceive wave on wave of ether disturbance, made by Thought entering into and going out of the vacuum, impounding and impacting, with "incandescence" created when the process takes place at the proper pace in the proper coagulation of ether. This is just a simple explanation of "light". Perhaps you can more clearly understand the meaning of "Divine Thought" saying such as "Let there be Light".

I do not wish to do a lecture on "light", however. I am trying to make a point of the impact of thought and some of the changes in thought through some type of "action".

Let us consider that you have an orange. You perceive it and in your understanding it has "roundness". You take the orange and peel it and pry it apart. What has become of the roundness? Is it less an orange? Is it more an orange? The orange has definitely lost its original shape of roundness through the act of paring--but it still makes manifestation in "Thought" as roundness. When thought considers an "orange" it will consider the projection as one of roundness, not a pile of slivers--the peeled slivers comes with the "thought" of paring and separation.

To go a bit more personal for your consideration let us consider you looking into a mirror. It shows a reflection of your face. Do you not now see yourself quite reversed? Have you LOST your identity--because the sides are reversed? Are YOU in the mirror--or only a "thought" of self?

Thoughts have eternal endurance but it is the projections and effects that make their fallings by the way.

This little insert is to actually deal with prophecy as it is unfolding here and as you perceive it you can better function in understanding if you but realize the BACKWARD flow of all things refolding within their origins.

I take this time of explanation of thought transmission because, as you study that which IS, you can only find solutions within actions which recognize the already present "cause" of the "effects" encountered. As you find that collective thought it presents massive manifestation
and therefore requires massive AWAKENING.

This is WHY the "awakening" must come forth as an unfolding of WHAT IS. If you have a broken clock but you have never been exposed to such as a clock--how can you have perception of its purpose? How would you know it is broken? How can you know it is supposed to move, or tick or tock or what it is to measure?

This holds true for your Constitution as well--if you don't know what it says and promises--how can you demand it be fixed or returned unto? It was not much of perfection when it was written--but it's all you have for you "voted out" that which was more built to guide you in freedom--that which came before the "Constitution".

I suggest you bring up those old journals wherein we covered all of this material and THEN you can find a goal worthy of the thought and action required to bring it about. You have to then consider, however, building from the errors and upon the "wins" --that means you start "small" with that which CAN be changed, i.e., stop George Green before you effort to stop the Queen of England!!! Remember, as ONE of you is oppressed, so too are all oppressed.

Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
GIA: (Galactic Intelligence Agency?)
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CONSPIRATORS' HIERARCHY, Part 21
The Story of the Committee of 300.
By Dr. John Coleman

(John Coleman, Joseph Publishing, WIR, 2533 N. Carson St., Carson City, NV 89706)

OPINION MAKERS' UPSTART
AND ONGOING

From documents covering the First World War that I was able to gather and examine in the War Office in Whitehall, London, it appears that the Royal Institute for International Affairs was commissioned by the Committee of 300 to do a study of manipulating war information. This task was given to Lord Northcliffe and Lord Rothmere and Arnold Toynbee, who was MI-6's agent at the RIIA. Lord Rothmere's family owned a newspaper which was used to support various government positions, so it was thought that the paper could change public perceptions, especially among the ranks of growing opposition to the war.

The project was housed in Wellington House, named after the Duke of Wellesly. American specialists drafted to help Lords Rothmere and Northcliffe included Edward Bernays and Walter Lippmann. The group held "brain storming" sessions to work out techniques for mobilizing mass support for the war, especially among the working class people whose sons were expected to go to the slaughter fields of Flanders in record numbers.

Using Lord Rothmere's newspaper, new manipulative techniques were tried out and, after a period of about 6 months, it was apparent that they were a success. What the researchers discovered was that only a very small group of people understood the process of reasoning and the ability to observe the problem as opposed to passing an opinion on it. This, said Lord Rothmere, was the way in which 87% of the British public approached the war, and that the same principle applied not only to war, but to every conceivable problem in society in general.

[H: With this start well in mind, I will respond to some inquiries about the Spielberg movie of "Schindler's List". Number one, readers and "watchers"
--IF the movie were a factual representation of that which actually happened--
IT WOULD HAVE BEEN CALLED, BY RULE OF CLASSIFICATION, A DOCUMENTARY!! What do I think about the movie? I think it is superbly presented, is emotionally astounding--but the plot is NOT WHAT HAPPENED IN THE WAY IT
HAPPENED! There are a couple of things you need to KNOW. One: The footage of Eisenhower watching bodies being bulldozed into pits is NOT of the German camps--those scenes were at "Eisenhower's" own camps and you will have to go back to pick up that information and also I refer you to [the book] OTHER LOSSES. Some of the "still" shots were actually of civil war (American) prisoners. There were massive Typhus epidemics in the camps as well as running through those forced-labor camps, which were exactly what Shindler ran, and thousands upon thousands died. Can you imagine something like Smallpox or AIDS on the loose in such deplorable living conditions with jeopardized persons?

I AM ACCUSED OF BEING BOTH ANTI-SEMITIC AND ALSO AS STATING THERE WAS NO HOLOCAUST. That is not correct. I said that there was no "holocaust" AS STATED BECAUSE THERE WERE NOT THE LARGE NUMBERS OF JEWS IN THE AREA--PERIOD. There was most certainly a massive death toll and horror upon horror but not necessarily singled out against the JEWS or in the quantity now stated. I believe it lessens the honor of the ones who sacrificed when false numbers are issued to obtain MONEY! The loss of ONE life is too many--the loss of over 6 million persons, when there were not that many persons ever present, is absurd and all the LAWS against speaking of it will not change the truth of it.

The film itself is a propaganda show--note the plea that it be shown in EVERY SCHOOL, etc. Why? To reset the image that the movie is truth so that the lie is set into cement while the truth is LEGALLY buried, hopefully for the ADL, forever! As to the quality of the presentation--superb, excellent, outstanding and certainly the parties involved deserved the awards in every category applicable. You DO, HOWEVER, have to remember that the Hollywood MEDIA of motion pictures is wholly owned and controlled by the Jews and that means that "Jews" make all the decisions about academy awards and WHAT GOES ON THE SCREEN FOR YOU-THE-PEOPLE TO SEE. This is the subject in point as we write here on media control....]

In this manner, irrationality was elevated to a high level of public consciousness. The manipulators then played upon this to undermine and distract the grasp of reality governing any given situation and, the more complex the problems of a modern industrial society became, the easier it became to bring greater and greater distractions to bear so that what we ended up with was that the absolutely inconsequential opinions of masses of people, created by skilled manipulators, assumed the position of scientific fact.

Having literally stumbled upon so profound a conclusion, the manipulators put it to one test after another during the war, so that in spite of hundreds of thousands of the youth of Britain being slaughtered on the battlefields of France, there was virtually no opposition to the bloody war. Records of the time show that by 1917, just before the United States entered the war, 94% of the British working class bearing the brunt of the war did not have the faintest idea what they were fighting for, other than the image created by the media manipulators that the Germans were a horrible race, bent upon destroying their monarch and their country, and who had to be wiped off the face of the Earth.
Certainly nothing has changed because, in 1991, we had the exact same situation created by the news media which allowed President Bush to flagrantly violate the Constitution in waging a war of genocide against the nation of Iraq with the full consent of 87% of the American people. Woodrow Wilson can be credited—if that is the proper expression to use—of jumping on the public opinion manipulators' band wagon and using it to further the causes whispered in his ear by his controller, Colonel House.

On instructions from President Wilson, or rather Colonel House, the Creel Commission was created and, as far as can be ascertained, the Creel Commission was the first organization in the United States to use the RIIA techniques and methodology for polling and mass propaganda. The psychological warfare experiments perfected at Wellington House were used in the Second World War with equal success, and have been in continuous use in the massive psychological war against the United States which began in 1946. The methods did not change, only the target. Now it was not German worker housing but the middle class of the United States that became the focus of the attack.

As so often happens, the conspirators could not contain their glee. After WW II, in 1922 to be precise, Lippmann detailed the work done by the RIIA in a book he called PUBLIC OPINION:

"Public opinion deals with indirect, unseen and puzzling facts, and there is nothing obvious about them. The situations to which public opinion refers are known only as opinions, pictures inside heads of human beings, pictures of themselves, of others, of their needs, purposes and relationships, are their public opinions. These pictures which are acted upon by groups of people, or by individuals acting in the name of groups are PUBLIC OPINION with capital letters. The picture inside the head often misleads men in their dealings with the world outside of their heads".

No wonder Lippmann was chosen to make the people of the United States "like" the Beatles when they arrived on our shores and were thrust upon an unsuspecting country. Combined with the propaganda sent forth night and day from radio and television, it was only a comparatively short time before The Beatles became "popular". The technique of radio stations allegedly receiving hundreds of requests from imaginary listeners for Beatles music, led to charts and ratings for the first, the "top ten" and gradually escalated until, by 1992, it has expanded to "the top 40 on the charts".

In 1928, Lippmann's compatriot Edward Bernays wrote a book called CRYSTALLIZING PUBLIC OPINION and in 1928 a second book of his was published entitled simply PROPAGANDA. In it Bernays described his experiences at Wellington House. Bernays was a close friend of Master Manipulator H.G. Wells, whose many quasi-novels were used by Bernays to help formulate mass mind control techniques.

Wells was not shy about his role as a leader in changing lower class society, mainly because he was a close friend of members of the British royal family, and spent a great deal of time with some of the most highly placed politicians of the day, men like Sir Edward
Grey, Lord Haldane, Robert Cecil of the Jewish Cecil family who had controlled the British monarchy since a Cecil became the private secretary and lover of Queen Elizabeth I, Leo Amery, Halford Mackinder of MI-6 and later head of the London School of Economics, whose pupil Bruce Lockhart would become MI-6 controller of Lenin and Trotsky during the Bolshevik Revolution, and even the great man himself, Lord Alfred Milner.

One of Wells' favorite watering holes was the prestigious St. Ermins Hotel, meeting place of the Coefficient Club, a club to which certified gentlemen only were admitted and where they met once a month. All of the men mentioned above were members and also members of the Souls Club. Wells claimed that any nation could be defeated, not by direct confrontation but by understanding the human mind--what he called, "the mental hinterlands hidden behind the persona".

With such a powerful backer, Bernays felt confident enough to launch his PROPAGANDA.

"As civilization becomes more complex, AND AS THE NEED FOR INVISIBLE GOVERNMENT HAS BEEN INCREASINGLY DEMONSTRATED (emphasis added-JC), the technical means have been invented and developed BY WHICH PUBLIC OPINION MAY BE REGIMENTED (emphasis added-JC). With printing press and newspaper, the telephone, telegraph, radio and airplanes, ideas can be spread rapidly, and even instantaneously, across the whole of America". Bernays had not yet seen how much better television, which was to follow, would do the job.

"The conscious and intelligent manipulation of organized habits and opinions of the masses is an important element in a democratic society. Those who manipulate this unseen mechanism of society constitute an INVISIBLE GOVERNMENT WHICH IS THE TRUE RULING POWER IN OUR COUNTRY”. To back up his position, Bernays quoted H.G. Wells' article published in the New York Times in which Wells enthusiastically backed the idea of modern means of communication "opening up a new world of political processes which will allow the common design to be documented and sustained against perversion and betrayal" (of the invisible government).

To continue with the revelations contained in PROPAGANDA:

"We are governed, our minds are moulded, our tastes formed, our ideas suggested, largely by men we have never heard of. Whatever attitude one chooses to take toward this condition, it remains a fact that in almost every act of our daily lives, whether in the sphere of politics or business, our social conduct or our ethical thinking, we are dominated by a relatively small number of persons, a trifling fraction of our hundred and twenty million, who understand the mental processes and social patterns of the masses. It is they who pull the wires which control the public mind, and who harness old social forces and contrive new ways TO BIND AND GUIDE THE WORLD" (emphasis added-JC).
Bernays was not bold enough to tell the world who the "THEY" are who "pull the wires which control the public mind...", but in this book we shall make up for his intentional oversight by disclosing the existence of that "relatively small number of persons", the Committee of 300. Bernays was roundly applauded for his work by the CFR whose members voted to place him in charge of CBS. William Paley became his "undergraduate" and eventually replaced Bernays, having acquired a thorough knowledge of the new-science science of public opinion making, which made CBS the leader of the field, a role which CBS television and radio has never relinquished.

Political and financial control by the "relatively small number", as Bernays called them, is exercised through a number of secret societies, most notably the Scottish Rite of Freemasonry and, perhaps even more importantly, through the Venerable Order of the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem, an ancient order consisting of the British monarch's hand-picked executives chosen for their expertise in areas vital to the continued control of the Committee.

In my work The Order of St. John of Jerusalem published in 1986, I described The Order in the following manner:

"... It is therefore not a secret society, except where its purposes have been perverted in the inner councils like the Order of the Garter, which is a prostituted oligarchical creation of the British royal family, which makes a mockery of what the Sovereign Order of St. John of Jerusalem stands for.

"As an example, we find the atheist Lord Peter Carrington, who pretends to be an Anglican Christian, but who is a member of the Order of Osiris and other demonic sects, including Freemasonry, installed as a Knight of the Garter at St. George's Chapel, Windsor Castle, by Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II of England, of the Black Nobility Guelphs, also head of the Anglican Church, which she thoroughly despises".

Carrington was selected by the Committee of 300 to bring down the government of Rhodesia, sign over the mineral wealth of Angola and South West Africa to City of London control, wreck the Argentine and turn NATO into a leftwing political organization beholden to the Committee of 300.

Another strange face we see attaching itself to the Holy Christian Order of St. John of Jerusalem, and I use the word stranger as it is used in the original Hebrew of the Old Testament to denote the lineage of an individual, is that of Major Louis Mortimer Bloomfield, the man who helped plan the murder of John F. Kennedy. We see photos of this "strange" man wearing with pride the Cross of Malta, the same cross worn on the sleeve of the Knights of the Order of the Garter.

We have been so brainwashed that we believe the British royal family is just a nice, harmless and colorful institution, and fail to realize just how corrupt and therefore highly dangerous is this institution called the British Monarchy. The Knights of the Order of the Garter are the INNERMOST circle of the most corrupt public servants who have utterly
betrayed the trust placed in them by their nation, their people.

**KNIGHTS OF THE ORDER OF THE GARTER**

The Knights of the Order of the Garter are the leaders of the Committee of 300, Queen Elizabeth II's most trusted "privy council". When I did my research on the Order of St. John of Jerusalem some years ago, I went to Oxford to talk with one of the Masters who is a specialist on ancient and modern British traditions. He told me that the Knights of the Garter are the inner sanctum, the elite of the elite of Her Majesty's Most Venerable Order of St. John of Jerusalem. Let me say this is not the original order founded by the true Christian warrior, Peter Gerard, but is typical of many fine institutions that are taken over and destroyed from the inside, while yet appearing to the uninitiated to be the original.

**ORDER OF JERUSALEM**

(AND A LITTLE SATANISM!)

From Oxford I went to the Victoria and Albert Museum and gained access to the papers of Lord Palmerston, one of the founders of the Opium Dynasty in China. Palmerston, like so many of his kind, was not only a Freemason, but a dedicated servant of Gnosticism. Like the present 'royal family', Palmerston made a pretense of being a Christian but was in fact a servant of Satan. Many satanists became leaders of British aristocracy and made immense fortunes out of the China opium trade.

I learned from the papers in the museum named after Victoria that she changed the name of the Order of St. John of Jerusalem in 1885 in order to break away from the Catholic connection of the Order's founder, Peter Gerard, and renamed it the "Protestant Most Venerable Order of Jerusalem". Membership was open to every oligarchical family that had made its fortune in the China opium trade and every thoroughly decadent family received a place in the 'new order'.

Many of these venerable gentlemen were responsible for overseeing the prohibition era in the United States from Canada, where several of its members supplied the whisky fermented to the United States. Notable among this group was Committee of 300 member Earl Haig, who gave his whisky franchise to old Joe Kennedy. Both prohibition and the distilleries who met the demand for alcohol were creations of the British Crown acting through the Committee of 300. It was an experiment which became the forerunner of today's drug trade, and the lessons learned from the prohibition era are being applied to the soon-to-be-legalized drug trade.

**ROUTING THROUGH CANADA**

[H: Yes I realize that you Canadians who continue to urge me to write on things in Canada--don't really want THIS information--but, beloved readers--THIS IS WHERE IT'S AT! Canada is such a major player that you cannot separate it from the U.S. except for "more" convenience for management from the Crown of Britain, Crown of!]
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Canada is the route most used by Far East heroin suppliers. The British Monarchy sees to it that this information never becomes public. Using her powers, Queen Elizabeth rules over Canada through the Governor-General (one wonders how modern Canadians can accept such an archaic arrangement?), who is the Queen's PERSONAL representative, and on down the line to the Privy Council (yet another archaic hang-over from colonialist days) and the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem, who control Canadian commerce in all of its facets.

Opposition to British rule is suppressed. Canada has some of the most restrictive laws in the world, including so-called "hate crime" laws imposed upon the country by Jewish members of the House of Lords IN ENGLAND. At present there are four major trials in various stages in Canada involving persons charged with "hate crimes". These are the Finata, Keegstra, Zundel and Ross cases. Anyone who dares to try and show proof of Jewish control of Canada (which the Bronfmans exercise), is immediately arrested and charged with so-called "hate crimes". This will give us some idea of the vastness of the reach of the Committee of 300 which quite literally sits on top of everything in this world.

Testifying to the truth of this statement is the fact that the Committee of 300 set up the International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) under the auspices of the Round Table. This institute is the vehicle for MI-6-Tavistock black propaganda and wet jobs (an intelligence cover name denoting an operation where bloodshed is required), nuclear and terrorist, which goes to the world's press for dissemination, as well as to governments and military establishments.

STOP THIS WRITING.

* * *

Let us interrupt here at this point and when we come back to write we will move on with the subject of the IISS, a most dangerous group to cross!
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NEED PROOF ABOUT THE ADL?

As we sit again to write on "World Rulers" I suggest you accept the following news article as proof that the "pull" and power is there within the Zionist (Jewish) brokers of New World Order and "getting EVERYTHING". ANYONE WHO SO MUCH AS HAS AN OPINION ABOUT THESE IN-POWER BROKERS ARE FLATTENED THROUGH THE CONTROLLED SYSTEMS:

CONTRACT REVIEW

MODESTO BEE, 3-9-94:
WASHINGTON: A Jewish "group" asked Tuesday for a review of federal contracts issued to businesses run by Nation of Islam members. The American-Jewish Congress asked the Labor Department to determine whether the Nation of Islam complies with laws against employment discrimination on the basis of race or religion. The letter comes after widespread condemnation of a speech delivered by a former aide to the Muslim Group's leader, Louis Farrakhan. In that Nov. 29 speech, Khalid Abdul Muhammad referred to Jews as "bloodsuckers of the black community" and made statements against Catholics, whites in South Africa and other blacks.

[H: To fully understand the significance of this is to realize that the ADL, AJC, etc., are ILLEGAL TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS WHO ALSO SERVE AS PAC'S TO PAY OFF POLITICIANS AND CONGRESSIONAL MEMBERS. You are going to have to face the fact that the Khazar Zionists are also recognized as the British Israelis--and go all the way through the Throne of England, the Committee of 300--and ARE the ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT, enforced through the United Nations.]

INTEREST RATES AND THE FED

Another point I would like bring to your attention is this: On the week-end past Clinton met with Greenspan of the Fed. Reserve. When asked about content of discussions and SPECIFICALLY if there was discussion on the rise of interest rates, the spokesperson loudly proclaimed that "they had general chats about jobs and the economy BUT INTEREST RATES WERE NOT EVEN BROUGHT UP...." Funny thing--THIS MORNING--the reporters say that Greenspan will probably raise the interest rates by a quarter percent immediately...IN SPITE OF THE MEETING ON THE WEEKEND IN WHICH PRESIDENT CLINTON SPECIFICALLY ASKED HIM NOT TO DO SO...!" Still don't believe the media manipulates YOU????
CONSPIRATORS' HIERARCHY:
Story of the Committee of 300
By John Coleman
Part 22

(John Coleman, Joseph Publishing, WIR, 2533 N. Carson St., Carson City, NV 89706)

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR STRATEGIC STUDIES (IISS) and KISSINGER TOO!

Membership of IISS includes representatives of 87 major wire services and press associations as well as 138 senior editors and columnists drawn from international newspapers and magazines. Now you know where your favorite columnist gets all of his information and opinions from. Remember Jack Anderson, Tom Wicker, Sam Donaldson, John Chancellor, Mary McGrory, Seymour Hersh, Flora Lewis and Anthony Lewis, et al.? The information provided by IISS, especially scenarios like those prepared to blacken President Hussein and to justify the coming attack on Libya and condemn the PLO are all specially tailor-made for the occasion. The Mai Lai massacre story published by Seymour Hersh came straight out of IISS, just in case we wrongly suppose that men like Hersh do their, own research work.

The International Institute for Strategic Studies is nothing more than a higher echelon opinion-maker as defined by Lippmann and Bernays. Instead of writing books, newspapers report opinions presented by chosen columnists, and IISS was formed to be a coordinating center for not only creating opinions, but to get those opinions and scenarios out much faster and to a greater audience than could be reached by a book, for example. IISS is a good example of the gridding and interfacing of Committee of 300 institutions.

The idea of bringing IISS into being arose at the 1957 Bilderberger meeting. It will be recalled that the Bilderberger Conference IS A CREATION OF MI-6 UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS. The idea came from Alastair Buchan, son of Lord Tweedsmuir. Buchan was chairman at the time, and a board member of the RIIA and a member of the Round Table reportedly very close to the British royal family. This was the same conference that welcomed Labour Party leader Dennis Healey to its ranks. Others in attendance were Francois Duchene, whose mentor, Jean Monet Duchiennes, ran the Trilateral Commission under the tutelage of H.V. Dicks from Tavistock's Columbus Center.

Among the governing council of this gigantic propaganda opinion-making apparat is included the following:

-Frank Kitson, a one time controller of the IRA PROVISIONALS, the man who started the Mau-Mau insurgency in Kenya.
-Lazard Freres, represented by Robert Ellsworth.
-N.M. Rothschild, represented by John Loudon.
- Paul Nitze, representative of Schroeder Bank. Nitze has played a very prominent and substantial role in matters of Arms Control agreements, which have ALWAYS been under the direction of the RIIA.

- Stansfield Turner, a former director of the CIA.
- Peter Calvocoressi, representing Penguin Books.
- Royal Institute for International Affairs, represented by Andrew Schoenberg.
- Columnists and Reporters, represented by Flora Lewis, Drew Middleton, Anthony Lewis, Max Frankel.
- Daniel Ellsberg
- Henry Kissinger.
- Robert Bowie, a former director of the CIA's National Intelligence Estimates.

Flowing from the 1957 Bilderberger meeting, Kissinger was instructed to open a Round Table office in Manhattan, the nucleus of which consisted of Haig, Ellsberg, Halperin, Schlossinger, McNamara and the McBundy brothers. Kissinger was directed to fill all executive positions in the Nixon administration with Round Tablers, loyal to the RIIA and therefore to the Queen of England. It was no accident that Kissinger chose President Nixon's old hangout, the Hotel Pierre, as his center of operations.

The significance of the Round Table-Kissinger operation was thus: On orders of the RIIA chairman Andrew Schoenberg, a block was placed on all agencies involved in intelligence, preventing them from giving information to President Nixon. This meant Kissinger and his staff were getting ALL INTELLIGENCE, FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC, LAW ENFORCEMENT INFORMATION, INCLUDING FBI DIVISION 5, before any of it was released to the President. This made certain that all MI-6-controlled terrorist operations in the U.S. would have no chance of being leaked. This was Halperin's bailiwick.

By working this methodology, Kissinger at once established hegemony over the Nixon presidency, and after Nixon was disgraced by the Kissinger group and hounded from office, Kissinger emerged with unprecedented powers such as have not been equaled before or since Watergate. Some of these seldom enumerated powers included the following:

Kissinger ordered National Security Decision Memorandum No. I to be drafted by Halperin, who got the actual wording directly from the RIIA through the Round Table circles. The memorandum appointed Kissinger as the supreme U.S. authority, chairman of the Verification Panel. All SALT negotiations were directed from here, using Paul Nitze, Paul Warnke and a nest of traitors inside the Arms Control mission at Geneva.

In addition, Kissinger was appointed to The Vietnam Special Studies Group, which oversaw and made evaluations of all reports, civilian and military, including intelligence reports, coming out of Vietnam. Kissinger also demanded and got oversight of the "40 Committee", a super-secret agency that has the task of deciding when and where to initiate covert activities and then monitors the progress of operations it sets in motion.

Meantime Kissinger ordered a blizzard of wire-taps by the FBI, even on his closest
assistants, so as to give the impression that he was on top of everything. Most of his circle were told that wiretaps on them were in force. This nearly backfired when an MI-6 operative by the name of Henry Brandon was ordered wiretapped, but was not informed by Kissinger. Brandon was doubling as a reporter for the London Times and Kissinger very nearly got thrown out because nobody does this to the London Times.

The full story of the Ellsberg break-in and the subsequent Watergating of Nixon is too long to be included here. Suffice to say, Kissinger had control of Ellsberg from the day that Ellsberg was recruited while at Cambridge. Ellsberg had always been a hardliner in favor of the Vietnam War, but was gradually "converted" to a radical leftist activist. His "conversion" was only a shade less miraculous than St. Paul's Damascus Road experience.

The entire spectrum of the new left in the United States was the work of British intelligence MI-6 acting through Round Table assets and the Institute for Policy Studies (IPS). Just as it did with all countries with a republican base, whose policies had to be changed, IPS played a leading role, even as it does today in South Africa and South Korea. Much of IPS's activities are explained in my work "IPS Revisited" published in 1990.

IPS had one main function, that being to sow discord and spread disinformation resulting in chaos. One such program, aimed at America's youth, centered on drugs. Through a series of IPS fronts, acts like the stoning of Nixon's motorcade and a large number of bombings, a climate of deception was effectively created which led a majority of Americans to believe that the United States was under threat from the KGB, the GRU and Cuban DGI. The word went out that a lot of these imaginary agents had close ties to the Democrats through George McGovern. It was, in fact, a model disinformation campaign for which MI-6 is justly famous.

Haldeman, Ehrlichman and Nixon's closest aides had no clue as to what was happening, hence a flurry of statements emanating from the White House that East Germany, The Soviet Union, North Korea and Cuba were training terrorists and funding their operations in the United States. I doubt whether Nixon knew very much about IPS, let alone suspected what it was doing to his presidency. We suffered the same kind of disinformation during the Gulf War when the word went out that terrorists of all stripes were about to invade the United States and blow up everything in sight.

President Nixon was literally left in the dark. He didn't even know that David Young, a Kissinger pupil, was working in the basement of the White House, supervising "leaks". Young was a graduate of Oxford and a long-time Kissinger associate through Round Table assets such as the law firm of Milbank Tweed. President Nixon was no match for the forces arrayed against him under the direction of MI-6 on behalf of the Royal Institute for International Affairs and hence the British royal family.

About the only thing that Nixon was guilty of, in so far as Watergate is concerned, was his ignorance of what was going on all around him. When James McCord "confessed" to Judge John Sirica, Nixon should have been on to it like a flash that McCord was playing a double game. He ought to have challenged Kissinger about his relationship with McCord.
there and then. That would have thrown a spanner in the works and derailed the whole MI-6-Watergate operation.

[H: Are ANY of you getting nervous about the plight of your nation and the total seriousness of foreign rule? Why do you THINK Queen Lizzie and Prince Charles, etc., come over here? TO VISIT THEIR PROPERTY AND COLONY! You are, for all practical economic and control purposes--subjects of the Crown of England! I chuckle at you blurred-visioned little citizens thinking you have something to do with NAFTA, etc. and especially your "Health Care" program et al. You will HAVE exactly what the Crown of England WANTS YOU TO HAVE--NO MORE AND NO LESS! All the bleatings of one Ross Perot are but distractors as is the Whitewater debacle. A lot of massive changes are afoot and a lot of things have to happen so you don't notice the REAL THING.]

Nixon did not abuse his presidential powers. His crime was not defending the Constitution of the United States of America and not charging Mrs. Katherine Meyer Graham and Ben Bradley with conspiracy to commit insurrection. Mrs. Katherine Meyer Graham's pedigree is of the most doubtful kind, as "Jessica Fletcher" of "Murder She Wrote" would soon have discovered. But even knowing that, Mrs. Graham's controllers in the Round Table would have fought hard to keep the lid on things. The role of the Washington Post was to keep the pot boiling by one "revelation" after another, thereby engendering a climate of public distrust of President Nixon, even when there was not one shred of evidence to support wrongdoing by him.

Yet it shows the immense power of the press, as Lippmann and Bernays had quite properly anticipated, in that Mrs. Graham, long suspected of the murder of her husband, Philip L. Graham--officially classed as "suicide"--should have retained any credibility at all. Other traitors who should have been indicted for insurrection and treason were Kissinger, Haig, Halperin, Ellsberg, Young, McCord, Joseph Califano and Chomsky of IPS and those CIA operatives who went to Mc-Cord's house and burned all of his papers. Again, it is worth repeating that Watergate, like many other operations we do not have the space to include here, demonstrated the COMPLETE CONTROL exercised over the United States by the Committee of 300.

[H: Over and over you ask that your names not be identified when you write--I agree, even though the enemy comes forth and causes great fuss over it and Dharma gets court-orders and blamed for "plagiarism" and the like--or worse. So, is this not dangerous to be giving out all this information? YES AND NO--ALL I am commissioned to do is GIVE OUT THE INFORMATION--no more! God promised the information, not to take care of your mess FOR YOU. I require that which our agreements enfold that we may complete our mission and then you big kids have the field and the ball. However, I remind you of something I have repeated many times: This information is no longer adverse public information. The One Worlders are to the point that they believe it good for you ALL to understand the total strength and surrounding power encompassing you--that means that they think you cannot do a damned thing about them. Can you? I don't know as I don't see many
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of you doing much except standing back in shocked disbelief and denial. The ANTI-CHRIST of prophecy has GOTCHA, THE TITANS ARE READY TO HEAD-ON CLASH IN INCREDIBLE CONFRONTATION AND YOU JUST ACT NUMB!

GOD has sent his up-front alert crew and you deny us also--so, in the order of God in allowing man his free-will function and choices, we do that which we CAN--offer! We continue to counter the ones who denounce us or steal from our own crew--but overall, we can't do FOR YOU. For God's people it is enough! But you have to wake up and smell the coffee boiling over. You also have to grow beyond the lies of the churches who present the escape route of blood spillage of "saviors" and do-nothing but "believe" raptures. Precious ones, it SIMPLY IS NOT GOING TO WORK THAT WAY--AND YOU ARE CHILDREN OF THE LIE--IN MASONIC TERMS, HOODWINKED!]

While Nixon kept company with people like Earl Warren and some Mafia dons who had built Warren's house, that does not mean that he should have been disgraced over the Watergate Affair. My dislike of Nixon stems from his willingness to sign the infamous ABM Treaty in 1972 and his all-too-cozy relationship with Leonid Brezhnev. One of the sorriest slip-ups of the Minority Council was its abject failure to expose the dirty role played by INTERTEL, the Corning Group's ugly private intelligence agency whom we have already met, who "leaked" a lot of Watergate material to Edward Kennedy. Private intelligence agencies like INTERTEL have no right to exist in the United States. They are a MENACE to our right to privacy and an insult to all free men everywhere.

Blame must also fall on those who were supposed to protect President Nixon from the kind of steelmesh net that was thrown around him to isolate him. The intelligence personnel around Nixon were a poor lot who had no knowledge of just how thorough British intelligence operations are; indeed, they had no inkling that Watergate was a British intelligence operation in its entirety. The Watergate plot was a coup-d'etat against the United States of America, as was the murder of John F. Kennedy. Although this fact is not recognized as such today, I am confident that when all the secret papers are finally opened, history will record that two coup-d'états, one against Kennedy and one against Nixon, did indeed take place, and which in their wake brought the most violent rape and assault on the institutions upon which the Republic of the United States stands.

The individual who most deserves the title of traitor and who is most guilty of sedition is General Alexander Haig. This desk-man office-colonel whose paper-shuffling career did not include commanding any troops in battle, was suddenly thrust upon the scene by the invisible upper-level parallel government. President Nixon once described him as a man who had to ask Kissinger's permission to go to the bathroom.

Haig was a product of the Round Table. He was noticed by Round Tabler Joseph Califano, one of Her Majesty's most trusted Round Tablers in the United States. Joseph Califano, legal council of the Democratic National Convention, had actually interviewed Alfred Baldwin, one of the plumbers A MONTH BEFORE THE BURGLARY TOOK PLACE. Califano was stupid enough to write a memorandum on his interview with Baldwin,
in which he gave details of information on McCord's background and why McCord has selected Baldwin to be on the "team".

Even more damaging, Califano's memorandum contained full details of transcripts of wiretaps of conversations between Nixon and the reelection committee, all this BEFORE the break-in occurred. Califano should have been indicted on a score of federal offenses; instead he got away cleanly with his criminal activity. Sanctimonious Sam Ervin refused to allow Fred Thompson, Minority Council, to introduce this highly damaging evidence at the Watergate hearings--on the spurious grounds that it was "too speculative".

On Round Table orders, Kissinger had Haig promoted from colonel to four-star general in the most meteoric rise ever recorded in the annals of United States military history, in the course of which Haig was leap-frogged over 280 senior U.S. Army generals and high-ranking officers.

During Haig's "promotion", and as a result of it, 25 senior generals were forced to resign. As a reward for his treachery toward President Nixon, AND THE UNITED STATES, Haig was subsequently given the plum job of Commanding General of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization forces (NATO), although he was THE LEAST QUALIFIED COMMANDER EVER TO HOLD THAT POSITION. Here again he was leapfroged over 400 senior generals from NATO countries and the United States. [H: To get a full overview of the whys and hows of Haig, however, you are going to have to go back to our work on the Antarctic region, the Falkland Island "war" and the confrontations of political nature going on at the time in Argentina, etc. Perhaps one of our staff could reference that material for you. During that period of time a lot was happening to the Rockefeller family "boys", Kissinger himself--as well as conflicts with Britain:]

When the news of his appointment reached the Soviet Armed Forces High command, Marshall Orgakov recalled his three top Warsaw pact generals from Poland and East Germany, and there was much merrymaking, clinking of glasses and quaffing of champagne until well into the night. All through Haig's tenure as commander of NATO force the professional elite cadre of the Soviet Armed Forces, men who had never been anything else but professional soldiers, held Haig in the utmost contempt and openly referred to him as the "office manager of NATO". They knew that Haig owed his appointment to the RIIA and not to the United States military.

But before his military promotion took him out of Washington, let it be known that Alexander Haig, in conjunction with Kissinger, all but destroyed the office of the President of the United States and its government. The chaos left by Kissinger and Haig in the wake of Watergate has never been chronicled to the best of my knowledge. On the insistence of the RIIA, Haig virtually took over the management of the Government of the United States after the April 1973 coup d'etat. Bringing 100 Round Table agents chosen from THE BROOKINGS INSTITUTION, Institute of Policy Studies and the Council on Foreign Relations, Haig filled the top one hundred posts in Washington with men who, like himself, were beholden to a foreign power. In the ensuing debacle, the Nixon Administration was torn asunder, and the United States along with it.
Thrusting aside the pious platitudes and posturings of defending the Constitution, Senator Sam Ervin did more to change the United States than anything President Nixon was alleged to have done, and the United States has not yet recovered from the near-mortal wound of Watergate, a Committee of 300 sponsored operation conducted by the Royal Institute for International Affairs, the Round Table and "hands on" MI-6 officers based in the United States.

The way President Nixon was first isolated, surrounded by traitors and then confused, followed to the letter the Tavistock method of gaining full control of a person according to the methodology laid down by Tavistock's chief theoretician, Dr. Kurt Lewin. I have already given details of Lewin's methodology elsewhere in this book, but in view of the text-book case of President Richard M. Nixon, I think it is worth repeating:

"One of the main techniques for breaking morale through a strategy of terror consists in exactly this tactic--keep the person hazy as to where he stands and just what he may expect. In addition, if frequent vacillations between severe disciplinary measures and promises of good treatment together with the spreading of contradictory news, make the cognitive structure of this situation utterly unclear, then the individual may cease even to know a particular plan would lead toward or away from his goal. Under these conditions even those individuals who have definite goals and are ready to take risks are paralyzed by severe inner conflict in regard to what to do".

[H: So, what do you think they have planned for poor old confused Billy Clintonista and Billary? Is a Whitewater more worthy or less worthy of attention than a Watergating?? What has Billy done to bring down the house on his head? Well, I can GUARANTEE you will find your old buddy Brent Scowcroft of the Mormon Church right up at the head of the list of CAUSERS of this debacle! Scowcroft, of course, is also a partner of Kissinger so this is SERIOUS business at hand and you can place your "bets" on it.]

Kissinger and Haig followed Tavistock training manuals to the letter. The result was a distraught, confused, frightened and demoralized President Nixon, whose only course of action--he was told by Haig--was to resign. In 1983 I wrote two works, The Tavistock Institute: Sinister and Deadly and The Tavistock Institute: Britain's Control of U.S. Policy, based upon Tavistock secret manuals which had fallen into my hands. Tavistock Institute's methods and actions are spelled out in these two works. [H: I'm sure you can obtain those works directly from the address given for John Coleman in Nevada.]

So successfully were Tavistock methods applied to unseat President Nixon that the people of this nation fully believed the calumny of lies, distortions and set-piece contrived situations mounted by the conspirators as truth, when in fact Watergate was a diabolical lie from end to end. It is important to stress this because we have certainly not seen the last of Watergate-type operations.
END OF THIS WRITING

***

Let us take a break and if you are not too tired to return, we can perhaps go a bit further and finish this portion regarding Watergate and Haig. Thank you.
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MARATHON WRITING?

An inquiry is made of me as to the possibility of us running some kind of "marathon" on writings this week. Perhaps as there may well be other things needing attention later in the week and YOU HAVE TO HAVE THIS INFORMATION MORE QUICKLY THAN WE WERE GETTING IT TO YOU. I again reassure you that Dharma's fingers hit EVERY KEY stroke. We are accused, in court, of xeroxing other's material and thus and so. No such luck and we can show proof of same with the tendon sheaves in the hands making palm-reading impossible and no remaining alphabet paintings on the keyboard. Why do I require this work when there are scanners, etc.? Because it remains that if "ONE" person can write it--YOU CAN READ IT!! In addition--I must also have this information into her head for later data use. She does not pay attention at all while we write and "news" seems to reach her "later" and embarrassingly.

There are so many things which need to be pointed out to you that I KNOW you are missing by and large. A lot of you don't but so many say "Oh yeah--I notice that..." when we speak of certain things. An important confirmation for your economy showed up TODAY. I have been speaking for weeks about the "sign" on your Federal Reserve Building now reading "CENTRAL BANK". But, the references as to interest changes, etc., still seem to come via the Fed. Reserve. Well, you got a cute little bit of slippage TODAY when the statement was: "The Central Bank responded as the Federal Reserve raised interest rates a quarter of a percent". What is this "Central Bank"?

Stay awake!

Maybe a bit of someone else's input would be welcomed here as a "humor" break:

"The past is gone; the present is full of confusion; and the future scares hell out of me!"
David Lewis Stein

Let's try now for another segment of "300".

IMPEACHABLE OFFENSES?

Part 23

What were the alleged impeachable offenses committed by President Nixon and the so-called "smoking gun" evidence which was supposed to back up the charges? First, the "smoking gun". This piece of FICTION was created by Kissinger and Haig around the June 23rd tape, which Haig coerced Nixon into surrendering to Leon Jaworski.
Haig spent hours convincing President Nixon that this tape would sink him, because it proved "beyond any doubt that Nixon was guilty guilty of serious wrong doing and a co-conspirator in the Watergate break-in. President Nixon's first response was to tell Haig, "It's utter nonsense to make such a big deal of this", but Haig chipped away until Nixon became convinced that he could not make a successful defense before the Senate, based solely on this particular June 23rd tape!

How had Haig accomplished his mission? Acting out a scenario prepared for him by his Round Table controllers, Haig had an unedited transcript of the "smoking gun" tape typed by his staff. In reality there was nothing in the tape that President Nixon could not have explained. Sensing this, Haig then circulated his unauthorized unedited transcript of the tape among Nixon's staunchest supporters in the House and Senate and the Republican party high command. Peppered with "smoking gun" and "devastating", and coming from Nixon's trusted aide, the transcript had the effect of a falcon hitting a flock of pigeons; Nixon's supporters panicked and ran for cover.

[H: What do you think is going to happen to President Hillary and Billions with the false "smoking guns"? Already several involved parties have "suicided"--so it doesn't look good, does it, when the chips start falling?]

Following up his sedition and insurrection, Haig summoned to his office Congressman Charles Wiggins, a staunch Nixon supporter who had agreed to lead the fight in the House to head off impeachment proceedings. In a bare-faced blatant lie, Wiggins was informed by Haig, "The fight is lost." After that Wiggins lost all interest in defending Nixon, believing that Nixon himself had agreed to give up. Haig then dealt with Senator Griffin, a leading supporter of the president in the Senate in the same way. AS A RESULT OF HAIG'S SEDITIOUS, TREASONOUS ACTIVITIES, SENATOR GRIFFIN IMMEDIATELY WROTE A LETTER TO PRESIDENT NIXON CALLING UPON HIM TO RESIGN.

THREE MONTHS EARLIER, Round Table controlled Institute for Policy Studies, child of James Warburg, founder and a fellow, Marcus Raskin, delivered EXACTLY the same ultimatum that President Nixon resign, using the British intelligence propaganda journal, The New York Times of May 25th to deliver the ultimatum. The Watergate tragedy was a step in the irreversible transition to barbarism which is enveloping the United States, and which is leading us into the One World Government-New World Order. The United States is now at the same place that Italy found itself when Aldo Moro tried to rescue it from created instability.

With what wrongdoing was Nixon charged? John Doar, whose brutish character was well-suited to his task of bringing so-called articles of impeachment against the president, was the author and finisher of one of the most far-reaching ILLEGAL domestic surveillance counterintelligence operations ever run in the United States.

Heading the Interdepartmental Intelligence Unit (IDIU), Doar garnered information from every conceivable agency of the federal government, including the Internal Revenue Service. The program was linked to the Institute for Policy Studies. One of the highlights of
John Doar's career was to provide the CIA—which is forbidden by law to engage in domestic surveillance, with 10,000-12,000 names of citizens he suspected as political dissidents, for further investigation.

On July 18th, 1974, this great upholder of the law, with measured pomposity, delivered the "charges" against President Nixon, which episode was nationally televised. THERE WAS NOT A SINGLE PIECE OF EVIDENCE THAT NIXON HAD DONE ANYTHING IMPEACHABLE; indeed, Doar's pathetic litany of Nixon's alleged "crimes" were so trivial that it is a wonder the proceedings went beyond this point. Income tax fiddling, unauthorized bombing of Cambodia and a vague "abuse of power" charge that would never have stuck in a court of law, was the best that Doar could do. The United States was as unstable as it would ever be when President Nixon resigned on August 8th, 1974.

PREPARATION FOR BANKING DISINTEGRATION

Nowhere more so than in our economic and fiscal policies. In 1983 the international bankers met in Williamsburg, Virginia to work out a strategy to prepare the United States for a total disintegration of its banking system. This planned event was to stampede the U.S. Senate into accepting control of our monetary and fiscal policies by the International Monetary Fund (IMF). Dennis Weatherstone of Morgan Guarantee on Wall Street stated that he was convinced this was the only way for the United States to save itself.

The proposal was endorsed by the Ditchley Group which had its beginning in May of 1982 at Ditchley Park in London. On January 10th-11th, 1983, this alien group met in Washington D.C., in violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act and the Clayton Act, and conspired to overthrow the sovereignty of the United States of America in its monetary and financial freedom. The United States Attorney General knew of the meeting and its purpose. Instead of charging members of the group with conspiracy to commit a federal crime, he simply looked the other way.

Under the-above mentioned acts, proof of a conspiracy is all that is needed for a felony conviction, and there was ample evidence that a conspiracy did indeed take place. But as the Ditchley Foundation had met at the request of the Royal Institute for International Affairs and was hosted by the Round Table, no one in the Justice Department had the courage to take action as required by those who had sworn to uphold the laws of the United States.

The Ditchley Plan to usurp control of the fiscal and monetary policies of the United States was the brainchild of Sir Harold Lever, a strong backer of Zionism and a close confidant of members of the British royal family and a member of the Committee of 300. Sir Harold Lever was a director of the giant UNILEVER conglomerate, an important Committee of 300 company. Lever's plan called for the IMF's influence to be broadened so that it could influence central banks of all nations, including the U.S., and guide them into the hands of a One World Government bank.
This was considered a vital step in bringing about a situation where the IMF would become the supreme arbiter of world banking. The ultra-secret January meeting was preceded by another meeting in October 1982 which was attended by representatives of 36 of the world's top banks who met at the New York Vista Hotel. Security for the October 26th-27th seminar was as tight as anything ever seen in the Big Apple. This earlier Ditchley Group meeting also violated United States law.

Addressing the meeting, Sir Harold Lever said it was essential that national sovereignty as an archaic hang-over must be ended before the year 2000. [H: Ever heard of TREASON?] "The United States will soon have to realize that it will be no better than any Third World country when the IMF takes control", said Sir Harold. It was later reported to the delegates that plans to appoint the IMF as the controller of United States fiscal policies were being readied to bring before the United States Senate by the year 2000.

Rimmer de Vries, speaking for Morgan Guaranty, said it was high time that the United States became a member of the Bank of International Settlements. "There must be a reconsideration of U.S. hesitancy over the past 50 years", De Vries declared. Some British and German bankers, fearing possible violations of U.S. law, said that the Ditchley Group is nothing but a committee to iron out exchange rate problems. Felix Rohatyn also spoke of the great need to change U.S. banking laws so that the IMF could play a greater role in this country. Rohatyn headed Lazard Freres, a Club of Rome bank and part of the Eagle Star Group which we have already met.

Round Tablers William Ogden and Werner Stang spoke enthusiastically in support of surrendering U.S. fiscal sovereignty to the International Monetary Fund and the Bank of International Settlements. Delegates representing the Alpha Banking Group, a P2 Freemasonry bank, said the United States must be forced to surrender to "the higher authority of a world bank", before any progress toward the New World Order could be made.

On January 8th, 1983, before their big meeting on January 10th-11th, Hans Vogel, a leading Club of Rome member, was received at the White House. President Ronald Reagan had invited George Schultz, Caspar Weinberger, George Kennan and Lane Kirkland to be present at his meeting with Vogel, who explained to President Reagan what the aims and objectives of the Ditchley Group were. From that day, President Reagan did an about face and worked with the Committee of 300's various agencies to advance the International Monetary Fund and the Bank of International Settlements as the authority on U.S. domestic and foreign monetary policies.

The invisible government of the Committee of 300 has put tremendous pressure on America to change its ways--for the worse. America is the last bastion of freedom and unless our freedoms are taken away from us, progress toward a One World Government will be considerably slowed. Such an undertaking as a one World Government is a massive one, requiring a great deal of skill, organizing abilities, control of governments and their policies. The only organization that could possibly have undertaken this mammoth task with any hope of success is the Committee of 300, and we have seen just how far it has come toward total
SPIRITUAL BATTLE

Above all, the battle is a spiritual one. Unfortunately, the Christian churches have become little more than social clubs run by the infinitely evil World Council of Churches (WCC), whose beginnings lie not in Moscow but in the City of London, as we see from the chart at the end of the book which gives the structure of the One World Government Church. This body was set up in the 1920s to serve as a vehicle for One World Government policies, and stands as a monument to the long-range planning capabilities of the Committee of 300.

COSMOSPHERES AND SPACE "STUFF"?

Another corrupt body similar in structure and design to the WCC is the Union of Concerned Scientists, set up by the Trilateral Commission, and funded by the Carnegie Endowment Fund, the Ford Foundation and Aspen Institute. This is the group that has led the fight to prevent the United States from mounting an effective deterrent against Soviet CosmospHERes, space-based laser beam weapons which can destroy selected targets in the United States or elsewhere from outer space.

The United States SDI program was designed to counter the threat posed by Soviet Cosmospheres, a threat which still exists in spite of the assurances that "Communism is dead". Soviet spokesman Georgi Arbatov told a meeting of the Union of Concerned Scientists that it is important for them to oppose the SDI program, because if the SDI program became operational, "IT WILL BE A MILITARY CATASTROPHE". Year after year the Union of Concerned Scientists has opposed every budget which included funding for the vital SDI program, until by the end of 1991, there is not even enough money to fund further research still required, let alone place the system in orbit. The Union of Concerned Scientists is run by the Royal Institute for International Affairs and is heavily infiltrated with MI-6 British intelligence agents.

There is not one single aspect of life in America that is not watched over, steered in the "right" direction, manipulated, and controlled by the invisible government of the Committee of 300. There is not one elected official or political leader that is not subject to its rule. No one thus far has got away with defying our secret rulers, who do not hesitate to make "a horrible example" of anyone, including the President of the United States of America.

From 1776 when Jeremy Bentham and William Petty, the Earl of Shelburne, fresh from the triumph of the French Revolution which they planned and ran, were drafted by the British Crown to bring their combined experience to bear against the colonists, to 1812 when the British sacked and burned Washington, destroying secret documents that would have exposed the treason being worked against the young United States of America, to the Watergating of President Nixon and assassination of President Kennedy, the hand of the Committee of 300 is clearly visible. This book is an attempt to open the eyes of the American people to this terrible truth: We are not an independent nation, nor can we ever be, as long as success.
we are ruled by an invisible government, the Committee of 300.

[H: As we move on we find the rest of the book is devoted to listings of various institutions, etc. and an explanation of some of them. I was not going to utilize that information for a couple of reasons but now reconsider that decision. There are "changes" along with name renewals, mergers and other measures to be less visible. However, since it has only been a couple of years since Coleman compiled the book--it will be accurate enough for our purposes. You must realize that as we move deeper into the control pit--the players are stepped-up and categories change--just as your "Central Bank". We do not, however, have time nor inclination to spend much more time on the given subject.]

PAST AND PRESENT INSTITUTIONS/
ORGANIZATIONS AND THOSE DIRECTLY
UNDER INFLUENCE OF THE
COMMITTEE OF 300

Academy for Contemporary Problems.
Africa Fund.
Agency of International Development.
Albert Previn Foundation.
Alliance Israelite Universalle.
American Civil Liberties Union.
American Council of Race Relations.
American Defense Society.
American Press Institute.
American Protective League.
Anti-Defamation League.
Arab Bureau.
Arab Higher Committee.
ARCA Foundation.
Armour Research Foundation.
Arms Control and Foreign Policy Caucus.
Arthur D. Little, Inc.
Asian Research Institute.
Aspen Institute.
Association for Humanistic Psychology.
Augmentation Research Center.
Baron De Hirsh Fund.
Battelle Memorial Institute.
Berger National Foundation.
Berlin Center for Future Research.
Bilderbergers.
Black Order.
Boycott Japanese Goods Conference.
British Newfoundland Corporation.
British Royal Society.
Brotherhood of Cooperative Commonwealth.
Bureau of International Revolutionary Propaganda.

[H: For you who rushed down this list to find "Brookings"--I remind you, Brookings is the lead player under the TAVISTOCK Institute for "brainwashing" techniques so is listed elsewhere.]

Canadian Jewish Congress.
Cathedral of St. John the Divine, New York.
Center for Advanced Studies in the Behavioral Sciences.
Center for Constitutional Rights.
Center for Cuban Studies.
Center for Democratic Institutions.
Center for International Policy.
Center for the Study of Responsive law.
Christian Socialist League.
Cini Foundation.
Club of Rome.
Cominform.
Committee for the Next Thirty Years.
Committee of Fourteen.
Committee on National Morale.
Committee to Frame a World Constitution.
Communist League.
Congress of Industrial Organizations.
Council on Foreign Relations.
David Sassoon Company.
De Beers Consolidated Mines.
Democratic League of Brussels.
East India Committee of 300.
Economic and Social Control (ECOSOC).
Environmental Fund.
Environmetrics Inc.
Esalen Institute.
Fabian Society.
Federation of American Zionists.
Fellowship for a Christian Social Order.
Fellowship of Reconciliation.
Ford Foundation.
Fordham University Institution Educational Research.
Foundation for National Progress.
Garland Fund.
German Marshall Fund.
Governing Body of the Israelite Religious Community.
Gulf South Research Institute.
Haganah.
Harvard University.
Hells Fire Club.
Horance Mann League.
Hudson Guild.
Hudson Institute.
Hudson Bay Company.
Imperial College University of London.
Industrial Christian Fellowship.
Institute for Brain Research.
Institute for Pacific Relations.
Institute for Policy Studies.
Institute for Social Research.
Institute for the Future.
Institute for World Order.
Institute on Drugs, Crime and Justice.
Inter-Alpha.
Inter-American Social Development Institute.
International Institute for Strategic Studies.
Interreligious Peace Colloquium.
Irgun.
Knights of Malta.
League of Nations.
Logistics Management Institute.
London Board of Deputies of British Jews.
London School of Economics.
Mary Carter Paint Company.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Mellon institute.
Metaphysical Society.
Milner Group.
Mocatto Metals.
Mont Pelerin Society.
NAACP.
National Center for productivity Institute.
National Council of Churches.
National Opinion Research Center.
National Training Laboratories.
New Democratic Coalition.
New World Foundation.
New York Rand Institute
NORML.
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).
Odd Fellows.
Order of St. John of Jerusalem.
Order of the Golden Dawn.
OXFAM.
Oxford Univac.
Pacific Studies Center.
Palisades Foundation.
Peninsula and Orient Navigation Company.
PERMINDEX.
Princeton University.
Rand Corporation.
Rand School of Social Sciences.
Research Triangle Institution.
Rhodes Scholarship Committee.
Rio Tinto Zinc Company.
Riverside Church Disarmament Program.
Round Table.
Royal Institute for International Affairs.
Russell Sage Foundation.
San Francisco Foundation.
Sharps Pixley Ward.
Social Science Research Council.
Socialist International.
Socialist Party of the United States.
Society for Promotion of Study of Religions.
Society of Heaven (TRIADS).
Soviet State Committee for Science and Technology.
Stanford Research Institute.
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute.
Sun Yat Sen Society.
Systems Development Corporation.
Tavistock Institute of Human Relations.
Tempo Corporation.
The High Twelve International.
The Public Agenda Foundation.
The Quality of Life Institute.
Theosophist Society.
Thule Society.
Transatlantic Council.
Trilateral Commission.
U.S. Association of the Club of Rome.
U.S. Institute for Peace.
Union of Concerned Scientists.
UNITAR.
University of Pennsylvania Wharton School.
Warburg, James P. and Family.
Western Training Laboratories.
Wilton Park.
Women's Christian Temperance Union.
Wong Hong Hon Company.
Work in America Institute.
World Council of Churches.

**SPECIAL FOUNDATIONS AND INTEREST GROUPS**

Arab Bureau.
Aristotelian Society.
Asian Research Institute.
Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation.
British American Canadian Corporation.
Brotherhood of Eternal Love.
Cambridge Apostles.
Canadian Histadrut Campaign.
Canadian Pacific Ltd.
Caribbean-Central American Action Group.
China Everbright Holdings Ltd.
Chinese People's Institute of Foreign Affairs.
Council of South America.
Endangered Peoples' Society.
English Property Corporation Ltd.
Hospice Inc.
International Brotherhood of Teamsters.
International Red Cross.
Jerusalem Foundation, Canada.
Kissinger Associates.
Kowloon Chamber of Commerce.
Organization of American States.
Overseas Chinese Affairs Committee.
Radio Corporation of America (RCA).
Royal Police of Hong Kong.
YMCA.

END OF THIS WRITING.

* * *

Please understand that these are but partial listings but I think you may find enough here to make you pay attention. I will take up the BANKS at the next sitting. Then, I'll prepare you now--one of the most important and totally controlled groups is THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION! Guess why you don't have any remaining justice or rights in your judicial system?

May God be with you--you really DO need HIM.

Salu.
CHAPTER 4
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As information is offered to you, you MUST realize that only a small smattering of listings can be given--even less in a "paper" than in a book. You must realize, in addition, that small banks, as a for instance, are but little extensions of the larger "Mother" home-office institution. I note that you ones rush to the lists to see if you find names and places listed in the major categories which serve the Committee of 300. Dear one, you would be reading into next year if all little branches which are in trouble, have folded, are still in business but ripping you off--were listed. It would take a full research team constantly in action to just keep up with CHANGES. By "changes" I mean mergers, changes of harness and thus and so. In many instances that which you 'THINK' is gone--is actually only partially out of operation while the top-boys continue to operate and direct actions. Banks are absorbed, phased out and brought under control of larger banks so that "branches" once "independent" are merged but unsung in the news print.

Let me use as an example, Madison Bank in Arkansas--a rather small little bank compared to the big boys--BUT, it failed because of total mismanagement and operatives such as Clinton, et al. Then you have more and more Savings and Loans which are not listed with "banks"--which serve as banks and mortgage/loan institutions. With the collapse of so many of these in point--there is no way to give you proper listings. Know that the small banks are TOTALLY controlled and bankruptcies PLANNED and ORCHESTRATED by the Top organization.

SANTA BARBARA SAVINGS AND
BANK OF AMERICA

Let me use as an example of total deceit. Through full agreements and actual criminal manipulations Santa Barbara Savings and Loan Association bellied-up. So what happened? Bank of America was given the "good" assets and the RTC (YOU TAXPAYERS) were given the bad debts and expenses. This has happened all over the nation and abroad as these institutions have merged into the big banks which will ultimately only be represented by FIVE at most. This is so brief as to probably bring more questions than answers but I find in "listing" institutions, we simply cannot name them ALL and much the less, list changes. The ones which ARE listed are indeed IMPORTANT. You are watching everything regarding banking coming under the full and complete control of the Committee of 300. The further point of these institutions is to garner all the precious metal, gold, under their control--so that there is no metal upon which to base a "free economy". Remember the "debit card"? It has NOT gone away, friends. The world economy is now based upon NOTHING so how can YOU-THE-PEOPLE regain control of any measure of your stability? Remember the first rule of the mandates: Get control of the money!
The next we hear is "Won't GOD do something about this"? Why would God do anything about it--you asked Him for your share a long time ago--and NOW you want to change it? YOU placed yourselves, praying for assistance all the way, into this pit of debt and destruction as YOU "HAD TO HAVE--NOW"!! You put on your yellow ribbons, red ribbons, black ribbons, blue ribbons and marched with whichever drummer led the band. GOD DOES NOT STEP IN AND CHANGE THE MARCHING TUNE--YOU WILL, OR IT WILL NOT BE CHANGED!

I wonder if many of you pay attention to today's news items and think inclusively? I know that a few do and I am sorry to pronounce that you are "mostly" right in your deductions. You are getting ready for a MAJOR war including China, Korea and places in the Far East--as well as in the Middle East. And yet, what comes from the "secret" depths today? Oh, a little something about tremendous noise blasting into the Pacific which can actually kill the wildlife present. WHY do you think this would be? Dear ones--to hide movement of submarines, sonic blasts and explosions from Light Blasts. It is to cover WAR SOUNDS, CONFUSE SONAR AND RADAR AMONG OTHER THINGS! WORSE--THESE ARE EXTRA LOW FREQUENCY BLASTS --REMEMBER THE ELFs?? Do you actually think sound will move in ONLY ONE DIRECTION-- AWAY FROM YOU? GOOD LUCK.

As we left the CONSPIRATORS' HIERARCHY...300, yesterday, we were offering Dr. Coleman's listing of various categories of "things". We stopped at "BANKS" of major note but only a partial listing. I believe the way to handle the most information is to simply pick up right there, get on with the book and, then, we can move into discussions of other topics equally as pertinent.

CONSPIRATORS' HIERARCHY
The story of the Committee of 300
Part 24

By John Coleman, WIR, 2533 N. Carson St., Carson City, NV 89706.

Continuation of listings:

BANKS

American Express.
Banca de la Svizzera d'Italia.
Banca Andinoino.
Banca d'America d'Italia.
Banca Nazionale del Lavoro.
Banca Privata.
Banco Ambrosiano.
Banco Caribe.
Banco Commercial Mexicana.
Banco Consolidato.
Banco d'Espana.
Banco de Colombia.
Banco de Commercio.
Banco de Iberio-America.
Banco de la Nacion.
Banco del Esta da.
Banco Internacional.
Banco Latino.
Banco Mercantile de Mexico.
Banco Nacional de Cuba.
Banco Nacional de Panama and 54 smaller Panamanian banks. Bangkok Commercial
d'Italian.
Bangkok Metropolitan Bank.
Bank al Meshreq.
Bank America. [H: Good example: Bank America is the "mother" of all Bank OF
America's]
Bank for International Settlements. [H: This is an even better example for the BIS
takes in thousands of banks.]
Bank Hapoalim.
Bank Leu.
Bank Leumi.
Bank of Bangkok.
Bank of Boston.
Bank of Canada.
Bank of Credit and Commerce International.
Bank of East Asia.
Bank of Escambia.
Bank of Geneva.
Bank of Ireland.
Bank of London and Mexico.
Bank of Montreal.
Bank of Norfolk.
Bank of Nova Scotia.
Bank Ohio.
Banque Bruxelles-Lambert.
Banque Commerciale Arabes.
Banque du Credit International.
Banque de Paris et Pays-Bas.
Banque Francais et Italienn por l'Amerique du Sud.
Banque Louis Dreyfus e Paris.
Banque Privee.
Banques Sud Ameris.
Barclays Bank.
Baring Brothers Bank.
Barnett Banks.
Baseler Handelsbank.
Basel Committee on Bank Supervision.
BCCI.
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce.
Centrust Bank.
Chartered Bank.
Chemical Bank.
Citibank.
Citizens and Southern Bank of Atlanta.
City National Bank of Miami.
Claridon Bank.
Cleveland National City Bank.
Corporate Bank and Trust Company.
Credit and Commerce American Holdings.
Credit and Commerce Holdings, Netherlands Antilles.
Credit Suisse.
Crocker National Bank.
de'Neuflize, Schlumberger, Mallet Bank.
Dresdener Bank.
Dusseldorf Global Bank.
First American Bank of Georgia.
First American Bank of New York.
First American Bank of Pensacola.
First American Bank of Virginia.
First American Banking Corp.
First Empire Bank.
First Fidelity Bank.
First National Bank of Boston.
First National City Bank.
Florida National Bank.
Foreign Trade Bank.
Franklin National Bank.
Hambros Bank.
Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation.
Independence Bank of Encino.
Israeli Discount Bank.
Litex Bank.
Ljubljanska Bank.
Lloyds Bank.
Morgan Bank.
Morgan Et Cie.
Morgan Grenfell Bank.
Narodny Bank.
National Bank of Cleveland.
National Bank of Florida.
Orion Bank.
Paravicini Bank Ltd.
Republic National Bank.
Royal Bank of Canada.
Schroeder Bank.
Seligman Bank.
Shanghai Commercial Bank.
Soong Bank.
Standard and Chartered Bank.
Standard Bank.
Swiss Bank Corporation.
Swiss Israel Trade Bank.
Trade Development Bank.
Unibank.
Union Bank of Israel.
Union Bank of Switzerland.
Vanying Bank.
White Weld Bank.
World Bank.
World Commerce Bank of Nassau.
World Trade Bank.
Wozchod Handelsbank.

[H: Perhaps it is the major banks of various unnamed nations of which you should be most aware! Why? Because from those UNCONTROLLED banks and places will come your help. When I say "you", I use the term loosely for you have so many factions in power in the U.S. that it is hard to label "you"-the-people! Remember, you-the-people of the Constitutional U.S.--the enemy of your GOVERNMENT IS NOT THE ENEMY OF YOU THE CITIZENS! I am quick to point out, however--how is the "enemy" going to know the difference? Bombs fall on the just and the unjust as does the rain--and somehow God gets blamed for either.]

Note: With the exception of the Basel Committee on Banking, each of the above mentioned banks have been, and may still be, involved in the drug, diamond, gold and weapons trade.

**BCCI:** THIS BANK HAS BEEN INDICTED ON SEVERAL CHARGES OF BEING HEAVILY INVOLVED IN DRUG MONEY LAUNDERING THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. ITS STRUCTURE GIRDS EVERY OPERATION OF THE COMMITTEE OF 300. Of interest is its corporate structure. Middle East interests, 35% of stock held by:

Ruling Family of Bahrain.
Ruling Family of Sharjah.
Ruling Family of Dhubai.
Ruling Family of Saudi Arabia.
Ruling Family of Iran.
Group of Middle East Businessmen.
BCCI Cayman Islands 41%.
Bank of America 24%.

[H: It should be noted that since the writing of this book the major players who ran the U.S. BCCI and associations, have simply been "acquitted" of wrong doing. One politically strong individual, simply because of his age. Note also that Bush Family holdings are entangled directly with the ruling family of Bahrain wherein the Bush's have massive oil and gold reserves.]

BCCI Cayman Islands and BCCI Luxembourg established Agency offices in Miami, Boca Ration, Tampa, New York, San Francisco and Los Angeles.

[H: Next comes a really "fun" listing and will give you insight as to the impossibility of legally trampling on the other members of other listings:]

**LEGAL ASSOCIATIONS AND LAWYERS**

American Bar Association
Clifford and Warnke. (BCCI CONNECTION!!)
Coudert Brothers.
Cravaith, Swain and Moore.
Wilkie, Farr and Gallagher.

**ACCOUNTANTS/AUDITORS**

Price, Waterhouse.

**TAVISTOCK INSTITUTIONS IN THE UNITED STATES**

**FLOW LABORATORIES**
Gets contracts from the National Institute of Health.

**MERLE THOMAS CORPORATION**
Gets contracts from the U.S. Navy, analyzes data from satellites.

**WALDEN RESEARCH**
Does work in the field of pollution control.

**PLANNING RESEARCH CORPORATION, ARTHUR D. LITTLE, G.E. "TEMPO", OPERATIONS RESEARCH INC.**
Part of approximately 350 firms who conduct research and conduct surveys, make recommendations to government.
They are part of what President Eisenhower called "a possible danger to public policy that could itself become captive of a scientific-technological elite".

**BROOKINGS INSTITUTION**

Dedicates its work to what it calls a "national agenda".

Wrote President Hoover's program, President Roosevelt's "New Deal", the Kennedy Administration's "New Frontiers" program (deviation from it cost John F. Kennedy his life), and President Johnson's "Great Society". Brookings has been telling the United States Government how to conduct its affairs for the past 70 years and is still doing so on behalf of the Committee of 300. [H: Brookings is the number one servant of Tavistock and "MI-6" for mind-manipulations and mind-control. The major push is to have ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEVIANT BEHAVIORS and Satanic integration. One of the major thrusts is to push people into total acceptance of the New Age philosophy for the New Age Religion-New One World Religion! You will find that Brookings is so interconnected with so many other entities that it is very difficult to find the origin of such as grants, loans, "chairs", etc., to various institutions, universities and places of learning. Almost ALL church colleges are heavily supported by Brookings through any number of other conduits. It is through this maneuvering of resource trails that ones such as US&P can claim no involvement while DIRECTLY involved.]

**HUDSON INSTITUTE**

Under the direction of Herman Khan, this institution has done more to shape the way Americans react to political and social events, think, vote and generally conduct themselves than perhaps any except the BIG FIVE. Hudson specializes in defense policy research and relations with the USSR. Most of its military work is classified as SECRET. (One idea during the Vietnam War was to build a moat around Saigon.) Some of its earlier papers were entitled "Stability and Tranquility Among Older Nations", and "Analytical Summary of U.S. National Security Policy Issues".

Hudson prides itself on its diversity; it helped NASA with its space programs and helped to promote new youth fashions and ideas, youth rebellion and alienation for the Committee of 300, ostensibly funded by Coca Cola. Hudson may be quite properly classified as one of the Committee of 300's BRAIN-WASHING establishments. Some of its nuclear war scenarios make for very interesting reading and, if they can be obtained, I would recommend "The 6 Basic Thermonuclear Threats" and "Possible Outcomes of Thermonuclear War" and one of its more frightening papers entitled "Israeli-Arab Nuclear War".

Hudson also does corporate advising for Committee of 300 companies, Rank, Xerox, General Electric, IBM, and General Motors, to name but a few of them, but its really big client remains the U.S. Department of Defense which includes matters of civil defense, national security, military policy and arms control. To date it has not got into "wet NASA", that is to say, the National Oceanographic Agency. It works closely with Brookings.

**NATIONAL TRAINING LABORATORIES**

NTL is also known as the International Institute for Applied Behavioral Sciences. This institute is definitely a brainwashing center based on Kurt Lewin principles which include so-called T-Groups (training groups), artificial stress training whereby participants suddenly
find themselves immersed in defending themselves against vicious accusations. NTL takes in the National Education Association, the largest teacher-group in the United States.

While officially decrying "racism", it is interesting to note that NTL, working with NEA, produced a paper proposing education vouchers which would separate the hard-to-teach children from the brighter ones, and funding would be allocated according to the number of difficult children who would be separated from those who progressed at a normal rate. The proposal was not taken up.

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, WHARTON SCHOOL OF FINANCE & COMMERCE

Funded by Eric Trist, one of the "brain trusts" of Tavistock, Wharton has become one of the more important Tavistock institutions in the U.S. in so far as "Behavioral Research" is concerned. Wharton attracts clients such as the U.S. Department of Labor--which it teaches how to produce "cooked" statistics at the Wharton Econometric Forecasting Associates Incorporated. This method is very much in demand as we come to the close of 1991 with millions more out of work than is reflected in USDL statistics.

Wharton's ECONOMETRIC MODELING is used by every major Committee of 300 company in the United States, Western Europe and by the International Monetary Fund, the United Nations and the World Bank. Wharton has produced such noteworthy persons as George Shultz and Alan Greenspan.

INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH

This is the institute set up by "brain trusters" from Tavistock: Rensis Likert, Dorwin Cartwright and Ronald Lippert. Among its studies are "The Human Meaning of Social Change", "Youth in Transition" and "How Americans View Their Mental Health". Among the institute's clients are The Ford Foundation, U.S. Department of Defense, U.S. Postal Service and the U.S. Department of Justice. [H: You can also see WHY it was necessary to state that Walter Russell was a "humanist" in order to FIT within the fundamental structure of the human social changers.]

INSTITUTE FOR THE FUTURE

This is not a typical Tavistock institution in that it is funded by the Ford Foundation, yet it draws its long-range forecasting methodology from the mother of all think tanks. Institute for the Future projects what it believes to be changes that will be taking place in time frames of fifty years. The institute is supposed to be able to forecast socioeconomic trends and to blow the whistle on any departures from what it has laid down as normal.

Institute for the Future believes it is possible and normal to intervene now and give decisions for the future. So-called "Delphi Panels" decide what is normal and what is not, and prepare position papers to "steer" government in the right direction to head off such groups as "people creating civil disorder". (This could be patriotic groups demanding abolition of graduated taxes, or demanding that their right to bear arms is not infringed).

The institute recommends actions such as liberalizing abortion laws, drug usage and that cars entering an urban area pay tolls, teaching birth control in public schools, requiring registration of firearms, making the use of drugs a non-criminal offense, legalizing homosexuality, paying students for scholastic achievements, making zoning controls a preserve of the state, offering bonuses for family planning and last, by no means least, a
Pol Pot Cambodia-style proposal that new communities be established in rural areas. As will be observed, many of the Institute for the Future's goals have already been more than fully realized.

INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES (IPS)
One of the "Big Three", IPS has shaped and reshaped United States policies, foreign and domestic, since it was founded by James P. Warburg and the Rothschild entities in the United States, bolstered by Bertrand Russell [H: Check out Nora's work and research on the Russells.] and the British Socialists through its networks in America which include the League for Industrial Democracy in which Leonard Woodcock played a leading, if behind-the-scenes role. Local lead players in the League for Industrial Democracy included "conservative" Jeane Kirkpatrick, Irwin Suall (of the ADL), Eugene Rostow (Arms Control negotiator), Lane Kirkland (Labor leader), and Albert Shanker.

For record purposes only, IPS was incorporated in 1963 by Marcus Raskin and Richard Barnett, both highly-trained Tavistock Institute graduates. Most of the funding came from Rothschild associates in America like the James Warburg Family, the Stern Family Foundation and the Samuel Rubin Foundation. Samuel Rubin was a registered member of the Communist Party who stole the Faberge name (Faberge was "Jeweler of the Imperial Russian Court") and made a fortune out of the Faberge name.

[H: I'm sorry, Dharma. Perhaps truth causes all to look at rather ordinary things in a much, much different LIGHT?]

The objectives of IPS came from an agenda laid down for it by the British Round Table, which agenda in turn came from Tavistock Institute, one of the most notable being to create the "New Left" as a grass roots movement in the U.S. IPS was to engender strife and unrest and spread chaos like a wildfire out of control, proliferate the "ideals" of left wing nihilistic socialism, support unrestricted use of drugs of all types, and be the "big stick" with which to beat the United States political establishment.

Barnett and Raskin controlled such diverse elements as Black Panthers, Daniel Ellsberg, National Security Council staff member Halperin, The Weathermen Underground, the Venceramos and the campaign staff of candidate George McGovern. No scheme was too big for IPS and its controllers to take on and manage.

Take the plot to "kidnap" Kissinger, which was in the hands of Eqbal Ahmed, a British MI-6 intelligence agent of Pakistani origin, laundered through "TROTS" (Trotskyite terrorists based in London). The "plot" was "discovered" by the FBI so that it would not go too far. Ahmed went on to become the director of one of IPS's most influential agencies, The Transnational Institute which, chameleon-like, changed from its former name, Institute of Race Relations, when intelligence agents of BOSS (Bureau of State Security) in South Africa unmasked the fact that it was tied directly to Rhodes Scholarship-Harry Oppenheimer and Anglo-American-British mining interests in South Africa. BOSS also discredited the South Africa Foundation at the same time.

Through its many powerful lobbying groups on Capitol Hill, IPS relentlessly used its "big stick" to beat Congress. IPS has a network of lobbyists, all supposedly operating independently but in actual fact acting cohesively, so that Congressmen are pummeled from all sides by seemingly different and varied lobbyists. In this way, IPS was, and is still, able to successfully sway individual Representatives and Senators to vote for "the trend, the way things are going". By using key pointmen on Capitol Hill, IPS was able to break into the very
infrastructure of our legislative system and the way it works.

To give only a single concrete example of what I am talking about: in 1975, an IPS point man persuaded representative John Conyers (D-Michigan) and forty-seven members of the House to request IPS to prepare a budget study that would oppose the budget being prepared by President Gerald Ford. Although not adopted, the request was reinstated in 1976, 1977, and 1978, gathering sponsors as it went.

Then in 1978, fifty-six Congressmen signed their names to sponsor an IPS budget study. This was prepared by Marcus Raskin. Raskin's budget called for a fifty percent cut in the Defense Budget, a socialist housing program "that would compete with and steadily replace private housing and mortgage markets", a national health service, "radical changes in the educational system and would disrupt capitalist control over the distribution of knowledge", and several other radical ideas.

The influence of IPS on Arms Control negotiations was a major factor in getting Nixon to sign the treasonous ABM Treaty in 1972, which left the United States virtually defenseless against ICBM attack for almost 10 years. IPS became, and remains to this day, one of the most prestigious "think tanks" controlling foreign policy decisions, which we, the people, foolishly believe are those of our law makers.

By sponsoring militant activism at home and with links to revolutionaries abroad, by engineering such victories as "The Pentagon Papers", besieging the corporate structure, bridging the credibility gap between underground movements and acceptable political activism, by penetrating religious organizations and using them to sow discord in America, such as radical racial politics under the guise of religion, using the establishment media to spread IPS ideas, and then supporting them, IPS has lived up to the role which it was founded to play.

STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE

Jesse Hobson, the first president of Stanford Research Institute, in a 1952 speech made it clear what lines the institute was to follow. Stanford can be described as one of the "jewels" in Tavistock's Crown in its rule over the United States. Founded in 1946 immediately after the close of WW II, it was presided over by Charles A. Anderson, with emphasis on mind control research and "future sciences". Included under the Stanford umbrella was Charles F. Kettering Foundation which developed the "changing Images of Man" upon which the Aquarian Conspiracy rests.

Some of Stanford's major clients and contracts were at first centered around the defense establishment but, as Stanford grew, so did the diversity of its services:

Applications of Behavioral Sciences to Research Management.
Office of Science and Technology.
SRI Business Intelligence Program.

Among corporations seeking Stanford's services were Wells Fargo Bank, Bechtel Corporation, Hewlett Packard, Bank of America, McDonnell-Douglas Corporation, Blyth, Eastman Dillon and TRW Company. One of Stanford's more secret projects WAS
EXTENSIVE WORK ON CHEMICAL AND BACTERIOLOGICAL WARFARE (CAB) WEAPONS.

Stanford Research is plugged into at least 200 smaller "think tanks" doing research into every facet of life in America. This is known as ARPA networking and represents the emergence of probably the most far-reaching effort to control the environment of every individual in the country. At present Stanford's computers are linked with 2500 "sister" research consoles which include the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), Bell Telephone Laboratories, U.S. Army Intelligence, the Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI), RAND, MIT, Harvard and UCLA. Stanford plays a key role in that it is the "library", cataloging all ARPA documentation.

"Other agencies"--and one can use one's imagination here, are allowed to search through SRI's "library" for key words, phrases, look through sources and update their own master files with those of Stanford Research Center. The Pentagon, for instance, uses SRI's "master files" extensively, and there is little doubt that other U.S. Government agencies do the same. Pentagon "command and control" problems are worked out by Stanford.

While ostensibly these apply only to weapons and soldiers, there is absolutely no guarantee that the same research could not, and will not, be turned to civilian applications. Stanford is known to be willing to do anything for anyone, and it is my belief that if ever SRI were to be fully exposed, the hostility which would arise from revelations as to what it actually does would most probably force SRI to close.

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, ALFRED P. SLOAN SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

This major institute is not generally recognized as being a part of Tavistock U.S.A. Most people look upon it as a purely American institution, but that is far from being the case. MIT-Alfred Sloan can be roughly divided into the following groups:

Contemporary Technology.
Industrial Relations.
Lewin Group Psychology.
NASA-ERC Computer Research Laboratories.
Office of Naval Research Group, Psychology.
Systems Dynamics. Forrestor and Meadows wrote The Club of Rome's "Limits of Growth" zero growth study.

Some of MIT's clients include the following:

American Management Association.
American Red Cross.
Committee for Economic Development.
GTE.
Institute for Defense Analysis (IDA).
NASA.
National Academy of Sciences.
National Council of Churches.
Sylvania.
TRW.
U.S. Army.
U.S. Department of State.
U.S. Navy.
U.S. Treasury.
Volkswagen Company.

So vast is the reach of IDA that it would take hundreds of pages to describe the activities in which it is engaged, and IDA is fully described in my book on the role played by Institutions and Foundations in committing treason against the United States of American, which will be published early in 1992. [H: I believe this refers to the book, DIPLOMACY BY DECEPTION, An Account Of The Treasonous Conduct By The Governments Of Britain And The United States BY JOHN COLEMAN. This can be obtained through the same address as given for CONSPIRATORS' HIERARCHY and I do ask that you support this work, please.]

RAND RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Without a doubt, RAND is THE think tank most beholden to Tavistock Institute and certainly the RHA's most prestigious vehicle for control of United States policies at every level. Specific RAND policies that became operative include our ICBM program, prime analyses for U.S. foreign policy making, instigator of space programs, U.S. nuclear policies, corporate analyses, hundreds of projects for the military, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) in relation to the use of mind altering drugs like peyote, LSD (the covert MK-Ultra operation which lasted for 20 years).

[H: They work totally hand in hand with the Brookings Institute.]

Some of RAND's clients include the following:

American Telephone and Telegraph Company (AT&T).
Chase Manhattan Bank.
International Business Machines (IBM).
National Science Foundation.
Republican Party.
TRW.
U.S. Air Force.
U.S. Department of Energy.
U.S. Department of Health.

There are literally THOUSANDS of highly important companies, government institutions and organizations that make use of RAND's services, and to list them all would be an impossible task. Among RAND's "specialties" is a study group that predicts the timing and the direction of thermonuclear war, plus working out the many scenarios based upon its findings. RAND was once accused of being commissioned by the USSR to work out terms of surrender of the United States Government, an accusation that went all the way to the United States Senate, where it was taken up by Senator Symington and subsequently fell victim to articles of scorn poured out by the establishment press. BRAINWASHING remains the
primary function of RAND.

To summarize, the major Tavistock institutions in the United States engaged in brainwashing at all levels, including government, the military, business, religious organizations and education are the following:

**BROOKINGS INSTITUTION**  
Hudson Institute  
Institute for Policy Studies.  
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.  
National Training Laboratories.  
Rand Research and Development Corporation.  
Stanford Research Institute.  
Wharton School at University of Pennsylvania.

It is estimated by sources of mine that the total number of people employed by these institutions is in the region of 50,000 with funding close to $10 BILLION dollars.

**"SOME" MAJOR WORLD-WIDE COMMITTEE OF 300**  
**INSTITUTIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS ARE ASfollows**

- Americans for a Safe Israel.  
- Biblical Archaeology Review.  
- Bilderbergers.  
- British Petroleum.  
- Canadian Institute of Foreign Relations.  
- Christian Fundamentalism.  
- Egyptian Exploration Society.  
- Imperial Chemical Industries.  
- International Institute for Strategic Studies.  
- Order of Skull and Bones.  
- Palestine Exploration Fund.  
- Poor Knights of the Templars.  
- Royal Dutch Shell Company.  
- Socialist International.  
- South Africa Foundation.  
- Tavistock Institute of Human Relations.  
- Temple Mount Foundation.  
- The Atheist Club.  
- The Fourth State of Consciousness Club.  
- The Milner Group.  
- The Nasi Princes.  
- The Order of Magnas Mater.
The Order of the Divine Disorder.
The RIIA.
The Round Table.
Trilateral Commission.
Universal Freemasonry.
Universal Zionism.
Vickers Armament Company.
Warren Commission.
Watergate Committee.
Wilton Park.
World Council of Churches.

[H: Next Dr. Coleman lists SOME of the past and present members of the Committee of 300. I hesitate to take up space in the paper for such a long list when it is not now currently comprehensive as you will note--some have been added and some have been killed (i.e. Palme...). However, the "vote" says that the readers would prefer we do so. Therefore, Dharma, if you don't mind too much, let's do it.

In addition, readers, we have been gifted with the book DIPLOMACY BY DECEPTION (By John Coleman). However, we have no "rights" to that book as we did to the "300". If you readers would like to inquire and petition Coleman for use of the material we shall MAKE ROOM to serialize it also. OR far more preferable, ask him to offer summaries and preferred portions. It is purely up to Dr. Coleman. Either way, readers, PLEASE SUPPORT THIS WORK--IT IS THE BEST available by anyone, anywhere in less than a dozen or so volumes.
We will await response to handle that subject. Thank you.]

PAST AND PRESENT MEMBERS
OF THE COMITTEE OF 300

Abergavemy, Marquis of
Acheson, Dean
Adeane, Lord Michael
Agnelli, Giovanni
Alba, Duke of
Aiding, Lord
Aleman, Miguel
Allibone, Professor T.E.
Alsop Family Designate
Amory, Houghton
Anderson, Charles A.
Anderson, Robert 0.
Andreas, Dwayne
Asquith, Lord
Astor, John Jacob and successor, Waldorf
Aurangzeb, Descendants of
Austin, Paul
Baco, Sir Ranulph
Balfour, Arthur
Balough, Lord
Bancroft, Baron Stormont
Baring
Barnato, B.
Barran, Sir John
Baxendell, Sir Peter
Beatrice of Savoy, Princess
Beaverbrook, Lord
Beck, Robert
Beeley, Sir Harold
Beit, Alfred
Benn, Anthony Wedgewood
Bennet, John W.
Benneton, Gilberto or alternate Carlo
Bertie, Andrew
Besant, Sir Walter
Bethal, Lord Nicholas
Bialkin, David
Biao, Keng
Bingham, William
Binny, J.F.
Blunt, Wilfred
Bonacassi, Franco Orsini
Bottcher, Fritz
Bradshaw, Thornton
Brandt, Willy
Brewster, Kingman
Buchan, Alastair
Buffet, Warren
Bullitt, William C.
Bulwer-Lytton, Edward
Bundy, McGeorge
Bundy, William
Bush, George
Cabot, John. Family Designate
Caccia, Baron Harold Anthony
Cadman, Sir John
Califano, Joseph
Carrington, Lord
Carter, Edward
Catlin, Donat
Catto, Lord
Cavendish, Victor C.W. Duke of Devonshire
Chamberlain, Houston Stewart
Chang, V.F.
Chechirin, Georgi or Family Designate
Churchill, Winston
Cicireni, V. or Family Designate
Cini, Count Vittorio
Clark, Howard
Cleveland, Amory
Cleveland, Harland
Clifford, Clark
Cobold, Lord
Coffin, the Rev. William Sloane
Constanti, House of Orange
Cooper, John. Family Designate
Coudenhove-Kalergi, Count
Cowdray, Lord
Cox, Sir Percy
Cromer, Lord Evelyn Baring
Crowther, Sir Eric
Cumming, Sir Mansfield
Curtis, Lionel
d'Arcy, William K.
D'Avignon, Count Etienne
Danner, Jean Duroc
Davis, John W.
de Bennedetti, Carlo
De Bruyne, Dirk
De Gunzberg, Baron Alain
De Lamater, Major General Walter
De Menil, Jean De Vries, Rimmer
de Zulueta, Sir Philip
de'Aremberg, Marquis Charles Louis
Delano. Family Designate
Dent, R.
Deterding, Sir Henri
di Spadaforas, Count Guitierez, (House of Savoy)
Douglas-Home, Sir Alec
Drake, Sir Eric
Duchene, Francois
DuPont
Edward, Duke of Kent
Eisenberg, Shaul
Elliott, Nicholas
Elliott, William Yandel
Elsworthy, Lord
Farmer, Victor
Forbes, John M.
Foscaro, Pierre
France, Sir Arnold
Fraser, Sir Hugh
Frederik IX, King of Denmark Family Designate
Freres, Lazard
Frescobaldi, Lamberto
Fribourg, Michael
Gabor, Dennis
Gallatin, Albert. Family Designate
Gardner, Richard
Geddes, Sir Auckland
Geddes, Sir Reay
George, Lloyd
Giffen, James
Gilmer, John D.
Giustiniani, Justin
Gladstone, Lord
Gloucester, The Duke of
Gordon, Walter Lockhart
Grace, Peter J.
Greenhill, Lord Dennis Arthur
Greenhill, Sir Dennis
Grey, Sir Edward
Gyllenhammar, Pierres
Haakon, King of Norway
Haig, Sir Douglas
Hailsham, Lord
Haldane, Richard Burdine
Halifax, Lord
Hall, Sir Peter Vickers
Hambro, Sir Jocelyn
Hamilton, Cyril
Harriman, Averill
Hart, Sir Robert
Hartman, Arthur H.
Healey, Dennis
Helsby, Lord
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II
Her Majesty Queen Juliana
Her Royal Highness Princess Beatrix
Her Royal Highness Queen Margreta
Heseltine, Sir William
Hesse, Grand Duke descendants, Family Designate
Hoffman, Paul G.
Holland, William
House of Bragonza
House of Hohenzollern
House, Colonel Mandel
Howe, Sir Geoffrey
Hughes, Thomas H.
Hugo, Thieman
Hutchins, Robert M.
Huxley, Aldous
Inchcape, Lord
Jamieson, Ken
Japhet, Ernst Israel
Jay, John, Family Designate
Keynes, John Maynard
Jodry, J.J.
Joseph, Sir Keith
Katz, Milton
Kaufman, Asher
Keith, Sir Kenneth
Keswick, Sir William Johnston, or Keswick, H.N.L.
Keswick, William Johnston
Kimberly, Lord
King, Dr. Alexander
Kirk, Grayson L.
Kissinger, Henry
Kitchener, Lord Horatio
Kohnstamm, Max
Korsch, Karl
Lambert, Baron Pierre
Lawrence, G.
Lazar
Lehrman, Lewis
Lever, Sir Harold
Lewin, Dr. Kurt
Lippmann, Walter
Livingstone, Robert R. Family Designate
Lockhart, Bruce
Lockhart, Gordon
Linowitz, S.
Loudon, Sir John
Suzzallo, Pierpaolo
Mackay, Lord, of Chasfern
Mackay-Tallack, Sir Hugh
Mackinder, Halford
MacMillan, Harold
Matheson, Jardine
Mazzini, Gueseppi
McCloughlin, W.E.
McCloy, John J.
McFadyean, Sir Andrew
McGhee, George
McMillan, Harold
Mellon, Andrew
Mellon, William Larimer or Family Designate
Meyer, Frank
Michener, Roland
Mikovan, Anastas
Milner, Lord Alfred
Mitterrand, Francois
Monett, Jean
Montague, Samuel
Montefiore, Lord Sebag or Bishop Hugh
Morgan, John P.
Mott, Stewart
Mountain, Sir Brian Edward
Mountain, Sir Dennis
Mountbatten, Lord Louis
Munthe, A., or family designate
Maisbitt, John
Neeman, Yuval
Newbigging, David
Nicols, Lord Nicholas of Bethal
Norman, Montague
O’Brien of Lotherby, Lord
Ogilvie, Angus
Okita, Saburo
Oldfield, Sir Morris
Oppenheimer, Sir Earnest, and successor, Harry
Ormsby Gore, David (Lord Harlech)
Orsini, Franco Bonacassi
Orolani, Umberto
Ostiguy, J.P.W.
Paley, William S.
Pallavacini
Palme, Olaf
Palmerston
Palmstierna, Jacob
Pao, Y.K.
Pease, Richard T.
Peccei, Aurellio
Peek, Sir Edmund
Pellegreno, Michael, Cardinal
Perkins, Nelson
Pestel, Eduard
Peterson, Rudolph
Peterson, Peter G.
Petty, John R.
Philip, Prince, Duke of Edinburgh
Piercy, George
Pinchott, Gifford
Pratt, Charles
Price Waterhouse, Designate
Radziwill
Ranier, Prince
Raskob, John Jacob
Recanati
Rees, John Rawlings
Rees, John
Rennie, Sir John
Rettinger, Joseph
Rhodes, Cecil John
Rockefeller, David
Role, Lord Eric of Ipsden
Rosenthal, Morton
Rostow, Eugene
Rothmere, Lord
Rothschild, Elie de or Edmon de and/or Baron Rothschild
Runcie, Dr. Robert
Russell, Lord John
Russell, Sir Bertrand
Saint Gouers, Jean
Salisbury, Marquisse de Robert Gascoigne Cecil. Shelburne, The Salisbury, Lord
Samuel, Sir Marcus
Sandberg, M.G.
Sarnoff, Robert
Schmidheiny, Stephan or alternate brothers Thomas, Alexander Schoenberg, Andrew
Schroeder
Shultz, George
Schwartzenberg, E.
Shawcross, Sir Hartley
Sheridan, Walter
Shiloach, Rubin
Silitoe, Sir Percy
Simon, William
Sloan, Alfred P.
Smuts, Jan
Spelman
Sproull, Robert
Stals, Dr. C.
Stamp, Lord Family designate
Steel, David
Stiger, George
Strathmore, Lord
Strong, Sir Kenneth
Strong, Maurice
Sutherland
Swathling, Lord
Swire, J.K.
Tasse, G. or Family Designate
Temple, Sir R.
Thompson, William Boyce
Thompson, Lord
Thyssen-Bornamisza, Baron Hans Henrich
Trevelyn, Lord Humphrey
Turner, Sir Mark
Turner, Ted
Tyron, Lord
Urquidi, Victor
Van Den Broek, H.
Vanderbilt
Vance, Cyrus
Verity, William C.
Vesty, Lord Amuel
Vickers, Sir Geoffrey
Villiers, Gerald Hyde family alternate
Volpi, Count
von Finck, Baron August
von Hapsburg, Archduke Otto, House of Hapsburg-Lorraine
Von Thurn and Taxis, Max
Wallenberg, Peter or Family Designate
Wang, Kwan Cheng, Dr.
Warburg, S.C.
Ward Jackson, Lady Barbara
Warner, Rawleigh
Warnke, Paul
Warren, Earl (Remember the "Warren Commission"?)
Watson, Thomas
Webb, Sydney
Weill, David
Weill, Dr. Andrew
Weinberger, Sir Caspar
Weizman, Chaim
Wells, H.G.
Wheetman, Pearson (Lord Cowdray)
White, Sir Dick Goldsmith
Whitney, Straight
Wiseman, Sir William
Wittelsbach
Wolfson, Sir Isaac
Wood, Charles
Young, Owen

[H: I am not going to go into the references for this book. It is easily acquired by any of you who wish the information. The name listings are not complete nor is each name complete in some instances. That is because it is very, very difficult to come by membership information. You are dealing with the highest ranking Committee on your GLOBE. It is the ULTIMATE secret organization.

I personally have highlighted a sprinkling of names so you DON’T miss them. This does not indicate that there are others less or more important--only WELL-KNOWN to the average reader. I did not, for instance bother to highlight such as J.P. Morgan--you can do some of your own homework.

I ask that you ponder on the importance of the writings you have been graciously afforded for if you follow-up on just this one volume of information--you can discern the rest of the PLAY IN PROGRESS!

I am greatly appreciative to John Coleman (by whatever name he is calling himself) for compiling this information. He gathered his piles of information and the book in point was put together so quickly that it would blur your vision--at my request. It took a lot of work day and night to get it to the public timely. It is unfortunate that personalities took advantage of this place and our assets. However, KNOW, that that which is brought AGAINST--will ultimately circle back UNTO! Our best wishes to John, Lena and John-John.]

Let us close this writing. I apologize for the length, Dharma. "Tired-finger", however, is NOT a fatal disease--IGNORANCE can be...! Salu.
CHAPTER 5
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RUNNING BEHIND!

While we are running so far behind with "current events" that we used to call "Today's Watch" we have, by far, more inquiries into other subjects and regarding other participations than that of updating events. This is a good sign for you old friends who have been here with us from onset--it indicates you are able to discern meaning from the non-news and are also becoming more and more aware of the resources for information. The SPOTLIGHT is excellent as are many of the news-letters. But never mind, we will get back to those things, hopefully, and intersperse the writings among whatever may be our "focus".

I have some things which I feel I must offer you such as THE RUSSIAN "MAFIA" as presented in Foreign Affairs. The article in point is by Stephen Handelman and the document has been sent to me by one I highly respect in that if he sends me something--it is IMPORTANT! The article in point deals with Russian crime (organized). That is not what is so important, however, as it is this organized crime element in global presence that can be referred to as this author puts it, "Politics by Other Means". Unfortunately it goes along with the Committee of 300 "controllers" and The New World Order and One World Government as these evils sweep across the lands. We will save that writing for another day, however, as I am most prodded to speak of Gunther Russbacher.

GUNTHER RUSSBACHER

You beloved readers pushed for his freedom and won. Now I understand your need to know how he is, where he is and thus and so. No, we have not been abandoned nor abandoned him--it is far more complicated than "that".

How is he? Not well but with cooperation and effort--he can be "repaired". The surgery for heart bypass was obviously done with the full expectation of the evidence being buried with the corpse. It is a maze of botched up surgery. No, he has not even nearly permanently "died"--he has only WISHED that would be the case. In addition, he has had to face all the problems of social life without job, help or direction for medical care. He has been sustained, however, by this resource here and he will "make it". At proper time he will have to undergo total repair surgery--when we find a competent physician NOT PAID TO KILL HIM.

Who is he? I won't answer that at this time as to the ramifications of his identity or lineage for it doesn't matter to our story at this point.

Where is he? Missing! Yes, I know where he is but he had to be moved quickly as attack
after attack has confronted him, most predominantly by the Israeli Mossad. THAT tells you how important is the man. He is "secluded" with guards of his own teams at the present time while the "enemy" efforts in every manner possible to stop his work. THAT work is attached to our Command and it is quite obvious in every way--that we are REAL; the World Government wants to get rid of us and all attached to us--AND CAN'T and the GAMES ARE ROUGH! Part of the reason I keep Dharma so busy is so she cannot think upon the ongoing "things". Where is Rayelan? Well, let's leave that one alone for the present also. It has, however, been some bad times of experience as Gunther is brought up to "Godspeed" for much crosses Rael's perceptions of what she has been "fed" through the New Age experiences. This is no embarrassment to her--it had to be the way it has been and all are capable of insight and growth.

She is physically exhausted as often Gunther remained in an in-between physical demise and other dimensional care. Sounds silly and far-fetched? Well, he can make his own statements when he "returns" to this La-La Land! Am I trying to say that he is some kind of "Christ" or something that can move twixt dimensions, rise again and somehow be holier than thou? No-it simply is time for him in service and physical death is not acceptable for him. He has had implants which we had to "blow out" (shatter) and replacement microdots when given injections to ease the chest pain. He has had several heart "attacks" and now must deal with a partially dead heart muscle. Mr. Gritz may well chide, ridicule and have fun at your expense, readers, but then, he is on the side of the One Worlders. It is greatly different when you are on the opposite side of the Committee.

Wouldn't it, then, have been better for this poor soul if we had just left him in prison? No, for he has a job to do and he couldn't do it in prison. Neither could he get himself out of prison so the thanks are abundant until he can offer his own.

HOW DID HE EVER GET "INVOLVED"?

Just "unlucky" I guess! But for that review I can turn to Rodney Stich's book, DEFRAUDING AMERICA. I hope every one of you readers have a copy. It is comprehensive, it is updated, it is EXCELLENT. I have wanted, for a long time, to offer serialization of sorts, of this book in point. I'll take this opportunity to use his work to give you devoted friends a background of who is Gunther Russbacher. Is it all true? Well, I guess not--all of it--for ALL is very comprehensive and "James Bond(s)" are quite flamboyant in lifestyle and involvements. Some things are truly qualified and cannot be shared. But I believe Rodney has presented enough to give you some good reading time. Rodney knows a lot of deep-cover operatives and he got to know this one very well indeed--and still is a devoted friend. To handle this dissertation let us just begin in Rodney's book on page 177:

DEFRAUDING AMERICA
by Rodney Stich
Part 1

QUOTING:

START OF MY CIA CONTACTS
In November 1990, I became a friend and confidant to the first of many deep-cover high ranking CIA operatives, Gunther Russbacher, who described to me the role played by the CIA in the Savings and Loan and HUD scandals. Russbacher had been with the CIA for over two decades, and had been trained by the CIA to operate covert financial operations under a covert CIA program known as Operation Cyclops. As he developed knowledge and expertise the CIA had him organize and operate many CIA proprietary financial institutions, including for instance National Brokerage Companies, Red Hill Savings and Loan, Hill Financial, and over a dozen other business enterprises. [H: Please don’t get hung-up on all this--I am presenting what is given here and I will not further jeopardize safety and security of a LOT of operatives by divulging MORE. Thank you.]

Russbacher, and later other CIA informants, gave me innermost CIA secrets of how the CIA looted America's financial institutions, how the money was laundered, the criminal elements with whom the CIA acted, and where the money ended up. These CIA operatives stated how the operation worked, and the names of some of the covert CIA financial institutions, fronts, and cutouts. They gave me blank checks, letterheads, copies of corporate filings, and other writings supporting these statements.

For the next few years I spent hundreds of hours with Russbacher in deposition-like questioning, receiving details of the most secret CIA operations in which he participated during the last three decades. He gave me affidavits and sworn statements during the three years prior to the first publication of this book. His credibility as a CIA operative was checked and crosschecked with other CIA informants, and most if not all of what he stated I believe to be true. [H: Keep in mind, readers, YOU went to bat for Russbacher not because he was from the CIA or something--you went to battle because he was falsely incarcerated and EVERY CONSTITUTIONAL LAW REGARDING THE MAN WAS DISMISSED. WHAT HIS "CRIMES" OR REAL PROBLEMS "MIGHT" BE IS NOT IN POINT AS REGARDS HIS INCARCERATION IN MISSOURI--HE WAS IN PRISON UNDER FALSE CHARGES AND WITHOUT RECOGNITION OF ANY OF HIS CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS AS A CITIZEN OF THE U.S.A. If you forget this important fact then we have missed a lot of LESSONS--the ONLY thing that you as citizens dare hope to have protect you when the big boys come for YOU. We have another situation which undoubtedly is going to require your major input. John Schroepfer, our friend here, has been worse than incarcerated by his (he wishes) ex-wife's son and herself. He was injured and then Eleanor gained conservatorship over him--then her son took over. He is allowed NO VISITORS; he is in an Alzheimer's center without benefit of the disease--no one is allowed to go near him--not even attorneys; Eleanor refuses to even speak with him by phone and it is almost a year now that his FRIENDS, just as with Gunther, have done everything they can think to do to get him home. This is far worse than a prison--for there is no excuse for this kind of behavior and yet the "law" seems to allow it. He pleads to be free and he is in with walking vegetables which, alone, will take its toll on a sane man. Why? Because the wife and step-son want his assets. He is quite sure, in fact, that he was struck over the head at the time of his injury. I do not comment--I only state that he called for help and Eleanor claims she "couldn't get out of the chair she was in" although she seemed to get...
out of the chair for anything else. The facts are, however, that even if she could NOT get out of the chair--THE PHONE WAS IMMEDIATELY AT HER ELBOW AND SHE DID NOT CALL FOR HELP FOR HIM. This is truly as sad a situation as I've witnessed--in search with greed to steal that which is another's. I think YOU ones may be able to help with petitions, I shall inquire. John's own family refuses to help him for one reason or another--even to his own son. He does, however, have a nephew who CARES; he is just afraid of the responsibility. Well, there will be no "responsibility" for John will be fine once out and back in good care. So be it. This man has done NOTHING and is denied all of his rights under the Constitution simply by having a conservator who can prevent EVERYONE from seeing him. Weep, you good friends, for many of you are reaching the age where this can be done unto you--WHO WILL COME AND GET YOU OUT? HE IS NOT EVEN ALLOWED TO ATTEND HIS OWN HEARINGS FOR FEAR HE WILL SPEAK WITH HIS FRIENDS OR LAWYERS. "Just doesn't seem right"? It isn't!]

Some banks and Savings and Loans became fronts for CIA covert operations and often made phony loans, phony appraisals, and phony sales, generating enormous sums of money for clandestine activities and stockpiling in secret financial mechanisms kept in the United States and off-shore. These banks and Savings and Loans laundered money obtained through CIA drug operations.

Russbacher stated to me that the CIA had given him over forty aliases. During the first two years of the CIA affiliation he was a contract employee of the CIA, and then in 1965 he entered the United States Navy, assigned to the Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI). During all but three years of his CIA affiliation, he was in Covert Operations, Consular Operations, and other branches of covert government service. He did two tours of duty in Vietnam and Laos and was an unofficial prisoner during the second tour of duty in Southeast Asia. Unofficial in that the U.S. government didn't list its covert personnel. His military numbers included 54 329 963; and his various Social Security numbers included 440-40-1417, 471-50-1578, 441-441417, and 447-42-0007 [H: A cute one. But then, the government has never been noted for NOT BEING cute.]

In one of numerous sworn declarations Russbacher gave to me, dated December 6, 1992, he described part of the CIA operations:

*It is my intent to clarify, once and for all, how the Intelligence Services of the United States of America have used the Savings and Loan (Thrift Institutions) to fund their respective covert operations, both within the United States, and abroad. The scheme devised for creating an unlimited money supply was devised once the inside knowledge of how the Federal Reserve operated became known to operatives and case officers.*

*A monetary growth medium had to be found which would enable the Agency (CIA) to have access to an unlimited supply of funds with which covert operations might be funded. The key was... "How to utilize/capitalize on the Federal Credit Programs". Careful analysis and study of the Federal Credit Act provided the proper forum.*
It was decided that small to medium businesses of the Proprietary Operations Unit would be well on line to provide these expert services. Soon, various businesses, owned and operated by either the Agency or utilizing a front directorship began to deposit funds (legal tender and bogus bearer bonds) into the selected Thrifts. The loading of these institutions was always accomplished with the help of inside information, gained and acquired by and through information garnered by the FSLIC and their respective service members.

It was decided that various front organizations would deposit millions of dollars into these selected Thrifts, and that such deposits would permit the depositors to make collateral loans for eighty-five percent (85%) of the deposit value. The disparity of deposit and secured loan was the carrot for the filing financial institution. The Agency, through its Proprietary Operations Division, was quick to recognize the Fed lending to deposit Rate for thrifts, which in turn stated that every dollar taken in on deposit would permit the Thrift to borrow up to seven dollars from the Federal Reserve. It was a lucrative enticement to Agency Operations. The loaned fluids were soon gathered from all regional affiliates, and channeled to fund the Charters for our own Thrift institutions. The stage was set. It was merely a question of time until we began re-investing our portfolio.

Over a period of approximately 3 years, more than 35 Federally insured "Agency Thrifts" were brought on line. Each of the financial institutions was funded in part by Certificates of Deposit (from our own front companies), and various other instruments of financial obligation. Sometimes, bogus (duplicate) Bearer Bonds were used to insure sufficient start-up capital. Slowly, these institutions began making large loans to other Agency front businesses. Many of them flourished regardless of the initial intent to strip them systematically of their assets. Those which failed to provide an unending "money funnel" were soon brought to Court, pursuant to chapter 11, of the United States Bankruptcy Laws. Prior to permitting entry into such proceedings all visual assets were stripped and/or removed from the insolvent companies. The United States Bankruptcy Courts, as well as the assigned United States Trustees would permit us to re-channel the obvious assets prior to satisfying the demands of the legal creditors. It must be stated that in the initial stages of such operations there were no legal creditors as the entire operation was an "in-house operation", and subsequently not issues or obligations traded on the open market. Such practices were soon discarded, as the volume of the operations was not able to keep out private and corporate investors. Many of the removed assets were sold to other agency operations, which in turn sold said assets to other linked dealers.

Brokerage companies of dubious repute were soon spinoffs of the mega industry. In order to provide continuity as well as expert disclosure I shall reference the history of the funding of Hill Financial, as well as Red Hill Savings and Loan; the establishment of the National Brokerage Companies; the creation of National Financial Services Corporation; National Leasing Corporation; National Realty Corporation; Crystal Shores Development Corporation; Crystal Shores Financial Corporation, and Clayton Financial Planning Corporation. It is imperative that the continuity and creation is uninterrupted.

During my time of service within the Proprietary Operations Division of the Central Intelligence Agency I was approached while using the assigned name of Robert Andrew.
Walker to initiate contact with a nationally prominent brokerage house. (It must be noted that I had been a part of such brokerage facility under another alias/code name). I followed the order and began a transfer study, which in turn was to initiate and facilitate the founding of a new Savings and Loan facility in Red Hill, Pennsylvania. All transfer studies were accurate and the new S&L was soon brought on line. It was funded with corporate paper and other private and corporate bonds/certificates and other financial obligations.

The founding fathers of Red Hill Financial were Donald Lutz and Robert A. Walker, a/k/a/ Gunther Karl Russbacher. The financial package of the S&L was born from funds derived from SBF Corporation. The new S&L flourished, making numerous loans to the economically depressed local and regional area. These notes were in part non-secured, and no payoff was anticipated from these local trades. We began to diversify using the Federal Credit Act to gain and secure additional Federal funds, by securing other deposits from Agency Operations. Our deposit portfolio was extended on a ratio of 4.3/1 and thusly provided considerable additional loan coverage to other more open and more lucrative markets. We began to explore bringing on line additional feeder organizations which could/would add to our real deposit base. The decision for such action was taken after I received orders to charter a brokerage company in the state of Missouri. We, the directors of Red Hill S&L held a closed meeting, wherein it was decided that I would become Chairman of the Board, thusly elevating Donald Lutz to the presidency. Pledging my continued assistance was permitted, nay ordered, to set up shop in St. Louis, Missouri, where I dropped the name Robert A. Walker, and became Emery J. Peden.

Within 3 months I was a registered broker of the Prudential Insurance Company of America. Soon after learning the business, I resigned my position and began a long term relationship with Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Company. I had an office in Clayton, Missouri, and soon made a significant impact on the financial and insurance industry.

END OF SEGMENT ONE (1) of the deposition of Gunther K Russbacher.

I do certify the information contained in this segment of my deposition to be true and correct. Such certification is given under the penalty of perjury. Further, affiant/deponent sayeth not.

Gunther Karl Russbacher, deponent in cause


As my investigative work became known, other CIA and intelligence agency operatives contacted me, giving me specific data on operations in which they were involved. Their information often crossed paths with what Russbacher had stated to me, providing further confirmation of what Russbacher and others state. This constant cross-check of data given to me by CIA and DEA operatives, who had nothing to gain, and much to lose, left no doubt in my mind as to the credibility of the basic information they provided to me.

Russbacher incorporated and operated a number of covert CIA proprietaries in the
United States from the late 1970s to 1986. His main headquarters was in Missouri, but his CIA proprietaries had offices throughout the United States, with heavy involvement in Dallas and Denver, where much of the HUD and Savings and Loan looting either took place or from where it was directed.

Russbacher identified as CIA proprietaries or assets numerous Savings and Loans, including Aurora Bank in the Denver area, Silverado Bank Savings and Loan, Red Hill Savings and Loan, Hill Financial, Indian Springs State Bank, and many others. He described the flow of money from, for instance, Silverado Bank Savings and Loan to start up Hill Financial and Red Hill Savings and Loan. All the data that he gave me will take a year to sort out after this book is initially published.

Russbacher made reference to CIA contract agents that he encountered, including Heinrich Rupp and Richard Brenneke who worked with the CIA at Aurora Bank in Denver and elsewhere, and Tony Russo in Indian Springs State Bank at Kansas City.

Russbacher described the links between CIA proprietaries and organized crime, and how the CIA worked with the group in Denver, looting the HUD program and Savings and Loans of billions of dollars. He described the corrupt practices of groups in the Denver area such as MDC Holdings, Richmond Homes, Mizel Development, and the nearly one hundred subsidiaries, partnerships and other forms of legal entities.

Describing his role in two of the Savings and Loans, Russbacher states: "I held the position of Chairman of the Board [Of Red Hill Savings and Loan and Hill Financial]. Let's back up here, and erase that last thing. Robert Andrew Walker held the position of Chairman of the Board (One of the aliases provided to Gunther Russbacher by the CIA). Russbacher used the CIA provided alias of Walker for those positions.

Russbacher described the massive corruption associated with the new Denver Airport, including bribes, land swaps, and sham loans. Promoting the Denver Airport, and allegedly receiving a bribe of over a million dollars, was Figera [Federico?] Pena, whom President Bill Clinton appointed to be Secretary of the Department of Transportation in 1993.

END OF THIS WRITING

* * *

Readers, I think I should share with you the incredible distress being undergone here by Dharma--and I hope, as we go along--by YOU. Remember that George Green was in Colorado. He claimed to have sat in on many meetings with Bush, et al. at Silverado. He claims to be a millionaire with a great history of Real Estate "deals" to end them all. He claims he got into disfavor over political differences and thus and so. DO YOU STILL BELIEVE THAT HE DID NOT INTEND TO SET UP, DEAL "AS USUAL" AND TAKE EVERYTHING FROM THE PHOENIX INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH & EDUCATION which he now claims is bilked and insolvent at the rotten, dirty hands of "Ekker-Ekker"? Oh yes indeed, Mr. Russbacher DOES know about George Green AND GARY ANDERSON--
and yes, it will not be pretty when it hits the fan--FOR THEM. Gary Anderson has such a record from the past as to pale the devil himself. Circumstances and George REALLY "thinks" you have been mismanaged as to participation with our work? Well, he has the "gold"; he has brought discredit to the Institute as much as possible (but you CAN'T seem to bring full discredit to GOD'S TROOPS); he has managed to get Gritz doing totally stupid things over the airwaves; he has tied up all the books originally in his possession (worthless now anyway as to value of printing as too much has to be corrected as to press and publishing), and is still pushing for "receivership" for the Institute, and on and on and on. And do you STILL really think that a "gift" of $350,000 in gold coins was actually meant for ones, George and his lady from Neiman Marcus?? Well, I promise that in the service of God, it shall be ultimately rectified. Ekker-Ekker, et al., can handle it because I never intend to leave their sides!! Not for a single moment--NOR SHALL I LEAVE RODNEY STICH OR GUNTHER RUSSBACHER. They may wonder about me--THEIR OLD BOSSES DO NOT!

I know your fingers are tired, Dharma, but is it not wonderful to begin to fit these pieces of this particular puzzle together and see the players--and how they were set up to "getcha" and aren't we glad our "team" has prevailed?? Oh indeed, child, WE SHALL! Remember, we started from behind and had to gather a "team"--they already had a very BIG one in operation! I'd say we've done pretty well--this will be the 88th or 89th volume in some 56 months. That doesn't consider ANYTHING else we have accomplished--which can only be observed as pure "miracles". So be it. Go rest. We shall continue with this story because it is a dandy...! Salu.
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PAY ATTENTION, CREW!

A lot is "coming down" and your nerves will be sorely tested. The most recent murder of a person with "breaking" information available is both shocking and surprising to you--however, hold your stance and remember "our" mission and we shall ACT accordingly.

You will note that necessary documents have not arrived at the receiving terminal as expected. So, indeed there is a LOT going on. The person who was to publish originally, however, did not so hold that uppermost in mind. "That" indicates, without research, that a lot was going on long before the more recent problems hit the fan. THERE WILL BE NOTHING ACCEPTED HERE FOR PRESENTATION WITHOUT THAT KNOWLEDGE ALREADY BEING PUBLIC SOMEWHERE--FOR THE VERY REASONS OF SAFETY. CONTACT is a paper--no more and no less--not a clandestine scoop sheet for the clandestine forces. As things are unfolded in the Nevada matter of court rulings, fine, I believe you at the paper should probably print it. BUT, you do nothing to breech security for selves or the incarcerated party involved.

Who is the "enemy"? It is very difficult to tell from your viewpoint so don't effort to "outguess" nor ask me for I am intent on your discretion and I can insure THAT by not giving you inside information which will bring you REAL problems. Who would want that information offered by Jackson? MANY! Not the least of which are some of his old acquaintances from within the "Special Forces" who still deal in the drug network and undercover funds. It is sad that when you play in those games it becomes friends AND enemies who will "silence" you.

Mr. Gritz, for instance, can ridicule about the Mormon Church--however, when the "Wolfgang" operation comes open it will include some people you know, like Gary Anderson--and right on up to and through the Mormon Church--eventually right to Scowcroft's lap. That is serious trouble, little ones, and WE ARE NOT NOW NOR EVER SHALL BE, INVOLVED IN SUCH INTRIGUE ACTIVITIES. I shall never sanction any actions of dangerous publications nor get entangled with releasing anyone who is in prison for "cause". You can work toward fairness and Constitutional rights--not AGAINST THE LAW. IF THIS CANNOT BE REASONABLY HANDLED, THEN I SHALL WITHDRAW MY OWN SUPPORT FROM YOUR ACTIVITIES. Just because the CIA and government are FIRST to get the information we produce--DOES NOT MEAN WE ARE SOME KIND OF INFORMATION HUB FOR ANY OF THOSE UNGODLY INSTITUTIONS! And remember, especially you, Rick, that there are no "accidents"--not even between cars on a freeway! You have no idea how close you came...! Intelligence is the better part of
WISDOM.

We shall always effort to have many voices heard--"scoops" if you will, but your thrust will always be as a free press paper WITHIN ALL LAWS--or we shall not have a paper. Help where you can, present WHAT you can--and always, use WISDOM in the choices. "Well, won't you protect us"? Yes--IF you do your responsible part. EACH "case" must be looked at very, very carefully--AND KNOW: it is equally important to get John S. his release from that Alzheimer FALSE prison center--as it was to get Russbacher's release from the trumped-up political charges. In both instances, within and without actual prison incarceration facilities--Constitutional RIGHTS ARE IGNORED, BURIED AND STOMPED ON! If there be other charges or placement under TRUTHFUL circumstances, then there is actually "no" case--do you understand me?

If Russbacher were charged with some crime which he HAD COMMITTED, he would be in a plight unworthy of our participation--but that is NOT THE CASE. He was NOT charged with other than made-up silly nothings. The LAWS may well be WRONG--but you are stuck with them as they are presented--BECAUSE THE BIG BOYS HAVE CONTROL OF THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM, AND THE GUNS! All parties involved in anything should carefully think about CONSEQUENCES OF ACTION--prior to participation in that which is not legal. GOD does not whisk you out of "bad choices"--he responds to goodly soul intent and don't lose sight of this truth for even a moment! Further, directions can change and commitments be remembered--but you don't serve two "Gods", the one of darkness AND the one of Light--it just doesn't work! Also, when you think of "me" as some E.T.--ALSO THINK OF "ME" AS BEING ONLY IN SERVICE TO GOD CREATOR--AND THAT "OTHER ONE" IS MY ENEMY! If the enemy has troops within my crew--he shall not by the time we are through! Count on it! I repeat something: YOU MAY NOT BE SURE OF ME NOR COMPREHEND OUR PRESENCE--BUT THE BIG BOYS DO!

In all instances of participants, there will be a directed effort to dissuade a person from service--through any number of directed "hits". The major one being total distraction by so-called authentic ENERGIES. This is garbage and the receiver/presenter is as badly "had" as is the listener. The world is FULL to overflow with such receivers who think they serve God while they actually are receiving erroneous information in order to do "someone" other than themselves, "in". Choices remain freewill for ALL. Therefore, as ones desire to act on bad information, choices are accepted and ones who move AWAY from us--move right out from under our shelter. It is the LAW! You have seen it in action within this small nucleus as "word" comes "supposedly" from me, Hatonn, telling ones to "protect" Doris and leave her out of the "loop" of information. Now isn't that cute? The way you are functioning and the routing of information--THAT IS DELIBERATELY IN ATTEMPT TO SIDETRACK INFORMATION IN FAVOR OF FALSE RECEIVING AND A DIRECT ATTEMPT TO LEAVE HATONN "OUT OF THE LOOP". I can promise these ones suffering from such misperceptions that I KNOW that which is going on--and I shall call it openly to attention. I'm sorry if this proves embarrassing--but I am who I say I am and I protect the ones in my service--not the ones who simply "claim" to be. If your ego cannot accept correction or redirection--you have already made your choice for the moment--we welcome reconsideration and change. Some of you can't let go of "self" long enough to see anything--
much less the danger. These are the times, my good friends, THAT TRY MEN'S SOULS! How is YOUR trial going? Your "legal counsel" is not going to help you much before the Judge called God!

Let us leave this and return to our subject of yesterday. I could see you ones enjoying the presentation, most of you having no insight into either the book by Stich or any recognition of one Gunther Russbacher. I remind you that you accomplished something of a "miracle" as regards this person and you did it on faith that I would not misdirect you. It is not that which this person is doing nor "has" done which is important--it is what HE WILL do. However, he has offered insight into the operations of clandestine activities of your government and this allows you knowledge of how you came to this plight. Men are trained by "trainers" to serve and so they will--until something happens which redirects motivation and intent. Perfection within GOD is NOT the point--human intent is.

We were sharing portions of DEFRAUDING AMERICA by Rodney Stich and specifically the portion wherein Russbacher is speaking of how the S&L set-up worked.

DEFRAUDING AMERICA
by Rodney Stich
Part 2

QUOTING:

REMOVING HUGE SUMS OF MONEY
[TO] OVERSEAS

Russbacher described how the CIA moved large quantities of money from U.S. financial proprietaries during the last few years to off-shore corporations and banks, including those in the Antilles and in the Caymans. "The Agency is deadly afraid of exposure within the United States", Russbacher said, "and they have begun to siphon off large and tremendous sums of money to foreign accounts. It must be borne in mind that in the last three years there has been a systematic removal of funds and capital assets from these [CIA] corporations".

Russbacher described to me how the CIA used the Savings and Loan institutions to fund their covert operations in the United States and abroad and add to the massive amount of funds secreted in foreign financial institutions.. Parallel operations were run by different CIA divisions and directorates, using code names to identify the various operations.. Included in the operations affecting financial institutions were Operation Gold Bug, Operation Cyclops, Operation Interlink, Operation Woodsman, Operation Fountain Pen, Operation Thunder, Operation Blue Thunder, and Operation Moth.

OPERATION WOODSMAN

Operation Woodsman was a CIA operation that targeted specific companies, forcing the owners out, and taking over the assets. Russbacher described several of these operations
in which he himself was directly involved. Information used to carry out Operation Woodsman, such as the financial condition of targeted companies, could be obtained by the CIA through a data base called the Black Flagg file, which is located on a Cray computer in Washington, and which is accessed through a government Sentry terminal (government secure computer). The Cray computer also contains a list of law firms and attorneys that covertly work to carry out Justice Department and CIA activities (such as the San Francisco law firm used against me in the sham California action).

Russbacher described how the Cray computer data base keeps tabs on the government infiltrated companies, Department of Justice activities, and the law firms that are covertly used by the Agency.

Russbacher described the procedure for gaining access to the Cray computer in Washington, stating how the identification number is first entered and then the security code.

Russbacher stated that he learned about Operation Woodsman when he was assigned to CIA headquarters at Langley, Virginia. "Every damn thing, every crooked thing that the DOJ has done", Russbacher said, "involving any and all law firms, is registered under the code name that I have given you".

Russbacher continued:

Our intent was to take over the tangible assets of the operating license and licenses; we go through the predetermination hearing with the judge, trustee and the simple debtors, and then we buy time to reorganize the lines and transport capabilities. In other words we use them for ourselves, these little feeder airlines; we try to keep them alive anywhere from six months to a year and a half. Slowly we set our operations and leverage to where the existing financial records are changed to reflect prior debt encumbrance. We falsify the records. We take an existing carrier, their routes, their equipment, push our schedule and freight manifest through their licenses, and then we--we have no interest in development of a good business or making a go of it, out of the indebted one that we have taken over.

[H: Couldn't such an experienced operative be, as Green et al. say: "let out to pull down Hatonn, etc." YES INDEED! HOWEVER, GOOD FRIENDS--I HAVE MORE FAITH IN THE WORKINGS OF GOD THAN OBVIOUSLY DO YOU (OR GREEN!).]

Russbacher described how the system uses attorney spotters throughout the United States who spot companies that have lots of equities but have cash problems. CIA proprietaries buy up the company's receivables and indebtedness, and force the company to sign papers making them susceptible to immediate takeover if their financial situation deteriorates. The CIA proprietary then acts to make this happen. The owners of the company then lose control. [H: Where do you think Green got all his instructions about doing in, and then destroying the Institute? Well, he miscalculated the Captain of this SHIP. This was going to be just another big New Age pushover! Well, IT'S NOT! We ARE THE REAL THING! Worse for George's appearances, he chose the most vulnerable and unknowledgeable people upon which to pull his strings and this, if nothing else, makes
him look like the fool he is. The ignorant move right from pouring money and spirit into attorneys, etc., while entire lives are pulled apart--as with John S., everything in "her" life totally destroyed. John's will only be a temporary thing for the Institute WILL protect his interests which, by the way, seem to be covered under corporate shelter. Eventually "someone" WILL get in to see him even though the intent of Eleanor and son is to move him out of the institution he is now incarcerated within--into another where location and control can be secret and total. Let this be a warning to you "Friends of John"--you simply can't dawdle longer.]

After this happens, the CIA may loot the company and then put it into Chapter 7 or 11 bankruptcy courts [H: EXACTLY what Green pushes for with the Institute!], where several options are available to make off with the assets or to have the indebtedness discharged. Russbacher described how the CIA has about seventy percent of the trustees and many of the federal judges in bankruptcy courts on retainer. He described the practice known as "dropoffs" that force companies into Chapter 11, involving companies with valuable assets that have a cash crunch.

Russbacher described some of the company takeovers in which he was directly involved, naming Midway Airlines, Southern Air Transport, and Frontier Airlines. In some cases the targeted company would be liquidated and, as in the case of Frontier Airlines, the aircraft would go to a CIA proprietary. In Frontier's example, most of the aircraft went to the CIA proprietary, Southwest Airlines. In the case of Southern Air Transport, the targeted corporation was kept as a CIA proprietary.

Describing the CIA takeover of Chicago-based Midway Airlines during the last year of its existence, Russbacher said that Midway Airlines was first targeted in 1986 because it had a high debt to asset ratio, making the airline vulnerable to the takeover scheme in Operation Woodsman. CIA assets started purchasing Midway's debt with the intention of taking over the company and then liquidating the assets in Chapter 7.

Russbacher described how Midway tried to get absorbed by another carrier, Northwest, and that the CIA blocked it, as it wanted Midway's aircraft. The CIA got Justice Department attorneys and the IRS to make mostly bogus criminal and contempt charges. He stated that only about five percent of the charges were true but these caused the airline management to succumb. The plan by Northwest Airlines to absorb Midway fell through after both Midway and Northwest were pressured by government agencies acting on behalf of the CIA's Operation Woodsman. This scheme caused Midway to go out of business, after which the airline's Boeing 737 aircraft went to another covert CIA operation, Southwest Airlines.

Russbacher described similar CIA takeovers which developed into larger companies instead of being liquidated for their assets, including Southern Air Transport (which started out as Savannah Charter Airlines); Central Airlines of Fort Worth; Allegheny Airlines; and others. Russbacher explained:

We put together a bunch of phony allegations, mismanagement of funds, possible
fraud. Ninety five percent of it is totally untrue and unfounded, but the five percent that does remain true and factual are at the forefront, and you push those. Some of the directorships on the Boards of Directors were subverted and suborned to CIA tactics.

Russbacher explained that some of the directors had their own businesses and that it was easy for the CIA with its control of other government agencies to put pressure on them, adding: "They were not influenced; they were dictated to".

I asked: "How could they be dictated to"? Russbacher replied: "The director, who has other business interests, and probably a business of his own, suddenly finds himself in a financial quandary, due to various tactics used by the CIA. We put him under our thumb". "If he decides not to play ball we threaten him with criminal charges". [H: I don't know about the rest of you readers--BUT DHARMA IS GETTING A BIT ANGRY! IF SHE WERE NOT WORKING ON BEING OF GODLY INTENT--GEORGE GREEN AND BUDDIES WOULD BE IN SERIOUS TROUBLE. Again, this is the EXACT THRUST against you people, the Institute and Ekker-Ekker (as George's bunch, including the attorneys, refer to Doris and E.J.). Actually she is understanding why I did not allow her time to read this book prior to now--the recognition of "the plan" against them would have been overwhelming. Beloved ones, God will always give insight when the "time" is correct and you can "take" the rest of the pressure if you stand firm in service. You ones needed to experience this through without insight as to who was after you and how it works--the lessons are now implanted firmly and you won't make errors a second time--and you see, you didn't make them the FIRST time in this case. Thank you for doing your homework and listening to instructions.]

He stated that Justice Department attorneys worked hand in hand with the CIA in Operation Woodsman and other schemes, and that the Agency not only has its own private attorneys but "government attorneys on staff as well as the judges. It's a fixed deck all the way across".

Russbacher described another CIA takeover: "We did the same thing with hotels", and then he described how the CIA took over the Intercontinental Hotels (IH) chain from Pan American Corporation through its CIA front, Global Hotel Management out of Basel, Switzerland.

Among the airlines that were liquidated after acquisition were Central Airlines out of Fort Worth (the agency's first airline acquisition under Operation Woodsman), and Frontier Airlines out of Denver. Russbacher described how the CIA created so much friction between Frontier and United Airlines, who had proposed taking over Frontier, that the deal fell through. These problems included pilot union and other problems. The Boeing 737s then went to another CIA proprietary, Southwest Airlines. [H: Can you see how handy it has been to have had Bush head of CIA AND on the Committee of 300? Sorry about little turncoat Green, he thinks he is a big operative but the "boys" are just waiting to squash him and his legal colleagues! They make the "agency" LOOK BAD!]

Russbacher stated that one reason Southwest Airlines was making money when all the
other airlines were losing money was that the airline has significant income from CIA generated business that shows as income on its records but the source of the income was bogus.

**SAMPLING OF CIA PROPRIETARIES**

Russbacher gave me the names of many financial institutions that were CIA proprietaries, including Red Hill Savings and Loan and Hill Financial in Red Hill, Pennsylvania, whose startup was funded from looting Silverado Bank Savings and Loan. He described the CIA operation known as Valley Bank in Phoenix, which played a key role in moving money for the October Surprise operation (and described by former Mossad agent Ari Ben-Menashe in his book, *PROFITS OF WAR*). Other CIA proprietary financial institutions described by Russbacher were Badner Bank System who funded Germania Savings and Loan; Commerce Bank of Missouri; Carondolet Savings and Loan in St. Louis; Mega Bank Group which owned First State System which operates in about eighteen states; National Fiduciary Trust Company, Inc.; National Financial Services, Incorporated; Crystal Shores Development; Clayton Financial; Shalimar Perfumes; Shalimar Arms; Shalimar Chemical Labs; R & B Weapons Systems International, Inc.; Pratts Laja Brenneke Munitions; KRB Weapons Delivery System; National Realty, Inc., and others.

**CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE CIA AND THOSE LOOTING AMERICA'S FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS**

Russbacher described the relationship between the CIA proprietaries and the Keating group, adding, "The Keating group is a very small group. There is a much larger group that we [CIA] dealt with, of which Keating was only a part". In response to my question as to why the Keating group would work with the CIA Russbacher stated: "To keep the heat off their backs for one. And number two, some of the companies that were involved were actually proprietary operations".

Russbacher made reference to Tony Russo, an officer in Indian Springs State Bank, who held key positions in a CIA proprietary airline owned by Farhad Azima, an Iranian-born naturalized U.S. citizen, who had a fleet of 14 jetliners, making flights to remote airstrips in Central America, carrying military equipment outbound from the United States and often carrying drugs on the return flights. Global flew shipments for CIA operative Edwin Wilson and his company, Egyptian-American Transport and Services Corporation (Eatsco). Well known national figures involved with Global included Thomas Clines, Theodore Shackley, Richard Secord, Hussein Salem, and others.

**BOGUS BEARER BONDS**

Russbacher described another ongoing CIA operation inflicting hundreds of millions of dollars of losses upon U.S. financial institutions. In this operation CIA proprietaries obtained loans from various financial institutions on the basis of pledged bearer bonds, all of which were bogus. After obtaining the loans some CIA proprietaries looted the assets and then filed Chapter 7 or 11 in federal courts where they had control over bankruptcy judges.
and trustees and were represented by covert Justice Department and/or CIA law firms or fronts.

END QUOTING

***

Let us take a bit of a break, digest some of this and then we'll move on. Thank you.
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THE FRAUD DIDN'T STOP

The fraud by the Denver group inflicted billions of dollars in direct losses upon the American people. But it didn't end there. The same Denver group and others, who brought about the collapse of the Savings and Loan industry by their corrupt activities, used their Washington influence to buy back properties and other assets from Resolution Trust Corporation at ten and 20 cents on the dollar. [H: Dharma is getting even more upset! The RTC doesn't even wait for litigation to finish--they act in collusion with "the system" locally and steam-roll over everything and everyone. The RTC took control and SOLD Ekkers' home right under their noses, aided and abetted by the judicial system. It doesn't look quite as good for the players involved at this moment, however, but it is expensive to continue any kind of battle while all the card-cheats hold all the duplicated cards! Perhaps the public embarrassment will have some impact--but the property, you see, is already GONE! [And, surely enough, ex-Judge Jason Brent (Green's buddy) is the LAWYER representing the owner of the lot next door where the Ekkers were cited for "criminal trespass". When will you hear me, Dharma? I know it is hard to accept--but "facts are facts" and the game is not FAIR. However, readers, the purchaser of the "Ekker property" DID NOT GET IT FOR 10 CENTS ON THE DOLLAR--IT COST FULL GOING MARKET PRICE. Citizens don't "get a break"--only the criminals!] They made money bringing down the Savings and Loans, and made money buying the assets back, with the help of the same Washington gang. MDC bought from the RTC $750 million in loans that they had obtained from Silverado, for $150 million, making a $600 million profit. MDC Holdings defrauded Silverado out of $600 million, which was never mentioned in the "investigation" of that Savings and Loan.

None of the basic CIA operations shut down. They continued as before, with some changes due to changing circumstances, but each of the operations continues to exist.

Russbacher was cautious in divulging the secrets of CIA operations, even though he was trying to blow the whistle on some of its worst and most damaging activities against the United States. As time passed, and with my constant probing into different areas of CIA activities, and as Russbacher discovered that other CIA operatives gave me information which he had withheld from me, he gradually gave me more data. In early 1993, as I learned the operational names of many of the CIA operations from other informants, including
Colonel Trenton Parker, a deep-cover CIA operative and Michael Riconosciuto, a deep-cover CIA contract agent, Russbacher opened up and gave me code names and data. He stated that different divisions of groups within the CIA ran parallel operations, and had different names for similar activities.

**OPERATION INTERLINK**

Operation Interlink (IL) was the code name for an operations involving financial institutions, the goal of which was raising money for covert CIA activities, and laundering the funds into secret CIA offshore bank accounts.

**OPERATION CYCLOPS**

Operation Cyclops was the name used by the Pegasus unit of the CIA, and was an overview over most other Pegasus operations. It included all types of covert financial operations including proprietaries involved in the HUD and the Savings and Loan programs and bogus bearer bonds, among others.

**OPERATION MOTH (MH)**

Operation Moth was one of the Agency divisions' names for the operation involving looting of the Savings and Loans.

**OPERATION GOLD BUG (GB)**

Operation Gold Bug involved the overall scheme of generating money through various financial activities. Under Operation Gold Bug were a number of other operations. Operation Gold Bug was the development of national and international financial programs to develop sources of income which would be available on a regular basis to support and carry out covert CIA activities domestically and internationally. Russbacher incorporated and operated over a dozen CIA proprietaries, and the tactics used to loot companies of their assets. When used against Savings and Loans the ONI section of the CIA for which Russbacher worked gave it the name of Operation Moth. The highly secret Pegasus group within the CIA gave this program the name of Operation Gold Bug. The intent of both groups and operations was to loot the assets of targeted financial or other institutions and people. The overall operation that targeted other companies was called Operation Gold Finger.

**REFERRING TO JUDICIAL INVOLVEMENT**

Russbacher added: "More than fifty percent of the judges are compromised through secret bribes or retainers". The bribes take many forms. Sometimes through gambling chips at Atlantic City or Las Vegas casinos, in the form of gratuities, sometimes through second and third parties, inheritances, anything that will whitewash the funds in the property that is given to the judges or trustees. Russbacher stated that these funds are often hidden offshore in accounts. Russbacher added:
Let's say it is property or stock certificates. We'll have phony documentation set up and put in place and show where the stock certificates or the property or the legacy come from. Even if we have to create our own trust to do it with. It's not like we don't have legally capable counsel available. Now understand this, too, these judges received this heavy money regardless of the fact that they have cases pending or not. They get paid whether they do something for us or not.

**OPERATION THUNDER (T)**

Operation Thunder (for another name) for a particular CIA division's covert financial operations, and as the others, would include the HUD and Savings and Loan fraud, bogus bearer bonds, and other financial schemes. He stated that the home base for Operation Thunder was New Orleans, and was initially located in a private CIA proprietary. He stated that today the cover for the operations was Telemark Communications, one of the biggest companies in the United States, and a CIA proprietary. As with other CIA proprieties, the top management consisted of Agency people, who had liaison with CIA field people who were contract officers or agents, and particularly attorneys and law firms.

Russbacher described the heading sheet on correspondence pertaining to Operation Thunder. On the very top of the sheet would be the words:

Operations Memorandum.
Classification: Top Secret: SOG-SI/6
Copy Number: 4 [or whatever number of copies were authorized]
SOG/ALPHA/-DETACHMENT TS-TS-Q/SOG-D/F:701FP399689
Staging Area: New Orleans, Louisiana

**OPERATION BLUE THUNDER (BT)**

Operation Blue Thunder related to destruction of companies and wealthy individuals, including taking companies over or forcing them into Chapter 7 or 11. After taking them over, the CIA would take over the corporation's license rights. Basically, it destroyed companies and then picked up the assets at fire sale prices. The judicial scheme inflicted upon me, forcing me into Chapter 11, and then seizing my assets, would be an example of Operation Blue Thunder.

**OPERATION FOUNTAIN PEN (FP)**

Operation Fountain Pen started with Bank of Zaire, a CIA proprietary, buying banks, corporations and other financial institutions with bogus bearer bonds, treasury bonds, or duplicate issues.

**BOGUS BEARER BONDS**

Several of the covert CIA operations used bogus or duplicate bearer bonds, including treasury bonds, that had a twenty or twenty-five year due date, and were used as collateral for
multimillion-dollar loans. After obtaining the loans and laundering the money into other secret proprietaries or offshore financial vehicles, the companies would often file Chapter 7 or Chapter 11. The lender would then think it was covered by the bonds given as collateral, which they would not discover to be bogus until many years later. In some cases the CIA proprietary would make interest payments on the loans secured by the phony bonds, and pay the periodic interest payment. The primary criminal act in those cases would be using forged certificates to obtain a loan.

AIDING AND ABETTING BY STATE OFFICIALS

Russbacher stated that in 1986 some of the CIA financial institutions he operated were compromised, that connections between the secret proprietaries and members of Congress were in danger of being exposed, and the decision was made to shut them down. He described how Justice Department and CIA personnel conspired with Missouri officials to remove all traces from the state records that the CIA corporations had been incorporated as Missouri Corporations.

Referring to the shutdown of several CIA proprietaries linked to the 1986 downing of a CIA aircraft over Nicaragua, the famous "Hasenfus" flight, Russbacher stated: "All records that were available to the Department of State or to the [state's] Attorney General's office have been seized and or closed, to where the public cannot get hold of them".

WHERE IS THE MONEY?

Losses of approximately half a trillion dollars have been the estimated direct cost. But where did the money go? It has never been sought, or located. The theft of $2 billion by Lincoln, or $2 billion by Silverado, is a long way from $200 to $500 billion. Neither Congress nor the Justice Department has made any attempt to determine where this huge amount of money went. Finding it would relieve the American public of staggering debt load that is affecting the American economy. There is no way that such a huge sum simply evaporated without any trace.

My CIA informants tell me that the majority of the funds looted by the CIA, organized crime, and such groups as MDC Holdings and various subsidiaries in Denver, have been laundered into offshore financial institutions and hidden in the United States. Some of the funds that have gone overseas has returned to the United States through foreign shell corporations, buying up vast quantities of U.S. real estate and assets. [H: Yes and LOTS moves right through and under your noses as Patriot groups spring up and ongoing drug funds (and drugs) are funneled in on a continuing basis. There are many programs which handle such funds, turning them into "gold" trusts, placement offshore, etc. Much from "off shore" is funneled through trading programs, etc. There are, however, typical avenues of moving such funds--right through programs set up by such as Gary Anderson who utilized Gritz's SPIKE seminars as cover. Green, of course, worked in conjunction with those "dudes" but blew their cover so he is not too popular. Now they have incorporated Binder of US&P in their "cover" show-and-tell. This, however, moves right back a LONG WAY "UPSTAIRS" TO VERY IMPORTANT

Transcription of PJ's is an abundanthope.net project. -- PJ 90 -- page. 81
PERSONAGES AND ORGANIZATIONS--who do not want this operation uncovered. When you move OUTSIDE the "agency" and into RIPPING OFF THE BIG BROTHER as have these ones--IT GETS VERY, VERY DANGEROUS! I would guess more like it would be a scenario allowing Russbacher to "go free" in order to catch the thieves of thieves--not the "Institute" or Ekker-Ekker!! The person "rubbed-out" and reported earlier in this writing is a direct take-out because he was involved in "drug" doings--not publication of forbidden material--and you can place your bets on it; it is going to work out that it also involves ones attached, or so they say--to Bo Gritz. I don't think he is going to like that very much! Gosh, it seems the thieves just can't trust the thieves anymore! Am "I" somehow accusing Bo Gritz of unethical behavior? Gosh no--I KNOW BETTER THAN TO DO SUCH A THING!! HE ALREADY DOESN'T LIKE ME OR MY "LIZARD" IMITATOR, DORIS. Well, she knows less than nothing--so I think we'll leave it there. Sometimes, readers, it just doesn't pay to fool around with "Mother Nature". Reality of God's presence comes harder to some than to others!]

ONE OF THE PLACES WHERE THE MONEY IS HIDDEN

Shortly before this book went to press several of my informants gave me information which, upon cross-checking, indicated that large amounts of the hidden money can be found in 17-year TRUSTS recorded with the County Recorder in Baca County, Colorado, in the little town of Springfield. They tell me that there are over 1,500 TRUSTS, many of them set up by Denver attorney Norman Brownstein, a key member of the Denver group. Most of the actual funds associated with these TRUSTS are located outside the United States, for protection, in the event their location is found. [H: I'm sure a big effort has by now been made to accomplish that move. Does anyone find it "coincidental" that our own friends and colleagues, Green and Anderson, had stashed accounts in Colorado where diverted CLC funds flowed into accounts under the name, one of many, WE-THE-PEOPLE? Well, in the overall, except that Gary did get away with a $60 million operation covered by the CIA a few years back, Anderson is a self-greedy (along with his buddies) small-time (relatively) crook.]

OCTOBER SURPRISE

[H: I hope you are finding all this "interesting"--I can promise you that my scribe has never had such a grand day of revelation since she came to work for me! Let's just see what the "insider" has to say about that "October Surprise"

"October Surprise" is the name given to a scheme that corrupted the 1980 presidential elections. The scheme included payment of bribes to enemies of the United States who were holding 52 American hostages as prisoners who were seized at the American Embassy in Teheran on November 4, 1979. Many of the participants in this scheme were rewarded with key positions in the government of the United States.
The intent of the scheme was to alter the presidential elections to bring about the defeat of President Jimmy Carter and the election of presidential nominee Ronald Reagan, and this was accomplished by causing the continuing imprisonment of the hostages. By blocking the release of the American hostages during Carter’s presidency many Americans would be displeased with Carter for his inability to bring about their release, increasing the chances that Carter would be defeated at the polls. This plot was the genesis to the Iran and Contra affairs, and indirectly to the Inslaw, BNL, and Iraqgate scandals, among others.

Shiite Muslim militants attacked and seized the United States Embassy in Teheran, taking the Americans hostage. They were then subjected to 444 days of brutal conditions, including mock executions. If this scheme hadn’t been executed the Americans would have been released months earlier.

The attack upon the American Embassy occurred several months after the Shah of Iran was overthrown in 1979, and power seized by the Ayatollah Khomeini. The attack was precipitated in part by the United States granting to the deposed Shah of Iran entry into the United States for treatment of a life-threatening cancer condition.

Months of negotiations to effect the release of these hostages went on between the government of the United States, under President Jimmy Carter, and the government of Iran. Early in 1980 the U.S. tried a military mission to free the hostages, but this failed miserably in the Iranian desert While the U.S. military was preparing another rescue try, and simultaneously negotiating to obtain the hostages’ release, the Reagan-Bush team sabotaged the efforts by making public the hostage-rescue plans and warning the American people that Carter was preparing to exchange arms for hostages. One effect of these tactics was that the Iranians dispersed the American prisoners throughout Iran, making rescue all but impossible.

LOSING THE ELECTION IF THE HOSTAGES WERE FREED

Analysts in the Reagan-Bush team estimated they would lose the election to President Jimmy Carter if the American hostages were released prior to the November 11, 1980, election. It was felt that the swing vote would then favor Carter.

After the military rescue mission failed, the United States renewed the negotiations for the release of the 52 American hostages. The Iranians demanded that President Carter release U.S. military equipment that had been ordered and paid for by the Shah of Iran, before Iran would release the hostages.

Simultaneously and secretly, members of the Reagan-Bush team met with Iranian factions, offering bribes in the form of money and U.S. arms if the Iranians continued the imprisonment of the American hostages until after the November 11, 1980, elections and the January 20, 1981, presidential inauguration.

Despite the pressures against an arms-for-hostages swap, in mid-1980 President Carter
secretly agreed to the terms dictated by Iran. Carter agreed to exchange $150 million in previously ordered and prepaid military equipment in exchange for the release of the hostages. The prospects for the release of the hostages were favorable, as Iran's need for the military equipment increased dramatically in September 1980. Iraqi President Saddam Hussein attacked Iran, which required large increases in Iran's military equipment and supplies.

**SABOTAGING THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA**

While Reagan and his camp were charging Carter with arms-for-hostages negotiations, the Reagan team, headed by former OSS officer William Casey, entered secret negotiations with Iranian factions, seeking to continue the imprisonment of the hostages.

A series of secret meetings were held between the Reagan-Bush team and the Iranian factions in various European cities, with the final meeting occurring on the October 19, 1980 weekend in Paris. The Iranians demanded that either Ronald Reagan or George Bush personally appear in Paris and sign the secret agreement. Carrying out this scheme required great secrecy and extensive cover-ups by large numbers of people in the United States and France.

**VARIOUS INTERESTS WANTED CARTER OUT**

There were special-interest groups wanting President Carter removed from office. Among them was the Central Intelligence Agency, which suffered serious losses to its clandestine operations when Carter ordered the dismissal of a large number of CIA operatives in 1977. This wholesale firing of Agency employees became known as the "October Massacre".

George Bush, who had CIA connections since the late 1950s, had been Director of the Central Intelligence Agency in 1976, until Carter replaced him with Stansfield Turner after Carter assumed the presidency.

The Reagan-Bush team promised the Iranians billions of dollars of U.S. military equipment and $40 million in bribes to individual Iranians involved in the scheme. Also, to include arms merchants in the deal. Carter had refused to deal through arms merchants, and limited the shipment of arms to what had already been purchased. The much greater amount of military weapons and the bribes dwarfed the existing offer by the lawfully elected government of the United States. The $40 million bribe money reportedly came from the Committee to Reelect the President.

The plan worked. When the Americans went to the polls on November 11, 1980, the hostages were still in prison. Included in Reagan campaign rhetoric was his promise to get tough with the Iranians, telling the American people he would never negotiate with terrorists. Simultaneously, his team was engaging in treason and bribing the Iranians to continue the
imprisonment of the hostages.

Reagan was inaugurated President of the United States on January 20, 1981, and within an hour of his inauguration the Iranians allowed an aircraft to leave Teheran Airport with all but one of the 52 American hostages on board. The flight was prearranged to take off from Teheran's airport immediately after the Iranians knew that Reagan and Bush had taken their oath of office.

"THE DEAL IS OFF"

When a White House aide told President Reagan that one of the hostages had not been released, Reagan was heard [This response was heard by Barbara Honegger, a member of Reagan's White House staff.] to respond: "Tell the Iranians that the deal is off if that hostage is not freed".

President Reagan and Vice President Bush held widely televised homecoming celebrations for the American hostages, saying all the right things about the sufferings the hostages endured. Neither the hostages, who endured months of extra imprisonment, nor the American people, knew how the Reagan-Bush team and the CIA had conspired to continue the imprisonment of these victims.

It took the cooperation of many people in the United States and Europe to carry out the scheme. Israel's Mossad, acting as well-paid middle men in the transfer of the arms from U.S. military warehouses to Iran via Israel, played a major role. Without their cooperation the scheme probably would not have worked.

It also required the cooperation of the French Secret Service and the government of France, who provided security for the secret Paris meetings. It required the cooperation of officials and people in the Central Intelligence Agency; the U.S. Department of Justice, including the FBI, Secret Service, U.S. Attorneys; the Department of State; many members of Congress; among others. It also required the media to cover up and engage in disinformation.

[H: If you people who have not given thought to obtaining DEFRAUDING AMERICA, I suggest your rethink your actions. I am not going to offer it ALL because I want you to GET IT. You will get the new updated version of the book --or, for you who got an original first printing copy--I will ask permission to offer you readers the "updates" later. If you want as much of a revelation in another category, I ask you to get Stich's book, UNFRIENDLY SKIES. And yes indeed, I am going to PUSH these books, including the "Committee of 300" until every possible person has gotten them!!! MOREOVER, I SHALL CONTINUE TO BADGER, UNCOVER AND HOUND THE PLAYERS IN THE EVIL GAME --UNTIL THEY KEEP THEIR AGREEMENTS WITH 'COMMAND'. BELIEVE ME, SIRS, IT IS FAR EASIER TO "DO BUSINESS" WITH THIS COMMAND ACCORDING TO AGREEMENTS, THAN THE ALTERNATIVES!]
DAMAGE CONTROL

To protect the incoming Reagan-Bush team and the many federal officials and others who took part in the October Surprise scheme, the Reagan-Bush team placed people, including those implicated in the treasonous activities, in control of key federal agencies and the federal court. Consisting mostly of attorneys, some were appointed to the federal bench. William Casey was appointed to head the Central Intelligence Agency. Edwin Meese, Reagan's campaign manager, was appointed to U.S. Attorney General, insuring that there would be no prosecution of the group and, as it turned out, in a position to silence any whistleblower or informant through misuse of Justice Department facilities. Attorneys who had participated in the scheme were appointed judges in the federal courts, including Lawrence Silberman and Lowell Jensen. Organized crime never had it so good.

END THIS WRITING, PLEASE.

***

Let us keep these writings to a reasonable length, please. Take a rest-break and then we can continue. It is too taxing to not take rest at reasonable intervals. And no, we are NOT OFF THE SUBJECT OF GÜNTER RUSSBACHER!
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QUOTING:

OCTOBER SURPRISE:

THE FACTS SLOWLY SURFACED

Although the details of the secret agreement were known throughout Europe, the establishment media in the United States kept the lid on the scandal. But the facts started coming out. A Miami Herald article (April 1987) described statements made by a CIA operative, Alfonso Chardy, describing a secret meeting in early October 1980 between Richard Allen, Laurence Silberman, Robert McFarlane, and Iranian factions. Richard Allen was foreign policy adviser to Reagan and Robert McFarlane was an aide to Senator John Tower [H: "Dead" John Tower! Ouch...] on the Senate Armed Services Committee.

In 1987, Bani Sadr, the President of Iran during the hostage negotiations, wrote a book published in Europe (European publisher Eagleburger), describing his knowledge of the October Surprise scheme. The information he had received as President disclosed the secret agreement with the Americans, even though he was kept out of the loop by Hashemi Rafsanjani, one of Khomeini's chief lieutenants and later Speaker of the Iranian Parliament.

In 1988 Playboy magazine published an in-depth article on the October Surprise scheme. In what would become a pattern of killings that coincidentally protected high U.S. officials, one of the authors, Abbie Hoffman, was killed shortly after bringing the article to Playboy. The eight-page article was entitled, "An Election Held Hostage", detailing many of the events surrounding the scheme. The facts were sufficient to warrant the government and non-government checks and balances to conduct further investigations. This never occurred.

A former member of the Reagan-Bush election team and later a member of the White House staff, Barbara Honegger, authored the 1989 book, October Surprise, Tudor Publishing Company, based upon knowledge she gained as an insider and subsequent investigator. Honegger left the Reagan camp when she became disillusioned with certain practices. Living in Monterey, California, she and a friend, Rayelan Dwyer, worked together researching the October Surprise story. Rayelan was the widow of a former professor and dean of the physics department at the Naval Postgraduate school in Monterey, California. She later married a
deep-cover, high ranking officer in the Office of Naval Intelligence, who was assigned to the Central Intelligence Agency, Gunther Russbacher. Unknown to her at the time, her new husband played a key role in the October Surprise operation. Ironically, she initially found out from me about her new husband's role in the matter that she and her friend, Honegger, had investigated. More about this in later pages.

In 1991 Bani Sadr authored another book describing the October Surprise operation, this time published in the United States, MY TURN TO SPEAK, subtitled Iran, the Revolution and Secret Deals with the United States. Brassey's (US). On April 15, 1991, Frontline had a television show addressing the October Surprise, which was followed the next day by an article in the Op-Ed section of the New York Times written by Gary Sick, describing his knowledge of October Surprise. Sick authored a book published in 1991 that copied Barbara Honegger's title, October Surprise (Random House). Both October Surprise books relied upon statements made by dozens of people that were part of the operation or witnesses to it, who had nothing to gain and much to lose by disclosing what they knew. [H: You will find that we, too, wrote quite a bit on the subject at that time with quite a lot of focus on one Brenneke.]

A ten-page data-packed Esquire article entitled "October Surprise" detailed many of the events occurring in the October Surprise scheme.

Ari Ben-Menashe, a former member of Israel's secret agency, the Mossad, described in his 1991 book, Profits of War, the role he and the Mossad played in October Surprise, including meetings that he attended in Europe at Madrid, Barcelona, and Paris.

Ben-Menashe was heavily involved in various secret activities with the Mossad and the CIA, and was one of the first to expose the Iran-Contra activities, for which October Surprise served as the genesis. Ben-Menashe stated that he was a member of the Mossad's advance team working with the French government, which arranged meetings between William Casey, George Bush, and the Iranian factions, including the meetings on the October 19, 1980, weekend in Paris.

Ben-Menashe related that he and others in the Israeli team stayed at the Paris Hilton Hotel meeting with various members of the Iranian factions while waiting for George Bush to arrive from the United States. He stated that on Sunday, October 19, at approximately 11 a.m., the Ayatollah Mehdi Karrubi and his body guards appeared at a room on the upper floor of the Hotel Ritz, where Israelis and French intelligence agencies were waiting for Bush to arrive. They were followed several minutes later by George Bush and William Casey entering the room. The meeting lasted about ninety minutes, during which a final agreement was reached for the Iranians to be given money and arms in exchange for the Iranians holding the 52 American hostages until after the November 1980 presidential election and after the January 1981 presidential inauguration.

JUSTICE DEPARTMENT OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
CIA contract agent Richard Brenneke testified in U.S. District Court at Denver in 1988 to the following facts on behalf of another CIA contract agent, Heinrich Rupp. The purpose of the testimony was to show that Brenneke's friend, Rupp, was a CIA contract agent (as was Brenneke), and that the offenses for which Rupp was being charged were offenses committed under orders of the CIA. Justice Department prosecutors had charged Rupp with money offenses at Aurora Bank in the Denver area.

During Brenneke's testimony he described other CIA activities including his role in the October 19, 1980, weekend flights to Paris, in which Brenneke and Rupp both took part, and that he saw George Bush and Donald Gregg in Paris on the October 19, 1980, weekend.

Brenneke had nothing to gain by revealing the October Surprise scheme, and much to lose if he was lying. Justice Department officials already knew of the October Surprise activities. Instead of prosecuting the guilty people in the October Surprise scheme, Justice Department officials and prosecutors responded to Brenneke's testimony by charging him with perjury for making the statements that he made to the court. This charge constituted felony persecution of an informant under federal criminal statutes (Including Title 18 U.S.C. sub: 1512 and 1513.), felony cover-up, and obstruction of justice.

The perjury trial was conducted in Portland, Oregon, where Brenneke resided. Justice Department prosecutors brought Donald Gregg, then Ambassador to South Korea, to testify that he was not in Paris on the October 19, 1980, weekend, even though the prosecutors knew that Brenneke was telling the truth and that Gregg was lying. They encouraged Gregg to lie under oath, testifying that he was swimming at a beach in Maryland with his family on that weekend. Justice Department prosecutors produced pictures of Gregg and his family, in bathing suits, on the beach in bright sunshine. They knew the snapshots that they were submitting to the court were not taken on that cold October 19th weekend. Encouraging someone to commit perjury is the crime of subornation of perjury.

Brenneke's attorney called a witness from the weather bureau who testified that the sky was overcast, not sunny, during that entire weekend. October 19th is hardly the time of the year for sunbathing at the beach in the Washington, D.C. area.

Justice Department prosecutors produced two Secret Service agents (who worked under the control of the U.S. Department of Justice), attempting to have them testify that Bush never left the Washington area during the October 19, 1980, weekend. But they were vague in their testimony, and failed to produce the Secret Service logs showing Bush's activities during a 21-hour period from Saturday afternoon to Sunday evening. The Secret Service agents could not state where Bush was from 9:25 p.m. on Saturday, October 18, until Sunday evening at 7:57. My CIA informants stated to me, as described in later pages, that several Secret Service agents were on board the BAC 111 aircraft that flew Vice President nominee George Bush to Paris during the missing 21 hours.

Secret Service records, if they are accurate, indicate that Bush gave a speech at 8:40 p.m. on Saturday, October 18, 1980, at Widener University in Delaware County, Pennsylvania, and then do not show where Bush was until Sunday night, October 19, 1980,
when Bush gave a speech to the Zionist Organization of America at the Capitol Hilton Hotel, arriving an hour late. He was due to arrive at 7:30 p.m. I obtained Secret Service documents showing Bush flying into Washington National Airport at 7:35 p.m. Sunday evening.

**PERJURY BY THE SECRET SERVICE?**

In addition to lying about Bush's whereabouts, the Secret Service Agents testifying in Brenneke's trial withheld the fact that several Secret Service agents were on the plane that carried Bush to Paris during that October 19, 1980 weekend.

October Surprise was really a coup against the United States, involving high federal officials, including the Secret Service, Justice Department and other officials. More is stated about these secret activities in later pages, including the names of nationally known figures who were on that flight to Paris.

In response to media pressure, Senator John Tower conducted closed door hearings (1987) into the Iran-Contra affair, for which October Surprise was the genesis. Despite receiving closed-door testimony from witnesses who were present at the October Surprise meetings, the Tower Commission issued a report stating there was no evidence that it occurred.

**LYING TO CONGRESS, OR CONGRESS LYING TO THE PUBLIC--WHICH IS THE GREATER CRIME?**

Outright lying, or omitting facts that distort government reports, is a federal crime, and more so when perpetrated by people in a position of trust, as were the Congressional investigators. The independent prosecutor investigations by Lawrence Walsh into Iran-Contra spent over $30 million to determine who withheld information from Congress, and numerous people were indicted for having done so. But the same members of Congress routinely engage in felony cover-ups, felony obstruction of justice, and felony distortion of government reports, making the spending of $30 million to discover who withheld information from Congress futile, and an exercise in the bizarre.

**TOWER ALREADY KNEW THE TRUTH**

Senator Tower already knew about the October Surprise scheme. Senator Tower and his aide in 1980, Robert McFarlane, were on the BAC 111 aircraft to Paris on the October 19, 1980 weekend. For a Senator, Tower was involved in numerous intelligence agency activities, with hands-on participation in them. CIA informant Russbacher identified Senator Tower's presence on the October 19, 1980, weekend flight to Paris. Mossad operative Ari Ben-Menashe identifies Senator Tower as being present during a secret meeting with Robert Gates and Ari Ben-Menashe, in Santiago, Chile, at the Cardoen Chemical plant in August 1988. (Cardoen was supplying Iraq with chemical weapons in coordination with the CIA.) Tower's son-in-law, Samuel Cummings, operated a CIA small-arms plant and conducted extensive dealings in Central and South America. Tower played a role in promoting this activity.
Just as in the JFK assassination, many people with knowledge of the scandal were killed or mysteriously died, and these deaths are described in a later chapter. CIA Director William Casey, who was a key party to the October Surprise scheme, suffered a stroke the morning that he was to testify before Congress, and then died several months later. [H: Oops! The papers said he died of a tumor on the brain--I don't believe EITHER ONE! YOU WOULD REALLY BE SURPRISED AT "WHO" ALL IS RUNNING AROUND "ELSEWHERE" IN QUITE FINE FETTLE. A nice new identity and a bottomless pit of spending money can be quite nice if you like to play the game and keep your mouth shut! You don't really have to stay long in Israel, either. Hey, readers, it is a good job if you can get it--it is NOT, however, such a hot job if you are on the WRONG SIDE or not high enough up the ladder. Please do NOT expect these cute little details to come out even in a tell-all volume such as this for everyone is not "crazy", you must realize. There are several "details" changed to protect both the guilty and the innocent.] Two members of Congress who were on the BAC 111 died within a month of the Frontline television show and Gary Sick's New York Times article. Former Senator John Tower was killed in a plane crash during an approach to Brunswick Airport, Georgia, on April 1, 1991. Senator John Heinz was killed four days later in a plane crash at Philadelphia on April 5, 1991. Inside the intelligence community the belief is that Casey's stroke was induced or precipitated by drugs to silence him.

**USUAL CONGRESSIONAL COVER-UP.**

In 1991, in response to increasing media publicity, the Senate reluctantly voted to establish a commission to "investigate" the October Surprise allegations. It then refused to vote funds to conduct the investigation, and the "investigation" fizzled.

In 1991 the House reluctantly voted to establish a committee to look into the October Surprise allegations, which was chaired by Congressman Lee Hamilton (D-Missouri). The committee refused to have key participants testify, including CIA operatives Richard Brenneke and Heinrich Rupp, the many people listed in the two October Surprise books that gave detailed information to the authors, or any of the federal officials who were reportedly present during the secret meetings.

In 1991 and 1992, I submitted by certified mail to every Senator in the U.S. Senate, and over 200 members of the House, a forty-plus page transcript of sworn declarations by CIA operatives who were present at one or more of the secret October Surprise activities. The declarations were presented in the form of a petition under federal crime-reporting statutes requiring that they receive our testimony and evidence relating to the October Surprise (and other criminal activities that I discovered).

**NO EVIDENCE NO WITNESSES CALLED**

In July 1992, without calling key witnesses, the Hamilton committee released a report stating that there was no evidence that Bush was in Paris or that there was any support for the October Surprise charges. The Hamilton committee didn't obtain the testimony of any of the
parties who were willing to testify that would prove the existence of the scheme and Bush's presence at the Paris meetings. The only parties that the Hamilton committee questioned (not under oath and in private) were two Secret Service agents who guarded Vice Presidential candidate Bush during the period of time when Bush was reportedly in Paris. The agents stated that Bush had not been in Paris during the October 19, 1980, weekend. In later pages it is shown that Secret Service agents were on the flight to Paris and that the Secret Service lied.

Hamilton and the other committee members had received the sworn declarations from the CIA informants that described the details of the October Surprise conspiracy. These CIA operatives knew they faced federal prosecution if they lied about the events that occurred which they witnessed.

Congressman Hamilton had close ties to President Reagan's aide, Dr. Earl Brian (who was deeply involved in the Inslaw scandal described in other chapters). Hamilton had close ties to CIA operative John Hull, who operated an arms and drug transshipment point on his ranch in Costa Rica, and who is wanted by Costa Rican authorities on drug and murder charges. Hull also had close ties to Dan Quayle while Quayle was a U.S. Senator from Indiana. Hull is being protected in the United States by CIA and Justice Department officials.

[H: Dharma sits here in shock as the realization that the stories of five years are, indeed, so. She has tried to hide from it as "just her job to type". The actuality of it all is hitting her this day, however, and she pauses to say, "God in Heaven, I didn't know it would be like this to serve God"! Do you suppose she just thought she would learn to ascend" or something? THIS IS WHAT IS WRONG WITH YOUR WORLD--DID YOU THINK GOD WOULD DO LESS THAN OFFER YOU THE TRUTH OF YOUR SITUATION? Even with the errors involved, it is sufficient unto our needs. I remind my adversaries--it would behoove you to keep your agreements and I will keep mine!]

TO BE CONTINUED.
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CONTINUATION: DEFRAUDING AMERICA
Part 4 Re: Gunther Russbacher
By Rodney Stich

[H: Just hold steady, Dharma, our "brothers" don't like what I just offered them and that's why they froze the computer. Let us just continue on and perhaps others can pull up fragments from the central disc or something. I got my message across to the ones who needed to hear it so we will pick up where the computer froze-up and retrofit the writings if anything can be saved from the prior copy. At least, chela, we KNOW they are paying attention! Who would be giving us grief? Well, lots of people but no, not such as Bush because there is a tacit "understanding at that level of international intrigue". There is even an "understanding" at the level of the Kissinger crew. I have it in tow and I hope we don't have to redo work but we will if necessary. We have done more than a day's work already so don't be distressed about it. Thank you, please, for taking it in stride.]

QUOTING:

BLACKMAIL OF THE UNITED STATES

As could be expected, when the Reagan-Bush team took office they were then subject to blackmail by the Iranians, Iraq, Israel, and anyone else who had knowledge of the October Surprise scandal and who could have brought down the Presidency by disclosing the knowledge.

After Reagan and Bush took office the Iranians received huge quantities of military equipment, many times more than they could have received if they had completed the agreement with the United States government under President Carter. In 1982 the Reagan-Bush team took Iraq off the list of terrorist states, despite the strong protests of intelligence organizations in the United States and Europe. Israel received huge quantities of military supplies and aid, much of it unknown to the American public, who will be paying the bill for years to come.

October Surprise also adversely affected the military preparedness of the United States and of its European allies. To obtain the arms for Iran promised at Paris, military equipment was stolen from U.S. warehouses in Europe, and sent to Iran via Israel.
JUSTICE DEPARTMENT DAMAGE CONTROL

Many CIA-related personnel, described in subsequent pages, knew of the October Surprise scheme, including, of course, those who were a part of the activities. Justice Department prosecutors misused the power of the federal government to silence them. Gunther Russbacher, who was a key part of most of the meetings held in Europe, was imprisoned but escaped when a jury held him innocent. Michael Riconosciuto, who assisted in moving the $40 million bribe money, was sent to prison for allegedly manufacturing amphetamines.

CIA INFORMANTS

In later pages I describe how I met CIA informants who gave me many of the specific details of the October Surprise scheme. Briefly, they told me in their sworn declarations that October Surprise was primarily a CIA operation, engineered and carried out with CIA personnel and funds. Private citizen and CIA operative William Casey, met several times with Iranians at different European locations in 1980.

One of the key meetings occurred at the Pepsico International Headquarters building in Barcelona, Spain, in late July 1980. One of my CIA informants was present with Casey, arranging for the procurement and shipment of the arms from various European locations to Iran via Israel. The final meeting occurred in Paris on the October 19, 1980, weekend. The Iranians wanted either presidential nominee Ronald Reagan or vice presidential nominee George Bush to finalize the agreement.

Candidate George Bush, with extensive CIA background since approximately 1960, flew to Paris from the United States on October 18, 1980, on a BAC 111 owned by a member of the Saudi Arabian family. The pilots on that flight were Gunther Russbacher, Richard Brenneke, and an Air Force Major.

The BAC 111 departed Washington National Airport for nearby Andrews Air Force Base on Saturday evening, October 18, 1980. It then departed Andrews at approximately 19:00 pm EST (0000 GMT [Greenwich Mean Time]) for Mitchell Field in the New York City area, arriving there at 19:45 p.m. (0045 GMT). The BAC 111 landed shortly before the arrival of a Gulfstream jet owned by Unocal, from which William Casey deplaned and joined the passengers on the BAC 111. Heinrich Rupp was one of the pilots on the Unocal Gulfstream.

The BAC 111 departed Mitchell at 20:00 p.m., (0100 GMT) for Gander, Newfoundland, arriving there at 21:20 p.m. (EST) (0220 GMT) for Paris, arriving at Le Bourget Airport at 03:40 EST (9:40 a.m. European time, 0840 GMT).

Unocal's Gulfstream flew non-stop from Mitchell Field to Paris, and was waiting at the airport in London when the BAC 111 arrived.

The passengers on the BAC 111 on the flight from Gander to Paris included William
Casey (who would be appointed Director of the CIA); Donald Gregg (who at that time was a member of President Carter's National Security Council); Robert McFarlane (member of President Carter's National Security Council); Senators John Tower and John Heinz; Congressman Dan Rostenkowski; George Bush; Jennifer Fitzgerald (Some years ago Barbara Walters stated on 20/20 that Jennifer Fitzgerald was George Bush's alleged mistress for many years. My CIA contacts state the same relationship existed, and that she and Bush were in China in the 1970s, that a child resulted from that relationship, which was put up for adoption by an American church with contacts in China. My CIA contacts state that she was a passenger on the BAC 111 flight to Paris on October 18, 1980.); four Secret Service people; George Cave (former CIA Iran expert and translator); and others.

At Paris, the plane was met by a fleet of limousines to carry the passengers to their destinations; George Bush and William Casey went straight to the meetings then in progress. At the Paris meetings were numerous Iranians and members of Israel's secret police, the Mossad, including Ari Ben-Menashe.

A $40 million bank draft on a Luxembourg bank was given to the Iranians as bribe money and a showing of good faith. CIA operative Michael Riconosciuto played a key role in arranging for the wire transfer of these funds.

Because it was necessary for Bush to return to the United States quickly in order to attend a late Sunday evening speech at the Washington Hilton Hotel, the CIA provided an SR-71 aircraft. This plane departed from a military field near Paris at approximately 1450 European time (8:50 a.m. EST; 1350 GMT) and took approximately one hour and forty-four minutes to McGuire Air Force Base in New Jersey, arriving there at approximately 11:50 a.m. EST (1550 GMT).

Later that day Bush boarded the same BAC 111 that had taken him to Paris, and then flew into Washington National Airport. The Secret Service reports that I obtained showed Bush arriving at Washington National at 6:37 p.m., in the BAC 111, and then proceeding with Secret Service escort to the Washington Hilton Hotel, where he gave a speech.

**OCTOBER SURPRISE CIA CODE NAME**

As will be explained more fully in later pages, most CIA operations have code names, and the code name for the CIA October Surprise scheme was Operation Eurovan (EV).

**STRONG CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE SHOWING OCTOBER SURPRISE EXISTED**

Even discounting testimony from the many people who were involved in one way or another with October Surprise, the circumstantial evidence alone was far in excess of that used by federal and state prosecutors to charge a person with a crime, or even to sentence the person to death. The facts exposed by investigative media articles and books were of significant magnitude to make President Nixon's Watergate cover-up child's play.
It would not have been difficult to have enlarged upon the circumstantial evidence to obtain hard evidence and sworn testimony from numerous people. The factors indicating that October Surprise did in fact occur include:

1. Statements by former president of Iran, Bath Sadr, whose 1987 and 1991 books described the secret agreement between Iranian factions and the Reagan-Bush team.
2. Statements of numerous people given to Barbara Honegger and quoted in her 1989 *OCTOBER SURPRISE*, enlarging upon what she learned as part of the Reagan-Bush team.
3. Statements of numerous people given to Gary Sick and quoted in his 1991 *OCTOBER SURPRISE*.
5. Statements of numerous people given to the authors of various newspaper and magazine articles.
6. Statements made to the press by Ari Ben-Menashe, a former high-ranking Mossad staff officer, who was present at several of the secret October Surprise meetings.
7. Circumstantial evidence in the sequence of events that occurred, including the sudden withdrawal of Iran for further discussions when the United States under President Carter agreed to the terms proposed by Iran; the release of the American hostages within minutes of President Reagan's inauguration.
8. The implications of guilt by the pattern of cover-ups.

This is not the end of the October Surprise matter. Much more follows.

END QUOTING

***

As we close for today, Dharma, I want you to just hold steady the course for I stand between thee and them--no pun intended. Yes indeed the game gets rough but I believe you will find me equal to the task. For those who would laugh at our presentations--WAIT! IF I WOULD BE, AS GRITZ SUGGESTS, A 9-1/2 FT. LIZARD REPTILE--I REALLY DON'T THINK HE AND HIS BUDDIES WANT ME UPSET WITH THEM!!! THERE IS A LOT OF VENOM AND HISSING IN A 9-1/2 FT. TICKED-OFF SERPENT!

Now let's close this and get some rest for there is more key-tapping to be done on the morrow. Salu.
These are simply ideas to keep you distracted. You can turn off the world--but it will be there when you again awaken into attention. Some cannot bear the burden and will refuse to consider possibilities--so be it. I wish I had space and time to offer and share that which others write. Some think "at" a thing until there are several possibilities and then choose up "a best one" and send it to me for interpretations. I won't interpret but I will pass some of the scenarios along for your own consideration. I just want to point out that IF YOU PAY ATTENTION TO THE LITTLE THINGS, GENERALIZE EACH AND ALL TO EACH OTHER AND ALL OTHER--YOU CAN WRITE HISTORY AS IT UNFOLDS EVEN THOUGH IT BE DELIBERATELY HIDDEN FROM YOU.

First I will offer an article regarding "BOOM BOXES" None of you seem to understand the DANGER of this one little excuse for scientific advantage. The science is a lie and the outcome could be TOTALLY devastating--to man and sea creatures.

**SCIENTISTS PLAN BOOM BOXES TO BE HEARD ACROSS OCEAN**

(Orig Times) San Francisco (The Orlando Sentinel, Tues. 3-22-94):--A plan by scientists to place loudspeakers on the ocean floor off Big Sur, Calif., and blast sounds so loud that they could be heard in New Zealand has alarmed some biologists who fear the noise could deafen whales and other marine animals.

The noise, which to humans would sound something like a bowling ball rolling down a lane, would be broadcast every four hours for 20 minutes until the year 2004 at a volume much louder than sounds known to frighten whales from their normal migratory route.

In a clash between conflicting environmental concerns, the experiment is designed to test whether the temperature of the Pacific Ocean is rising as a result of global warming.

Sponsors of the project at Scripps Institution of Oceanography in San Diego play down any serious harm [H: that should be enough to scare daylights out of you.] and say the experiment would yield valuable information about ocean temperatures. [H: TEMPERATURES??]

Under the plan, one set of loudspeakers would be located about a half mile deep and...
25 miles offshore in the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary, where rare blue whales, humpbacks and other whale species gather. A second speaker would be placed at a similar depth off the coast of Kauai near the home of endangered monk seals in Hawaii.

The National Marine Fisheries Service will hold a hearing in Silver Spring, Md., on the project today and decide in coming weeks whether to issue a permit exempting the experiment from regulations that protect marine mammals from human harassment, hunting and killing. The experiment is scheduled to start this spring.

Lindy Weilgart, a Nova Scotia scientist who specializes in studying sperm whale vocalization, said she feared the frequent loud noises could cause whales close to the sound source to go deaf, leaving them unable to navigate or find food.

The low rumbling sound would be broadcast at 195 decibels--some 10 MILLION times as loud as the 120 decibel level known to disturb some whales, she said. By comparison, humans can suffer ear damage from 120-decibel noises transmitted through the air.

"We are invading an ocean habitat that so far has been untouched by man," said Weilgart, a post-doctoral fellow at Cornell University. "It's an experiment of tremendous implications and we are doing it without a clue of what it would do".... [More but unnecessary].

***

Of course this has NOTHING to do with temperatures, global warming or any other thing THEY SAY IT MEANS. It is a war project and you had better wisen up. Is there no limit beyond which you will not allow these One World Satanists to go? By the way, if this noise can be heard in New Zealand it CAN BE HEARD AROUND THE GLOBE AND WILL BE CONSTANT from a blast every four hours of 20 minutes. Sound, like light--moves outward in EVERY DIRECTION and travels nicely through soil, air and water.

CHINA AND NORTH KOREA

Well, wake up: THESE ARE ALLIES!! If you think you will have your Somalia kids home very long--think again. You al-ready have a BUNCH of troops in South Korea--and this is no little light-hearted GAME going on over there. This is SERIOUS BUSINESS!

We have a friend in Florida who writes every day with updates and news items--although he can hardly keep up, either, in these days of worsening unfolding. I would, however, like to share his last urgent correspondence as he has thought upon the possibilities of these things. Let us see what you can do with this processing and meld it with your own and see what comes forth. Keep in mind that his focus was this "new" deal of the "Boom Boxes".

QUOTING:
Has everyone gone totally insane? I think we are supposed to read this and say "What in the world"? Then forget about it and get back to more important things like Olympic Iceskaters breaking each others' legs.

This one has really got me concerned because of events of the past two weeks, to wit:

1. Secretary of State Warren Christopher went to China and tried to boss them around and was told to "buzz off".
2. U.S. pushing North Korea to inspect their nuclear bombs, was also told to "Buzz Off".
3. U.S. is shipping Patriot missiles to South Korea by ship. (Just Patriots?)
4. U.S. and South Korea will conduct military maneuvers around that Peninsula, including our Navy [H: The last time you did this little game-playing around South Ko-rea and Vietnam--you had several "incidents" with downed planes, ships, etc.]
5. These underwater boom boxes in the Pacific will wreak total havoc with the underwater submarine detection and tracking system (of all countries in the Pacific).
6. Clinton has been having these secret meeting with APEC.

I don't like the conclusions I'm reaching, but here they are:

1. U.S. will push North Korea into some military action.
2. This will be an excuse for U.N. retaliatory action.
3. China will step in on North Korea's side.
4. Russia will attack China from the other side, as our conspirator.
5. U.S. submarines that got close to China undetected because of the "Boom Boxes" will attack China from this side.
6. All other Asian nations in APEC have been instructed to keep their noses out of it. (And Pacific Nations.)
7. Maybe, when all American military power is centered against China, Russia will stab us in the back with nuclear attack. (Double Cross).
8. Does any of this coincide with Revelation Prophecies or Nostradamus prophecies?

May God help us get out of the clutches of the madmen (and women) who would destroy the world in order to rule it.

END

***

This is bad "putting together"; however it is far worse than presented here. There is a massive and frantic effort to get controlling signal equipment in place, hooked in with the control belt network through the ground/air grid. This needs to be accomplished before YOU can get your wits together enough to fight back. It is more serious because of the OTHER things taking place AS WE WRITE.

The Plan 2000 orchestrators are having trouble--and they will NOT go down without a fight.
Let us just speak here in "rumor-mill" language. I will tell you that MUCH of what we will call "speculation" is already FINISHED. If something doesn't happen prior to the end of March--much will be changed as you awaken on April Fool's Day. This weekend, in fact, is a major series of "happenings" at such high levels it would boggle your minds.

**MONEY, GOLD AND FEDERAL RESERVE**

In last September a massive amount of gold was physically taken by force (some say through the Delta Forces) from European facilities and brought BACK to the U.S. It is enough that if the transition were handled correctly, the illegal Federal Reserve DEBT could be cancelled and the Gold reserves are enough to reinstate YOU on a gold standard. Now all that SOUNDS good. BUT, what about all those trillions of printed and circulating Federal Reserve notes? Will they be worthless? What would happen?

Who is doing all this? Well, I'm not going to say, but your government Banking Commission, etc., are deep into it. Can they pull it off against the World Zionist Banksters? Yes, but it will be hard and, moreover, the transition, as well, may be worse. However, you can know the players at stake because the Mossad is hyper-active in EVERY PLACE WHERE THESE MONIES AND GOLD CHANGE HANDS.

**ZIONISTS**

No I am not going to get off on another "Zionist" kick. The facts are YOU had better LISTEN when others speak. Did you watch the interview with the new Russian President and David Frost? Did anyone notice the total integrated connection as utilized in terms by Mr. President of U.S./Zionists? When there is enough "world" funding you WILL HEAR FROM THE NON-BOLSHEVIK NON-ZIONIST KINGDOM OF THE RUSSIAS. THEY NOW HAVE THE RESOURCE AND AVAILABILITY OF THE SUPPORT--OR AT LEAST WILL HAVE WITHIN A MATTER OF A FEW DAYS OR WEEKS. IF THE TRANSPORTS [INVOLVED] ARE TOUCHED--WORLD WAR III IS UNDER WAY!! IN ADDITION, GOOD FRIENDS, “THEY” WIL HAVE THE FULL SUPPORT OF THE KINGS OF THE SKY--THE COSMOSPHERES!

What will happen economically? I would guess that, unless handled very carefully, you will have TOTAL collapse. There may also be currency recall (which you should have been expecting any day anyway). Gold will probably have enforced "non-trading" for a while because all of the gold floating around right now would pull down the economy of the entire GLOBE and the metal itself would be totally worthless. If handled properly, the price of gold should climb abruptly and out of sight.

I do not pay a lot of attention to these matters as I am having enough attention focused on my people--to simply keep them alive for no matter how I try to keep our people out of harm--there are always a few who ARE IN THE MIDDLE OF THE VERY TRANSITIONS AND TRANSFERS. We have some out there who have so narrowly missed the ambush of the Mossad that it takes a full-time crew to keep them covered.
AREA 51

I am bluntly asked if I have anything to do with "Area 51"? Yes indeed I do. I am not, however, one of your lizards or reptiles. I also have a personal interaction with a lot of your political and military forces. I am not "proud" of that fact--just acknowledge it. No, I do NOT come from, through or around Orion OR Sirius. There has been a valiant effort to CLONE and DNA reproduce our species--IT CAN'T BE DONE. However, you have about every other cross-hybrid that can be tinkered into realization, realized. There are a whole BUNCH of "Area 51s" so don't get hung-up on anything. I acknowledge this strictly for the confirmation of a "few" who have met me or some of my crew or fleet.

I suggest you all go back and read our writings on Gog and Magog as well as the special places scattered around your globe. What do you expect, readers? Do you think you will come up to December 31, 1999 and everything is going to happen in the next minute as you enter 2000?? The non-Zionist world is not going to longer sit still while the anti-Christ takes over--it simply is NOT going to happen.

So, what am "I" doing messing around in it? I'm not! I have a mission here as regards "our" people and I have more "power" than does God's enemy--however, I do not use it in the societal environment--because it is YOUR journey! I will protect God's workers--the rest of mankind had better awaken and pay attention if you want to express in freedom.

Depopulation will continue through the political stream of disease and pestilence but when that is not enough--the games will get worse and worse. To think that you can avoid a nuclear war with so many outrageous ones (like the U.S.A. and Israel) having such power--is outright fantasy. Remember--it was the U.S. that used nuclear bombs!! Now, other nations CAN FIGHT BACK! Therein lies your problem. You are still recognized around the globe as the "Big Satan" and that, readers, makes your nation of governing thugs--MY ENEMY AS WELL AS THE ENEMY OF THAT WHICH IS RECOGNIZED AS THE CHRISTIAN WORLD. THE FIRST THING YOU HAD BEST DO IS FIND OUT THE DIFFERENCE IN ZIONIST KHAZAR FROM JUDEAN JEW. It is, however the Zionist, Khazar who PICKED THE NAME AND BROUGHT IT INTO UTILIZATION. "Jew" is not a Biblical term except since total mistranslation. "Jew" was an invented term in the late 1700s--an Eighteenth century label.

The Jews call ones who would tell truth about such as the Holocaust, "revisionists"! NO, IT IS THEY WHO REWROTE HISTORY AND NOW FOIST IT OFF AS TRUTH--WHO FIRST REVISED THE HISTORY. Note they take a term, good example as Semite, and toss it around as if it were valid and you sop it up like gravy on bread. This is the way you retrain and brainwash a world--by telling the lie as if it is truth--until it becomes ACCEPTED. It does not make truth--but accepted AND REINFORCED (BY LAW)--LIE.

Is this possible "break" in the U.S. economic structure simply another adventure into deeper trouble? Probably! So walk in WISDOM and keep your eyes and ears open.
Sananda just received a petition from a lovely lady this week. It was appreciative and loving, sent to Sananda "because Hatonn is too busy". Well, at this time, in this place--it has nothing to do with Hatonn or Sananda, Germain, Soltec or, or--it has everything to do with Dharma. We only have one receiver here. Thomas has been diverted into other very dangerous and more than full-time follow-up on very earthy situations. I can't comment much on Soltec for since I cautioned Kali about being careful in her connections, we have had few writings. Dr. Young is in frequent touch with her but we aren't getting any help from that direction at this time.

Soltec will, if Dharma can be released from this load, write on both the geophysical implications of the Ocean tampering as well as writing on the Atmosphere. There has simply been no way to get that kind of extra work-load offered--Dharma has to spend too much time in the courts. No, we don't have somebody else. You have to remember that our reason for being in this place and writing these journals is specific and we cannot attend all places and no, I will not AGREE with another simply because they "write". ANYONE CAN WRITE!

As for Canada--there is more and more coming through. I ask that the information regarding the facts about Canada and the U.S. regarding NAFTA be transcribed and shared in the paper.

Now, for the thing that was interesting about this particular piece of correspondence in point: the lady said she was "neglecting" her children because she was always studying the journals and couldn't keep up--so she hoped the children will understand. NO, they will NOT understand and all your reading without utilizing that which causes bonding and growth in the child will produce more uninformed, neglected children. I do NOT accept such burden of your assuming that it is alright to study our work and neglect anything else. Especially on the assumption that there is TOO MUCH. This is another REASON for only ONE writer--so the load CAN BE HANDLED IF ONES WANT TO DO SO--without neglecting ANYTHING.

It takes only a brief span of attention to love a child and listen to a child. There is NOTHING more important in the world than the children and certainly you cannot accuse God and Hosts of causing YOU to neglect your responsibilities. It is unacceptable. We humbly appreciate the devotion to learning and truth--but to put aside a child in your care--is not worthy prioritization. A child who is turned away through the excuse of this or that activity--WILL GROW TO HATE AND DESPISE THE ACTIVITY! Do what you can and allow careful consideration to the line of responsibility--God does not expect total perfection and certainly not neglect of soul (and those children's souls are attached by birthing to your own!). Do what you can and allow it (the knowledge) to work for and with you--NOT AGAINST YOU. As we work through the Earth pressures here and can again open up more and more to outreach--we shall do so. I ask patience for that seems to be the most troublesome "lack" during this time of waking up--it is sort of like: "Hey God, I am a bit awake now--lay it on me and let's get this job done"! Then you promptly start telling me how to do my job. I thank you but many have yet to see beyond the bed-posts.
Do not consider a "discussion" regarding correspondence to in any way negate the correspondence. It is THIS which has allowed such growth to this point. There are no dumb questions, either, unless asked in total ego kibitzing. I remind you all--if YOU knew better--the way would not be in destruction path--it would be balanced and harmonious. I appreciate opinions, it is simply that, so far, they have been either weak in production of change or they are actually incorrect--usually through simple ignorance. We go one step at a time, coming into KNOWING and then action. God already projects the "thought", we simply have to become aware of what are those thoughts so that our "part" (ACTION) can be expressed properly and in communion and acceptable sequence.

Let's write a little while today on DEFRAUDING AMERICA. I know that these other unfolding events are more interesting, perhaps--but we have not the luxury of one OR the other--we must hang right in-there as we consider important "players" in this game, readers.

QUOTE:

DEFRAUDING AMERICA(Cont)
By Rodney Stich
Part 5

CIA WHISTEBOWERS

Commencing in 1990 I discovered a number of deep-cover whistle-blowers formerly employed by various U.S. intelligence agencies, and other witnesses, who had been silenced by Justice Department prosecutors and federal judges. Over several years, during hundreds of hours of deposition-like questioning, and in written statements, these people provided startling information enlarging upon that which I had already discovered. They divulged to me the specifics of deep-cover criminal activities that were and are inflicting harm beyond the wildest imagination of the average unsophisticated and uninformed American. Despite my knowledge of corruption by federal officials I would probably not have believed what I was told if such a great amount of time had not been expended obtaining specifics that cross-checked with other informants, and is supported in key places by official documents.

Ironically, it was the corrupt actions by renegade Justice Department officials and federal judges in the Ninth Circuit federal judicial district (Ninth Circuit comprises the States of California, Oregon, Washington, Nevada, and Hawaii, and is the largest judicial district in the United States). [H: Indeed, and this is THE district in which Ekkers find themselves embroiled in the system as regards US&P. Who do you think may be the "biggest" arm and hammer?] that brought me into contact with these people and which made possible the exposures found within these pages.

One of the standard tactics employed to keep the lid on the various scandals and to silence or discredit whistleblowers is to falsely charge the person with a federal crime. This is usually followed by seizing his or her assets, depriving the person of funds for legal defenses. Court appointed attorneys are then furnished who routinely provide a weak defense so as to protect the silencing tactics. [H: Yes, we certainly do recognize all of these items.]
JUSTICE DEPARTMENT PERSECUTION
BACKFIRED

As described in earlier pages Justice Department prosecutors and federal judges acted to silence me by the sham judicial action carried out in the California courts; stripping me of all protections in law; stripping me of my assets; and then charging me with contempt of court when I sought to defend myself and concurrently reported the pattern of federal crimes as described within these pages. Those tactics were intended to silence me, but instead, infuriated me.

I was first sent to federal prison in 1988, and then released pending appeal of the decision. The entire Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, en banc, denied my appeal in early 1990, holding that it was proper for Justice Department prosecutors and federal judges to send a citizen to prison if he or she sought to report federal crimes and exercised constitutional defenses if a federal judge earlier barred these acts. (It is a federal crime for a citizen not to report a federal crime promptly to a federal judge or other federal body. Title 18 U.S.C. sub. 4 (misprision of felony). "Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court of the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same to some judge or other person in civil or military authority under the United States, shall be fined not more than $500 or imprisoned not more than three years, or both"). I had filed a petition for writ of certiorari with the Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court, seeking relief, but they upheld this holding.

At a hearing on July 22, 1990, in the U.S. District Court at Sacramento, California, Judge Raul Ramirez unexpectedly orndered the U.S. Marshals to seize me, followed by a very difficult five months of being transferred from prison to prison. For the next six weeks I was placed in solitary confinement in a dimly lit cell, with no one to talk to, and then transported from prison to prison in chains and leg irons. Everything was done to make my life miserable, as if they were trying to break my will, or bring about my death through the aggravation of an existing heart condition. This latest incarceration backfired, as I discovered a pattern of criminal activity by deeply entrenched federal officials that was almost beyond comprehension.

A HEAVY PRICE FOR A WHISTLEBLOWERTO PAY

[H: Oh no, once again, we are NOT off the subject of Russbacher--just building up again to the point by the author.]

I met people in prison who were incarcerated for various reasons and were former CIA operatives or assets, operating covert CIA proprietaries, including airlines, banks, and Savings and Loans. Either their CIA cover was exposed, and the CIA chose to make them scapegoats, or the CIA wanted to silence potential informants or whistleblowers.

Whatever the reason, CIA and Justice Department officials acted in unison with federal judges, eliminating people who constituted a threat of exposure. The standard tactic is
to charge the targeted individual with a federal offense for some act that they were ordered to perform by their CIA handlers, which took them out of circulation and acted to discredit them.

From 200 to 300 former CIA operatives or assets had been sentenced to prison by Justice Department prosecutors during the 1980s, on charges arising out of the covert activities they were ordered to perform by their CIA bosses. It was their unanimous belief that the prosecution of these CIA operatives was either to silence them or to discredit them if they talked about the operations.

**COMPOUNDING THE JUDICIAL PERSECUTION**

Thanks should be given to U.S. District Judge Marilyn Patel at San Francisco for making it possible for me to discover additional criminal activities implicating federal officials, although her intent was just the opposite. I was to be released on November 23, 1990, from the federal prison camp at Boron, California, after being in prison for six months due to trying to expose what is in these pages. Several weeks before I was to be released, I was served with an order signed by Patel causing my continued incarceration.

The basis used by Judge Patel to order me incarcerated was that I had filed a federal action in the U.S. District Court in Chicago naming as defendants federal judge Robert Jones; a federal trustee, Charles Duck; and the San Francisco law firm of Friedman, Sloan and Ross. Each of these defendants participated in corrupt and covert CIA activities, and had engaged in a pattern of criminal activities while seizing my assets.

Judge Patel, who didn't have any jurisdiction over me, charged me with having filed a federal action in Chicago reporting the criminal activities in Chapter 11 courts and seeking to have the court order a halt to the looting of my assets. Among those named as defendants were trustee Charles Duck and Judge Robert Jones, both of whom were responsible for the seizure and looting of my assets, and who I later discovered were involved in deep-cover CIA activities. Instead of being released I was transported to various prisons, including Phoenix, Los Angeles and then Dublin.

**ABSENCE OF JURISDICTION**

Patel had sought jurisdiction over me on the basis of a federal action I had filed in 1986 that sought to report earlier criminal activities I had discovered, and seeking relief from the retaliatory acts taken to silence me. In clear violation of law she dismissed that action in 1987, before I could obtain discovery to go to trial. In this way she managed to protect the criminal activities described within these pages. But since the lawsuit was dismissed over three years earlier, she no longer had any jurisdiction over me, and she had no authority to order me incarcerated. It would be similar to a federal judge ordering a citizen imprisoned without an indictment by a grand jury and without any hearing. But this is the mentality that now exists in the federal courts, and especially in the largest federal circuit, the Ninth Circuit.
FORTUITOUS ENCOUNTER

Numerous CIA operatives and I became good friends as a result of Judge Patel causing my continued confinement. By an incredibly fortuitous encounter I entered the Dublin, California facility in a small group with a deep-cover high-ranking CIA operative, Gunther Russbacher. Our Navy and airline piloting backgrounds drew us together, and eventually Russbacher began confiding in me some of his CIA activities.

Russbacher's parents were members of the Hapsburg Trust of Austria, and his father was an Austrian in German intelligence during World War II. In 1950 the U.S. government offered many of these intelligence officers the choice of either being prosecuted for war crimes or going to the United States into various U.S. intelligence agencies. Russbacher's parents were among those who accepted the move to America. In 1950, the Russbacher family moved to the United States, living in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and then in Fallon, Nevada.

When Russbacher reached the age of seventeen he entered the U.S. Army, later joining the U.S. Navy, and in 1967 receiving his Navy pilot wings at Pensacola, and then went on to the Naval air Station at Jacksonville, Florida. (I also received my Navy wings at Pensacola and then went on to Jacksonville, where I became a flight instructor). Approximately a year later Russbacher received pilot training in the SR-71 at Beale Air Force Base and flew many SR-71 missions for the CIA.

As a Navy officer Russbacher was transferred from the Office of Naval Intelligence and "sheepdipped" into the Central Intelligence Agency. By 1989 he was a Captain in the U.S. Navy in the covert Office of Naval Intelligence. Sheepdipped is the term used to describe the transfer of military to the CIA, in which records are falsified showing the person discharged from the respective military organization, and who then works with the CIA in a clandestine position, where the CIA can deny any relationship to the party doing CIA work.

Russbacher had two tours of duty in Vietnam. During his first tour, as a fighter pilot, he was shot down and returned to Fitzsimmons Hospital in Denver for extensive hospitalization. Upon his discharge from the hospital, the CIA sent Russbacher back to Vietnam, engaging in various covert activities, including attempting to rescue prisoners of war. During one of these attempts he was caught and spent time in a North Vietnam prison camp until he escaped a year later.

The CIA then sent Russbacher to Afghanistan in the early 1970s, helping the Afghan fighters against the Russian-backed Kabul government. During this period he helped transfer CIA funds to the newly created Bank of Credit and Commerce International (BCCI). These CIA funds, and those supplied by Bank of America, were a significant source of capital for that bank, and more is said about that bank operation in later pages.

The CIA then put Russbacher into the financial field, starting in Operation Cyclops, which was a program where CIA operatives are placed into financial institutions to learn the business. He subsequently started up and operated during the late 1970s and 1980s several
covert CIA proprietaries in the United States, including Savings and Loans, mortgage companies, and investment companies, dealing in money laundering and other covert CIA activities.

During his more than two decades of CIA operations the CIA had given him over thirty aliases for different covert operations. He also had various nicknames including "Gunsel" and "Gunslinger". When flying the SR-71 he used the alias Robert Andrew Walker. When operating covert financial institutions his usual alias was Emery J. Peden, with occasional use of the Robert Andrew Walker alias, and also his real name, Gunther Russbacher. When he wanted to control two positions within a company he would use two different aliases, usually Peden, Walker, or Russbacher.

Russbacher gave me sworn declarations describing some of the CIA affiliated companies or fronts that he operated, and their covert business activities. He described moving money from Silverado Bank Savings and Loan in Denver to start up other covert CIA operations, including Red Hill Savings and Loan and Hill Financial in Red Hill, Pennsylvania. Russbacher described other CIA proprietaries that he operated, including National Brokerage, Inc.; National Brokerage Companies, Inc. in Missouri, 7711 Bonhomme St., Suite 405, Clayton, Missouri. Shared space with Connecticut Mutual Companies, Inc., parent of National Brokerage Company, and its many subsidiaries, including National Brokerage; Clayton Financial Planning Group, Inc., consisting of Herbert Smith and Gunther Russbacher as major directors, (dealing with high-level private enterprise in the international marketplace); Crystal Shores Development Corporation: Chartered in the state of Missouri, with home office in Clayton, Missouri and an office in Honor, Michigan, a development corporation that bought land and then subdivided and developed it. Mortgage loans came from Hill Financial through NBC, Michigan National, Traverse City, Michigan; Crystal Shores Estates, Inc.; National Financial Services, Inc.; National Leasing Services, Inc.; National Realty, Inc.; National Realty Services, Inc.; National Commercial Properties, Inc.; Shalimar Management Corporations; Adams Land Company, Inc.; National Fiduciary Trust, Inc.; Badner Bank; International Bank Commerce Holding Company; W.A.R. Petroleum, International (operating under Aegean Lines and Clayton Financial). European corporations that he had an interest in were reportedly Shalimar Perfumes, with offices throughout Europe and the Middle East, and dealt not only with perfume but also with chemical weapons, and buying and selling arms; Shalimar Arms, with offices in Missouri and Paris; Shalimar Chemical Labs; R&B Weapons Systems International, Inc.; Pratislaja Brenneke Munitions Amalgam.

Russbacher described the various factions operating within the CIA, each with its own agenda and often running similar parallel operations. He fell out of grace with the CIA in the late 1980s when he started complaining about CIA activities that were inflicting great harm upon the United States. Because of Russbacher's role in many CIA activities implicating high federal officials, and his knowledge of serious offenses against the United States, Russbacher posed a threat to the ongoing covert operations and to many high federal officials. He was the smoking gun in many national scandals, any one of which could bring down a major number of people in control of the United States.
Let us close this at this point. We will take up the story with "Eugene Hasenfus" when we next write on this subject. Yes indeed, it is a tangled web.... Salu.
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THINGS AS THEY SEEM?

No, and since when did any of you really EXPECT things to be as they seem? When heroic measures are taken for confrontation of heroic circumstances you often have the APPEARANCE, at the least, of a "heroic mess"! Further, if you are thinking I will jeopardize either mission or person (any person) by prattling along here--please think again, more carefully. I use THIS computer for information dispersement because it is FIRST picked up by the surveillance crews. And remember--I AM IN TOUCH WITH OTHERS OUTSIDE THIS KEYBOARD AS NECESSARY--AND THAT WHICH IS CONVEYED TO AND THROUGH THEM IS NOT THE BUSINESS OF THE ONE AT THIS TERMINAL.

Each of you become filled with doubt and suggestions, panic and "we must DO something--even if it's wrong" attitudes and you do more harm than any good which might flow. Your enemy recognizes my presence--why do I have such trouble with you of my own crew stirring, arguing and badgering? If you cannot believe in a "higher plan" how do you expect others to respond? Yes, this is a hard strike to Dharma because she is having the most trouble in this present instance where she doesn't even know the problem. I arranged it that way--your desire to know something is NOT HER RESPONSIBILITY TO ANSWER. I will NOT give her insight into anything which is not her responsibility. If you accept ME through her writing or suspect I "might" be "real" then you will not have trouble KNOWING that I have the current situation in line of sight where I can attend it.

Things under way in your world are massive, shocking and hold great possibilities for freedom or for further blockage of all efforts at freedom from under the world control of the manipulating Committee of 300 and THEIR BOSS, THE COMMITTEE OF 17! Surely you didn't think ones like Henry Kissinger were not manipulated puppets. Surely you didn't actually think the "big boys" wouldn't try again and again to break commitments and agreements with this Command as well. You have no way of realizing, or checking, on what is going on around the globe and in different ports of call. So I tell my scribe right now, this is a command, release it to me, chela, all of you who are in my service will have to let go and "let God". If it helps you to see more clearly--go over the things in your mind that you DO BELIEVE TO BE TRUE AND FORTHRIGHT, FROM OTHER PEOPLE, AND YOU'LL HAVE A MORE PROBABLE PICTURE THAN ANYTHING WHICH MAY WELL "SEEM OBVIOUS". I remind you of the quotation used so frequently by hopeless persons and predominant in the AA association: God grant me the power to change the things I can, accept the things I can't and the WISDOM TO KNOW THE DIFFERENCE.

I have only paraphrased and will go a step further: Those things that move from under your responsibility--release--for you cannot know either what you SHOULD CHANGE OR
SHOULD LET GO! IN THAT VERY REALIZATION LIES WISDOM. Here, however, is where and when you quit praying for SELF and ask God in his infinite Wisdom to take the helm—if you thought yourself somehow running the show in the first place. The play is YOURS, wisdom in the direction of the play is often ASSUMED when actually the efforts are directed otherwise. KEEP YOUR EYE FOCUSED TO THE GOAL AND THE WAY WILL BE SHOWN.

SCATTER PIECES

The reason I must pound upon Dharma is that every Monday there is a massive influx of NEW inquiries, new tasks, new persons involved plus the entire six foot stack of attention-needing documents and correspondence already waiting. Then, we are hit with the next barrage of legal confrontation documents. Dharma, like all the rest of you good people, simply wants to color a few eggs with the babies and thank God for Christian possibilities held within the myths and traditions of spiritual graspings of the Season. "If not these things of living, Father, what then are we working for"? she asks. All these and more, I respond—for the experience and your intent and action demands the journey unfoldment. Human cannot know all the details of all facets of interactions and if you claimed otherwise—you would be setting yourself up as a fortune-teller, insider or psychic. Any one or all of these would set you up for early departure from the human plane—so let's leave it in my hands? Do we understand each other? Aho?!

Before we move on and simply offer more from DEFRAUDING AMERICA, I would comment on a couple of other things.

Much comes to my attention which I would preferably respond to myself—but hundreds of inquiries come which my scribe cannot possibly handle because of pure quantity of work load. Others are doing the very best they can in responding. Rick, for instance, is so bogged in critical on-site encounters and interviews and journalistic research that he cannot handle the load. We work on a shoestring (a broken one at best) and our intake is more work, not a way out of the load. Therefore, readers, please understand and be kind when your responses are delayed or slipped through somehow. GOD IS ALL—ALL THE REST OF US HAVE LIMITATIONS OF ONE KIND OR ANOTHER, INCLUDING ME AND MY COMPATRIOTS. WE ARE LIMITED BY YOUR OWN PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS.

PHOENIX PROJECT INQUIRY

With this above in mind let me acknowledge the inquiry just received from a friend elsewhere who has received a pressing inquiry regarding the "Phoenix Project". The entire document DOES NOT refer to this project but is the basis upon which all the false drivel is based. It shows identification of corporations by the name Phoenix Project, mail drops, associations with America West, UFO "stuff" and other totally false representations. The people at the heart of the matter are simply seeking the facts and who the heck is who. I want to respond to this myself. The inquiry comes from "ParaNet" and deals with inquiries about verification, debunking, or authenticity. It is one of the first inquiries which appears valid enough in intent to be worthy of response. I am not in the networking business but it has
seemed most interesting to me that with knowledge of my presence--NOBODY FROM THE UFO COMMUNITY OR OTHER FOOLISH CENTERS SO MUCH AS INVESTIGATES THE POSSIBILITY OF MY TRUTH IN PRESENCE. AND YOU WONDER WHY YOUR WORLD IS MESSED-UP? YOU HAVE A DISINFORMATION NETWORK WHO EFFORTS TO MAKE SURE THE PUBLIC DOES NOT EVER GET THE TRUTH. I have no interest either way--mine is to present information and I have a mission. I have no interest in seminars, lecture circuits or any other public focus.

What you each must KNOW is that when you have a time of cycle change and the higher energy forms involved--the disinformation will always come forth and so, too, will be utilized terms, names, labels and such which would identify, if all others were absent, the Command, the Hosts and actually, God's interests. The usurping incorrectly of the use and term "Semite" is a good example--for it has NOTHING to do with those people calling themselves Semites. It is for distraction and furthering the deception and lies.

You all seem to really like little names from initials like the FBI, CIA, etc. So, just refer to me as head of the GIA and Chief Journalist or writer for a newspaper. Those who do not BELIEVE in long-distance communications systems--must not recognize the technology of even the telephone, much the less the satellite systems, FAX machines, etc. And, if you think there are no off-planet buddies you are more uninformed than any can imagine.

To lump my "Phoenix Command" in with such as Dulce base and other incredibly insipid genetic hybridization programs is error. Those are, however, structured to include this Command for the purpose of total discrediting of the actual presence.

I do, however, wish to thank the writer of the inquiry for he is among the first to qualify the journals and the old "Liberator" into the category of "magazine". We do not present as prophets, psychics, mystics or any other such garbage. I have MANY who claim to receive from me--and I guess, offer rides, interviews, etc., which come back into Dharma's lap. I do have other receivers--Solar Cross and Richard Miller ARE NOT AMONG THEM, as I believe he would be the first to rise up in defense of himself and denouncement of this resource. I simply ask that ones take the information in the now 89 journals and four years of weekly papers and really study the information. You will NOT find discrepancy in our presentation--we make no effort to do other than bring you information valid from resources already on your place. We offer what others who have some truth in presentation in hopes that you will obtain the confirming materials.

You must understand that we no longer have any other than total denouncement of relationships with the Greens and/or America West(s). Our work was utilized to set up entire duplicate systems elsewhere to rip-off this work. There is much litigation going forth at present with little effort of anyone, especially the judicial system, to look for truth--much less FIND it.

I welcome this inquiry and within the next few days will look forward to commenting on the lengthy document--but I don't think many receivers are going to like my comments.
By the way, surely this party is aware of the several "PHOENIX PROJECT(S)" relative to Delta Force, CIA, etc. I DO like to point out that when ones effort to take the focus and then deceive--IT SIMPLY CONFIRMS THE TRUTH OF BOTH OUR PRESENCE AND OUR AUTHENTICITY. Remember, my ship is named PHOENIX. However, most of the random psychic New Age garbage is exactly THAT--garbage. "New Age" is the "New Religion" birthed out of Tavistock in Britain from the Committee of 300 to pull you ALL INTO A ONE WORLD RELIGION!

I am not here to quarrel the point and no one will find even a 'group' here much the less an organized anything. You are, however, welcome to check it out but I do not give special interviews--never have and probably never will. NEITHER DOES DHARMA--EVER BEFORE, PRESENT OR FUTURE. These other groups are perfectly welcome to operate as far as I am concerned--but not under my supposed blessings. What will I do about it? Nothing! I have absolutely no interest in the disinformers and the people must come into their own conclusions for you are a planet filled with people of the LIE.

There are GREAT MASTERS ready to serve you, teach you and lead you--but YOU have to want such leadership. We find mostly ones claiming to seek, search and want truth--actually that is the LAST thing they want to confront or find.

We will leave this now and move on to our subject under way. Thank you for the time to comment on these things.

DEFRAUDING AMERICA
By Rodney Stich
Part 6

We are excerpting only portions of this fine book. Specifically, we are referencing the portions regarding Gunther Russbacher. This is in response to so many who have asked about this person and actually have become long-distance friends of same. He is physically very, very compromised and continues in legal harassments. Therefore, for you who have waited to hear his "thanks" for your help, please abide with us a bit longer in respect for his health and security. At this moment he is being detained by police in a most tedious circumstance so I ask that you pray for his well-being.

QUOTING:

EUGENE HASENFUS

In October 1986, a covert CIA aircraft, a C-123, of Southern Air Transport, was hit by a surface-to-air missile while on a secret arms flight over Nicaragua, causing the plane to plunge to the ground killing the two CIA contract pilots. One crew member survived, Eugene Hasenfus, whose function was to push the military cargo out of the aircraft at the drop site. Hasenfus had been ridiculed by pilots for carrying a parachute on these clandestine flights, but in this case the parachute saved his life. As the aircraft plunged toward the ground Hasenfus donned his parachute and jumped, escaping the fate of the pilots. He was soon captured by Sandinista soldiers and interrogated, revealing details of the CIA operation.
Despite the CIA requirement that aircraft and crew members operating in covert operations carry no papers that would associate the operation with the CIA, the downed aircraft and crew members had all types of identification showing it was a CIA operation. The Southern Air Transport C-123 operated out of Mena Airport in Arkansas, a secret CIA arms and drug transfer airport. [H: OOPS!] It was secret to the American public but known to Arkansas officials, including GOVERNOR BILL CLINTON, to and through the local media and the local population. In one of the biggest well-known secrets Mena Airport was a CIA drug transshipment point for aircraft returning from Central and South America.

Shortly after the plane went down, CIA station chief Felix Rodriguez telephoned Vice-President Bush, advising him of the fact. Bush was fully aware of the unlawful arms shipments and the criminal drug trafficking into the United States on the return flights. When asked what he knew about the operation he denied any knowledge, although it was well known to insiders that he had been briefed numerous times.

The Hasenfus interrogation was widely televised outside the United States, and widely reported in America, but the hardcore drug trafficking from Central America into the United States was kept from the American people by Congress and the establishment media. This incident momentarily focused attention on the unlawful arms flights, but then quieted down as the U.S. media dropped any coverage of it.

**USUAL U.S. MEDIA COVER-UP**

Even after the Hasenfus incident exposed the arms and drug shipments the U.S. media still gave the Contra operations very little attention. *Time* knew about the unlawful Iran-Contra operation through its Middle East correspondent, Raji Samghabadi. Raji learned many of the facts from Mossad operative Ari Ben Menashe, and admitted to Ari it was the story of the year. But *Time* kept the secret from the American public, refusing to publish the story. Raji admitted to Ari that the story was killed by *Time*’s editor-in-chief Henry Grunwald. Ari and Raji chuckled at the controlled U.S. media. *Newsday* had the information and kept the lid on the criminal activities.

Israel’s Mossad was trying to expose the arms trafficking by the group associated with Oliver North because it was interfering with their own profitable arms sales. Mossad agent Ari Ben-Menashe complained to Iran’s Hojjat El-Islam Rafsanjani about the competition from Oliver North’s arms sales, who then leaked the information to a small Lebanese newspaper, *Al Shira*, who then published a November 1986 article on the arms trafficking with Iran and the Contras.

This article, coming on top of the earlier publicity given to the shooting down of the CIA aircraft over Nicaragua, forced the U.S. media to focus attention on the arms trafficking by White House officials. The U.S. media, however, benevolently omitted any reference to the heavy drug trafficking part of the operation. It was this series of events that propelled the Iran-Contra affair into headlines for years to come, although the hard-core criminality of it
was kept from the American people. Only the alternative media reported the dirty side of the Iran and Contra operations.

**LINKS TO COVERT CIA FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS**

Invoices found on the downed aircraft linked the operation to several covert CIA proprietary companies operated by Gunther Russbacher, including National Brokerage Companies in Missouri. (Russbacher reportedly incorporated National Brokerage Companies in Missouri in 1981.) To prevent the American public from discovering the relationship between these covert CIA financial proprietary companies and the unlawful arms trafficking (and drugs), CIA and Justice Department officials caused Missouri officials to unlawfully remove all traces of National Brokerage Companies and several other CIA operations from state records.

After that incident, Russbacher was subjected to numerous charges, including (a) money fraud of $20,000; (b) kidnapping the niece of his recently-married wife; (c) misusing government aircraft, services, and purchase orders; and (d) impersonating a Naval officer.

On August 30, 1989, Russbacher married Rayelan Dyer, the widow of a former professor at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey (actually Dean of Science and Engineering). Among the Naval personnel that Rayelan had met at the school while her husband was alive, was Gunther Russbacher, first meeting him in 1982. Several weeks earlier Russbacher requested of his superiors permission to marry, which was necessitated by his CIA secrecy agreement barring Russbacher from marrying for two years after its latest signing. Russbacher was verbally advised that this approval would probably not be forthcoming, as Rayelan was an activist of the 1960s and had sought to expose the October Surprise operation in collaboration with Barbara Honegger, the author of the first book bearing the title *OCTOBER SURPRISE*.

In August 1989 Rayelan accidentally met Russbacher in the State of Washington, while she was traveling with her mother, Bess Smith. Several days later Russbacher called and proposed marriage. After she accepted he called the crew of a CIA proprietary aircraft charter operation, Jet Charter International, based at Hayward, California, instructing them to pick him up at Sacramento Municipal Airport and fly him to Boeing Field in Seattle. After the plane was serviced by Flight Craft in Seattle, the Learjet departed for Reno with Russbacher and Rayelan on board, and after arriving in Reno they got married, flying immediately back to Seattle. From Seattle the Learjet pilots, Don LaKava and Jan Pierson, both of whom had served with Russbacher in Central America activities, flew them to Modesto, California, after which they drove to Bess Smith's home in Newman, California.

Within days after the marriage, FBI agents burst into Bess Smith's home (September 1, 1989) in Newman, arresting Russbacher on the charge that he kidnapped his wife's niece, Jennifer Smith. (Rayelan's mother received a telephone call from her grand-daughter living near Seattle asking that she be allowed to stay in California until the girl's parents recovered from their drug and alcohol problems. Russbacher called the CIA's Learjet to fly him,
Rayelan and her mother, to Seattle, where twelve-year-old Jennifer Smith resided. Jennifer's mother agreed to let the daughter go to California). The FBI agents told Rayelan, and her mother, that Russbacher was a con artist, marrying women all over the country and then taking their money. The FBI agents stated that Russbacher was committing all types of fraud throughout the United States. They stated he had no association with the government and was a pathological liar. The FBI agents were so convincing that they almost had Rayelan convinced they were telling the truth.

The kidnapping charge was dropped on December 1, 1989, but the State of Missouri took custody of Russbacher on old charges that he had misappropriated $20,000 in 1986, which arose from Russbacher's operation of a CIA proprietary called National Brokerage Company. No one had lost any money as the funds were returned [H: Actually were never missing.], but the charges remained.

Bail was denied to Russbacher and he remained in the harsh surroundings of St. Charles County Jail, the trial repeatedly delayed. Russbacher's attorney, Timothy Farrell, and the Missouri county prosecutor, John P. Zimmerman, pressured Russbacher to agree to a plea agreement, which they claimed would put all of the charges behind him. Russbacher verbally agreed to an "Alford" agreement, or nolo contendre, wherein Russbacher did not plead guilty but agreed to certain conditions to avoid a trial.

When Russbacher entered the court room on July 16, 1990, the written plea agreement, which he had never seen before, was very different from what his attorney and the prosecutor had stated earlier. Russbacher was pressured to sign the agreement, stating he would then be set free. The pressure of a year in a county jail, and the promise of a return to his CIA status, caused Russbacher to sign. During questioning by Judge Lester Duggan, Jr., Russbacher told the judge that he was not pleading guilty but exercising an "Alford" plea. But the judge entered into court records that Russbacher pled guilty to the $20,000 money offences.

UNAWARE OF THE PITFALLS, OF PROBATION

Russbacher either did not realize it at the time, or he was desperate to get out of jail. But the wording of the plea agreement was such that he could be incarcerated again whenever it suited Missouri prosecutors, who were working hand in hand with Justice Department and CIA personnel.

The terms of the plea agreement required Russbacher to remain silent as to any criminal activities that he had discovered or that he would eventually discover. (This was similar to orders rendered against me by federal judges in the San Francisco area, when they barred me from reporting any criminal activities to a federal court, which cancelled my only reporting source, since the Justice Department was heavily implicated in the crimes).

Under the terms of the probation agreement Russbacher could be returned to prison,
without a trial on the original charges, for 21 years, with virtually no defenses, if he violated any of the terms of the plea agreement. Almost anything he did for the CIA violated the conditions of the plea agreement, including trips outside of the St. Charles area and failure to report regularly to his probation officer.

**NO SNITCHING**

One paragraph of the plea agreement was obviously meant to keep Russbacher from testifying to any Congressional or other government inquiry. Paragraph number five read:

*That the defendant enter into no agreements with any governmental or other agency to provide information concerning crimes or bad acts. No snitching for anyone.*

This agreement was signed by the Missouri Assistant Prosecuting Attorney, John P. Zimmerman; by Russbacher's attorney, Timothy Farrell; and St. Charles, Missouri Judge Lester Duggan, Jr. This was another version of the tactic by federal judges and Justice Department prosecutors inflicted upon me, seeking to silence my exposure activities.

The terms of the plea agreement were also spelled out in a July 2, 1990, letter by St. Charles County Assistant Prosecuting Attorney John P. Zimmerman to Russbacher's attorney, carrying the exact words as in the plea agreement.

Item number seven provides that Russbacher "not leave the St. Louis area without written permission from his probation officer". But Russbacher's CIA duties required that he immediately leave the area, which he did. Further, the plea agreement also required Russbacher to make weekly reports to the probation officer, which he never did, and nothing was ever said about it until several years later when Justice Department officials wanted to silence and discredit Russbacher.

END QUOTING

* * *

We will continue this with ULTRA SECRET OPERATION which was Gunther's next task upon leaving prison. I note that almost none of you readers have any idea how encompassing are the "Intelligence" organizations.

Let us take a break. Thank you.
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SHUT YOUR EYES AND NO ONE CAN SEE YOU?

Is this not the lesson you are taught? Even the child shuts his eyes in the assumption that if he cannot see--then he is invisible to another. Take it further and only watch and accept everything TOLD to you and surely truth will be somehow your own. Then another step--just learn to "ascend" somehow and you will in the final turmoil simply escape into a paradise of further human experience--to some clouds within which you shall be infinite in glory. Or, find some Godly being of Christed perfection, lay all your own errors and sins upon him, spill his blood--and THEN, you are absolved of all sin and error? Believe that which you will, children-of-the-lie--but remember, if the powers that control your Earth will lie to you about that which is upon Earth to fool you--tell me WHY they would not lie to you in your most basic spiritual passage? That which IS--IS! And all the lying, rules, regulations and force--will not make the lies become truth! The truth will only be more deeply buried within the shrouds of the lies

--like the poisonous viper in his pit--when you fall for his trappings--you will BE WITHIN HIS PIT WHERE HE CAN CLAIM YOU FOR HIS OWN DINNER. He will not come into the LIGHT to "getcha"--he knows that you will come within HIS TERRITORY FOR HE BAITS HIS TRAPS WITH THOSE THINGS WHICH BOOGLE THE SENSES IN PHYSICAL MISPERCEPTIONS. Worse, this head of the evil empire has plenty of tools to bring you within the trap! Ponder it.

Right now, back to the subject under presentation for I want you to have information on the person you assisted from his shackles--at least one set of the bindings. It is important because when you come to know the "man" you will also know the operation mode of the "evil empire", wherever it is located. Note how the "tools" are treated when the bait objects to the trap. By the way, as you will recall as you think back on the very requirements of this man in point--part of freedom is passage through yet another death trap. Will one Gunther Russbacher EVER be free of the captains of his old ship? NO, but when enough of the "baitmen" decide to take another course of action--there will certainly be clashes within the "bait-store". I do not feel free to speak of that which has been required, offered and given to this man in point since release from Missouri prison for he is actually involved in ANOTHER mission, even while his health is so compromised that he can hardly function.

Well, GOD HAS A PLAN 2000 ALSO! And furthermore, GOD ENJOYS USING THOSE ONES WHO SEE THE ERROR OF THEIR WAYS AND HEREIN YOU OFTEN SEE MIRACLES UNFOLD.
Let us move right on and into:

DEFRAUDING AMERICA
Part 7

Beginning page 209 in the original printing:

QUOTING:

ULTRA SECRET OPERATION

[Remember that we were writing about the State of Missouri-Russbacher plea agreement:]

The CIA had an important task for Russbacher to perform upon leaving prison [in 1990]. He was needed for an ultra-secret project associated with the Bush administration dealings with Iraq's Saddam Hussein that required the cooperation of Russian President Gorbachev and his signature on a secret agreement prepared by President George Bush. The agreement provided that Russia would not intervene if the United States attacked Iraq in the near future. Russbacher spoke Russian, had been assigned to the U.S. Embassy in Moscow, and knew President Gorbachev personally.

Russbacher's handlers instructed him to proceed to Offutt Air Force Base for a top-secret briefing. Immediately upon release from prison at St. Charles, Missouri, on July 16, 1990, Russbacher and his wife drove to Offutt Air Force Base, arriving there on July 18, where CincPac authorization from the Navy permitted them to occupy living quarters at the high-security Air Force Base. Several days of highly secret meetings briefed Russbacher on the mission he would shortly undertake. Present at the meetings were Brent Scowcroft [H: Mormon representative to the "Court" of the Committee of 300 Council for the New World Order!] and William Webster.

Gunther Russbacher and his wife departed Offutt on July 21, 1990, driving to Reno, staying at the Western Village Inn and Casino in nearby Sparks, where they stayed awaiting further orders. Late in the afternoon on July 26, 1990, Russbacher boarded a CIA Learjet at Reno, which took him to Crows Landing Naval Air Station, where four CIA SR-71 aircraft were being readied for a non-stop flight to Moscow, carrying out the plans reached at Offutt.

Several days after the Offutt Air Force Base meetings, on July 25, 1990, U.S. Ambassador April Glaspie assured Iraq's Saddam Hussein that the United States had no interest in its conflict with Kuwait. These assurances were interpreted by Saddam Hussein as clearance to invade Kuwait, which he did several days later. This "assurance" appeared to be tied in with the plan reached at Offutt.

Russbacher described the inflight refueling of the SR-71s on their transpolar flight, with the first one occurring northeast of Seattle and the second refueling by Russian tankers as they approached the USSR. Russbacher identified the second occupant in each of the SR-
Russbacher was the only one of the people on the four aircraft who spoke Russian. He described to me handing the secret agreement to Gorbachev, whom Russbacher had known earlier while he was assigned to the U.S. Embassy in Moscow, during the 1970s and mid-1980s. Obtaining Gorbachev's signature on one of the agreements, Russbacher flew back to the United States, along with two of the other CIA aircraft. One SR-71 was left for the Russians, along with a flight crew to check out Russian pilots. It is believed that one of the flight instructors was a former Air Force Chief Flight Instructor from Beale Air Force Base in Marysville, California, reportedly Abe Kardone. (I owned a 60-unit motel in nearby Yuba City and often had Air Force personnel staying there).

The aircraft refueled twice in the air on the return flight, and the three SR-71s landed at Fallon Naval Air Station on July 26, 1990. Russbacher stated that the document he presented to Gorbachev, signed by President George Bush, was an agreement that Gorbachev would not intervene if the United States had to attack Iraq.

Normally Russbacher would have entered a decompression chamber following the landing at Fallon Naval Base. But because he was anxious to return to his wife at the motel, Russbacher eliminated this safeguard and had a Navy Helicopter fly him to Reno. This oversight caused Russbacher to experience pain, from which he sought relief by going into the swimming pool.

While at the motel waiting for further instructions from his CIA bosses, Russbacher received telephone instructions on July 28th from Admiral George Raeder instructing him to report to Castle Air Force Base for a debriefing on the Moscow flight. Raeder further advised Russbacher that he would be promoted from Captain to Rear Admiral and for Russbacher to get the proper uniform and a Rear Admiral's cap at nearby Fallon Naval Air Station, which he did.

Bizarre as the Moscow flight sounds, I feel fairly confident that it did in fact occur. I talked to Rayelan, who saw the CIA Learjet and four CIA SR-71s land. She saw Russbacher enter the Learjet, which immediately departed. I talked to Bess Smith, Rayelan's mother, who lived in Hanford, near the Crows Landing Naval Air Station, and who was present at the naval base during the preparation of the SR-71s. She saw Russbacher get in one of the aircraft. During the debriefing at Castle Air Force Base, she was in one of the adjoining bedrooms during the debriefing and saw the people receiving the debriefing from Russbacher. The answers Bess Smith gave to my questions showed she wasn't fabricating what she saw. She was a kind, motherly person, who could not fabricate the facts that she witnessed. I also talked to the SR-71 pilot and former instructor at Beale Air Force Base, Abe Kardone of Tacoma, Washington, who, while being circumspect, stated things indicating that he was one of the pilots on the flight, and that he was the SR-71 instructor who remained behind in Moscow to check out the Russian flight crews.

The Russbachers arrived at Castle Air Force Base on July 29, 1990, and authorization was waiting from the navy permitting them to be billeted there for several days. Russbacher's
CIA handlers debriefed him in his apartment-size accommodations while Rayelan and her mother were sleeping in one of the two adjoining bedrooms. After the debriefing Russbacher waited to receive his promotion to Rear Admiral. Up to this point he had not worn his Navy uniform, which was hanging in the closet in the protective bag. While Russbacher debriefed his CIA people, Bess Smith walked into the kitchen from her bedroom and exchanged greetings with the people there.

On July 31, 1990, the morning after the late-evening debriefing, FBI agents burst into their living quarters at Castle Air Force Base, arrested Russbacher for allegedly impersonating a Naval officer, and had him incarcerated at the Fresno County jail while waiting for trial. Justice Department prosecutors soon dropped the charge of impersonating a Navy officer, but filed new charges related to Russbacher’s personal use of government aircraft, fuel, military facilities and government purchase orders.

During the trial FBI agent Rich Robley testified that Russbacher had worked for the government, and it looked favorable for an acquittal. Before reaching the jury, U.S. District Judge Leonard Pierce, declared a mistrial, which was followed by months of delaying tactics by Justice Department prosecutors as they prepared for another trial, while Russbacher languished in jail. When Russbacher stated he would fight the charges, U.S. Attorney Levi threatened to charge Russbacher's wife and mother-in-law for unlawful trespassing at Offutt and Castle Air Force Bases, and request six months in prison for each of them.

Despite the constitutional requirement of a jury trial, federal judges have held that six months imprisonment permits eliminating a jury and have the federal judge decide guilt or innocence. In this way a federal judge, who is often a former Justice Department attorney and works in unison with the prosecuting attorney, can sentence a person to six months in prison on fabricated charges. This six months imprisonment is often adequate to destroy a person financially and inflict great personal harm upon the individual and his or her family. This unconstitutional imprisonment without a jury trial occurs frequently, as was done to me in retaliation for reporting the federal crimes in which federal judges and Justice Department attorneys were implicated.

The U.S. Attorney promised Russbacher that he would receive only a three-month prison sentence if he pled guilty, and Russbacher agreed. [H: In case it is not clear in intent; the agreement on the part of Russbacher was in a bargaining agreement that his wife and mother-in-law WOULD NOT be charged and incarcerated. Then the agreements REALLY got broken...] However, U.S. District Judge Pierce refused to honor this agreement, and sentenced Russbacher to twenty months in prison. After several months in the county jail, Russbacher was transferred to the federal prison camp at Dublin, California.

OUR FIRST MEETING

It was at Dublin that I fortuitously met him, and this was the start of an escalating discovery by me of highly sensitive information from Russbacher and other intelligence agency whistleblowers who sought to blow the whistle on the terrible things happening
throughout the U.S. government. It was November 23, 1990, at the Federal Correctional Center at Pleasanton, California. U.S. District Judge Marilyn Patel (San Francisco) had ordered me incarcerated after learning that I had filed a federal action in the U.S. District Court in Chicago. That Chicago action sought to report the criminal activities I discovered in Chapter 11 courts, naming as defendants trustee Charles Duck and Las Vegas Chapter 11 Judge Robert Jones, along with Oakland Chapter 11 Judge Edward Jellen. I also sought to have the looting of my assets halted.

Constitutional rights and protections permitted me to file the action. Also, it is a federal crime if anyone knows of federal crimes and does not promptly report them to a federal court or other federal tribunal. Patel was obstructing justice and committing other federal crimes as she tried to cover up for the criminality in which she herself was involved, and concurrently committing the crimes of retaliating against a person or victim for having sought to report the crimes under federal crime reporting statutes.

Russbacher and I had a good relationship, possibly due to our prior piloting background (we were both former Navy aviators and both of us received our Navy wings at Pensacola and both of us received advance training at Jacksonville), our interest in government corruption, and our interest in felony persecution to silence whistleblowers and informants. Russbacher, at first, was very guarded in what he told me about CIA operations. At first he described his activities in Central America with the CIA, including Oliver North's involvement, and the disdain that CIA and other people had for his incompetence and involvement, and the disdain that CIA and other people had for his incompetence and involvement in drug trafficking.

[H: I think right here is a very good place to make it very clear--that Russbacher DID NOT START OUT TO BE A WHISTLEBLOWER! If the government had treated him fairly, he would never have come to realize he was not serving, properly, his nation and Constitution. He "knew" but then his training was totally brainwashing into blindness and a total removal of moral compassion. This is TYPICAL of the intensive training and manipulation of the serving intelligence personnel. They do a very good job of acting and acting as if they have moral compassion--while actually feeling nothing at all. Some of the intelligence forces, i.e., Delta Force, are more totally controlled than others--actually being trained within the "Monarch brain-washing" project guidelines. However, when the "big brother" you have laid your life down for deceives and then stomps you and, along with the personal destruction, moves on to innocent beings OBVIOUSLY in movement toward totally evil and opportunistic gain for themselves--the consciousness begins to flicker awake and GOD creeps into that old buried memory data bank. When there is then an "awakening" it is usually most remarkable--never to be again lost. The other alternative result is that the person in point simply moves on into more personal gathering unto self--because of disillusionment. More often, however, the service remains without passion, to the old masters in one way or another if personal gain is available.]

"My life wouldn't be worth a nickel...."

At first, there were many CIA operations Russbacher wouldn't disclose to me. When I
pressed him for details he stated, "My life wouldn't be worth a nickel if I talked about the hush-hush things". [H: This certainly proved to be true, didn't it? Until, perhaps, God's troops entered into the picture? I do NOT want you readers to MISS this point, please. Does Russbacher know this? Indeed some things have been impossible to MISS--like his several journeys to "this" side of the curtain. However, he is not able to grasp ANYTHING in fullness, just as any other decision-making entity.] Part of Russbacher's CIA past activities included operating financial proprietaries in the United States and overseas, and appearances at covert CIA bases throughout the world, including Central America.

A few weeks after we had met, I was released from prison (December 10, 1990). But the release was only pending still another trial at which the same Justice Department and the same Ninth Circuit judges sought to again send me to federal prison. The FBI and Justice Department again accused me of criminal contempt of court for having filed a federal lawsuit in the U.S. District Court at Chicago which described additional federal crimes that I had uncovered in Chapter 11 courts.

[H: Please take note that this is the Same Ninth District Court that sentenced Dharma with Contempt of Court after George Green continued to sell books in injunction, and actually separated out Green from the proceedings--never requiring Greens to even show up in court--ever! Further, secret settlements were allowed which STILL HOLD while all the court actions come against my writer--WHO HAS NOTHING! Still think Dharma couldn't possibly have anything to concern about? Still think this tribunal wouldn't slap a 62 year old innocent grandmother in prison? There isn't even recourse if a federal judge decides to do such a thing.

This is WHY we use great caution--for freedom of speech is NOT longer honored when the "big boys" want your hide. It is better to endure ridicule and injustice, my good friends--and so it shall be. And for you who would demand otherwise of us (which there are many)--YOU GO FOR IT and leave us out of it. I note that the ones most demanding for supporting and harassing the so-called Patriots and Tax-law changers--hardly ever even LEAVE THEIR NAMES TO THE LETTERS! HOW BRAVE IS IT THAT YOU WANT "SOMEONE" ELSE TO BE? Your "political" mess is not my commission--THAT IS YOURS! If they wish to ban every book we produce--so be it--that too, is your problem but I take note that YOU HAVE A WHOLE BUNCH OF VERY SERIOUS PROBLEMS! There is still a court order on Dharma and "me" to not use any defamatory language or information against US&P. Therefore we DO NOT. In fact, I honor them for the ONE service I believe they have performed--they have kept Walter Russell's work from being TOTALLY ABANDONED AND BURIED FOREVER. Further, IF they were terrible and totally evil personages who inhabit that place--it is not my business. Our work is ONLY considering the SCIENTIFIC outlays of LIGHT as offered THROUGH Walter Russell. We have no wish to usurp any of their material, methods or humanistic intent. I simply do not know how to make it more clearly presented. You who wish to participate in their philosophical perceptions, inclusive of their presentations of the projections of Lao Russell's perceptions of Walter's work--I urge you to do so. It is expensive, time consuming--but very worthy of the lessons involved.
THEY CAME AGAINST US--WE DID NOT COME AGAINST THEM! FURTHER, THEY FIRST CAME AGAINST GEORGE AND DESIREE’ GREEN AND AMERICA WEST PUBLISHING AND AMERICA WEST DISTRIBUTORS--MY SCRIBE WAS WAY DOWN ON THE ORIGINAL LIST. SO BE IT.... "EKKER-EKKER" WOULD "SETTLE"--BUT THERE IS NOTHING WITH WHICH TO "SETTLE". GREEN HAS TOLD THEM THAT THERE IS BOODLES OF MONEY IN THEIR ACCOUNTS--WELL, THEY HAVE NO "ACCOUNTS". Get a judgement? Fine, it is not Ekkers who refuse a judgement against themselves. It is, however, that one Timothy Binder, President of US&P, has said to the WORLD on Bo Gritz's program that he will NOT settle --EVER! Then there is pronouncegment that the "Ekker-Ekker's" employ deep delaying procedures. Delaying? The Ekker-Ekker's don't even have, and can't afford, AN ATTORNEY.

My purpose in this interruption in the original story in progress is to point out the total connection in so many, many ways of EVERYTHING to everyone and everything. As a matter of fact, a mutually presiding Judge is involved here in these cases so separate and yet obviously so intertwined.

And how is "Hatonn", "Germain" et al. accepted in those courtrooms? With humor, disdain, and a good hard presentation from the Judge that he will treat DORIS as if... and the court clerks who actually write the orders, howled with glee! No, we don't cross these rulers to push for human anything--it is not our purpose. Our mission is to lay forth the WORD in Truth and here you are....]

When I returned to my home in Alamo, California, Russbacher started calling me from prison, and our discussions about CIA and other covert activities continued. Much of the time I asked specific questions about CIA activities and Russbacher responded, in a sort of deposition-like questioning. I thought that I had discovered major criminal activities while an FAA investigator, but it was child's play compared to what I subsequently discovered. Other CIA operatives formerly in key covert positions started contacting me as my exposure activities became known.

Russbacher's health problems necessitated his transfer to the federal prison at Terminal Island, near Long Beach, California, but our almost daily telephone conversations continued, continually going further and further into CIA activities in which he had been involved. Russbacher admitted that he did things in the past, under orders from his CIA superiors, that he wasn't proud of, and that he would like to make amends by going public. Before this book went to print, I had collected over 300 hours of taped telephone conversations describing details of the various operations.

END QUOTING
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**DEFRAUDING AMERICA**

by Rodney Stich.

Part 8

QUOTING:

**OCTOBER SURPRISE**

During our early conversations, starting about February 1991, I questioned Russbacher concerning his knowledge of the hostage scandal known as October Surprise. Russbacher replied that he was well familiar with the details, that he was a part of the operation but that he would not talk about it except in generalities. But this attitude suddenly changed.

During an early morning telephone conversation on April 30, 1991, Russbacher said that three ONI officers were coming to Terminal Island that afternoon and he would be flying with them to Monterey, California for a special assignment. The flight from Long Beach to Monterey would be in a Learjet, after which a Navy helicopter from the Naval Air Station at Alameda, California, would take them to Fort Ord and then on to Santa Cruz, landing at the college. While it sounds bizarre and contradictory, Russbacher's CIA faction occasionally extracted him from prison for short periods of time. But something happened.

Shortly before midnight my telephone rang and it was Russbacher's wife, Rayelan, on the phone. She sought my help to determine if her husband was on a helicopter that reportedly crashed several hours earlier at Fort Ord. She had been expecting her husband to arrive at Santa Cruz by Navy helicopter, and when she saw on television that a helicopter had crashed at nearby Fort Ord that evening, she grew worried.

Rayelan had contacted a friend who was CIA Chief of Station at St. Louis, nicknamed the "Rabbit," who in turn phoned a FBI contact in California. The CIA station agent then called Rayelan, advising her that a Navy helicopter at Fort Ord had blown apart while in the air, and that there were no survivors. But he didn't know who had been on board when it crashed. Russbacher's wife asked me to call my FAA contacts to find out if her husband was one of the fatalities.

"I've been drugged"!
While Russbacher's wife and I were talking, Russbacher came on the line, calling from Terminal Island prison. He exclaimed, "I've been drugged". Russbacher explained that he had coffee at approximately 2:30 with the Admiral who he had been expecting. Russbacher stated that the Admiral advised that he would return in about an hour and a half to take him to Santa Cruz.

After drinking coffee with the Admiral, Russbacher suddenly felt drowsy, and went back to his cell and fell sound asleep. Shortly after ten p.m. Russbacher awoke to the shouts of other prisoners that he had an emergency phone call from his wife. He called his wife and the call came through as she and I were talking.

Russbacher described what happened, stating that he felt the Navy Admiral deliberately drugged him to prevent him flying back, and may have done so thinking there was a plot to kill Russbacher and in that way protect him.

"Your life may depend on you going public"!

I warned Russbacher that because of the information he possessed that threatened to expose White House officials and covert, criminal activities by the CIA, his life was in constant danger, and that the sooner he disclosed this information to others, the less would be the danger to him. "Your life may depend on you going public," I added.

It was now about midnight, and Russbacher was still groggy. I suggested that he call me the following morning, when his mind was clear, and give me a sworn declaration of events surrounding October Surprise. I stated that I would record his statements and have the recording transcribed, after which I would send portions of the transcript to members of Congress.

The first series of declarations were limited to the October Surprise matter. Many months later, Russbacher gave me sworn declarations concerning other scandals of even more serious magnitude than October Surprise. I constantly played devil's advocate with the information that Russbacher (and other CIA informants and police and investigative personnel) gave me, seeking confirmation from other sources or through crosscheck of my informants.

**REVEALING MAJOR CRIMES AGAINST AMERICA**

When Russbacher called the next morning at 8 a.m., I said: "I need to know the specifics on the flight to Europe, including who was on board the aircraft, who stayed at what hotel; where did the flight start from and where did it land enroute"? What he stated on that first deposition-like questioning was repeated many times over during the next few years as other segments of that and other operations were described. A brief extract of that first declaration reads as follows:

"My name is Gunther Russbacher, I am a captain in the United States Navy; my service number is 448401117. My current location is Federal Correctional Institution,
Terminal Island; I am a federal prisoner, awaiting appeal on a charge of misuse and misappropriation of government properties, misuse of government jets, and misuse of government purchase orders, for purchase of fuel. That is my current situation. The date today is May 1, 1991. The time of this interview is 0824. Now that we have the formalities under way, Rodney Stich, we can talk."

"Who were the pilots," I asked.
"On the flight deck were pilots Richard Brenneke, an Air Force pilot, and I was the command pilot".
"Who was in the cabin"?
"In the cabin were George Bush, William Casey, Robert Gates, Donald Gregg, current ambassador to South Korea, and others".

In later sessions I probed more deeply into who the passengers were, and Russbacher presented a more complete list. He stated that other passengers included several Secret Service agents assigned to Vice-Presidential candidate George Bush; Robert Allen; Senators John Tower and John Heinz; Congressman Dan Rostenkowski; Jennifer Fitzgerald of the State Department (and reportedly a close lady friend of Bush for many years).

"What type of plane were you flying? I asked.
"The plane was a BAC 111, and we departed from Andrews Air Force Base, to New York, to Gander, and then on to Paris, landing at Le Bourget".
"At what stage of the flight did you see the passengers"? "I went back into the cabin after taking off from Gander".
"Where did the crew stay while in Paris"?
"We stayed at the Florida Hotel in Paris".
"How long did Bush stay in Paris"?
"Bush only remained a few hours".
"Did you fly the same plane back"? I asked Russbacher.
"No I didn't. I flew the man [George Bush] back in the SR-71".
"Are you qualified in the 71"?
"Rodney, I flew the 71 for eighteen months".
"Where did the 71 refuel"? recognizing that the SR-71 could not fly from Paris to the United States without refueling.
"The refueling occurred approximately, I would have to say, 1800 to 1900 nautical miles into the Atlantic. We were met by a KC 135".
"Where did you land on the return flight"?
"How long did the flight take"?
"The flight took one hour and forty four minutes".
"What time did you arrive back at McGuire Air Force Base"?
"We arrived at McGuire Air Force Base approximately ten-fifty a.m. the following morning".
"That's local time"?
"Yes".
"Who were some of the people you saw in Paris"?
"Adnan Khashoggi, Hashemi Rafsanjani. Rafsanjani was the Ayatollah's henchman and the second in command. Please look who is in command now: Rafsanjani".

In response to my probing questions he provided additional data, including rudimentary piloting activities, conversations, airports, and other data, that would be hard to fabricate. Russbacher described the route of flight from Washington to New York, to Gander, and then to Paris. He described specifics that might be meaningless to anyone but a pilot who had been to the airports he described, which provided further confirmation that he was telling me the truth.

After arrival in Paris Russbacher went to the Hotel Florida, and had been asleep only a short time when he received a call from the CIA station chief in Frankfurt, advising him that an SR-71 was being flown to Paris for him to fly back to the United States. The SR-71, with Vice Presidential candidate George Bush and Russbacher at the controls, departed from a military airbase near Paris at 2:50 p.m. European Time (13:50 GMT, or 8:50 a.m. EST).

The SR-71 was refueled about 1,800 miles from Paris, over the North Atlantic, by a U.S. Air Force tanker, landing at McGuire Air Force Base in New Jersey at 10:50 a.m. Eastern Standard Time (6:50 p.m. GMT). After Bush left the aircraft Russbacher flew the SR-71 to Andrews Air Force Base.

Going back to the October Surprise operation, I asked Russbacher, "What do you know about the first meeting in Madrid between Casey and the Iranians, that reportedly occurred in July of 1980"?

"The Madrid meeting was more of a diversionary tactic. The actual meeting occurred in Barcelona".
"I was in Barcelona at the time of the meetings. I was there at the Pepsico International headquarters building. I gave you the guy's name that was our interface there. V-a-n-T-y-n-e [Peter VanTyne]."
"That was approximately what month"? I asked, to make sure we were talking about the same meetings.
"That was in late July of 1980".
"This is the meeting or meetings in which William Casey met with some Iranians?"
"That is correct. That was with Hushang Lavi and Rogovin". (Mitchell Rogovin, lawyer for Lavi.)
"Refraining to all of the reports of Casey having been in Madrid, I believe you stated that Casey was never in Madrid"?
"I said that the meetings, the top-level high-speed meetings did not take place in Madrid. The suites and conference rooms and everything were rented and cared for. However, the meetings took place, and the people stayed, at the Hotel Princess Sofia, S-O-F-I-A, in Barcelona".
I responded, "And was this at the same time that he was supposedly in Madrid"?
"Right. It was a little subterfuge upon the part of the government [CIA]. But the actual meetings took place in Barcelona. It took place at the Pepsi Cola International
headquarters.
"And you were there in town with Peggy [Gunther's wife at the time]?"
"That's right. I was there at the meetings".
"So you know what was stated at the meetings"?
"This is where the first discussions were coming up as to what type of arms and munitions that the Iranians wanted".
"And who was there besides William Casey; was that Robert McFarlane"?
"Yes, it was".
"You previously stated that in Barcelona the meetings were held at the hotel, but then you also mentioned in one place about them being held at the Pepsico plant. Can you explain that"?
"Right. The day's meetings were held over at the Pepsico International Headquarters buildings".
"That was the main meetings then? Did you have any at the hotel that you mentioned"?
"Yes".
"What part did Van Tyne play in the meetings? Did he more or less coordinate the meetings"?
"Facilitator. Yes".
Realizing that Pepsico surfaces in numerous CIA activities, including drug processing in the Far East, I asked Russbacher: "Was Pepsico a CIA proprietary corporation"?
"No, but they have close connections to each other; they work together".
"A few more questions on the Barcelona meeting, just to get clarified in my mind. (The secret late-July 1980 Barcelona meetings, involving private citizen William Casey, preceded the secret October 19, 1980, weekend meetings held in Paris). Why did they have to use Madrid as a diversionary point when they were trying to cover up for the whole operation? (Investigative reporters and writers charge that William Casey met secretly in Madrid with Iranian factions to prevent the release of the 52 American hostages (last week of July 1980. But this is incorrect. The first meeting in Spain was not at Madrid, but at Barcelona).
"There were also high-level meetings going on in the Spanish cabinet at the same time. It would be easier to hide under the cloak of secrecy as to what transpired in Madrid at that time, without going in and having to create a brand new cover for the meeting in Barcelona".
"Can you give me the details on the hour of the day and how long the meetings lasted"?
"I would estimate, according to my recollection, that the meeting began about ten o'clock in the morning, and lasted probably until one o'clock, at which time they broke for lunch, and the meeting reconvened from about three to six p.m.".
"Was it a one-day meeting"?
"No, two days. The first day was full of meetings, and the second day was only about three hours long".
"What was your role at that meeting"?
"The only part that I took part in was to set up a centralized command in Vienna, which would involve being able to draw large containers and to allow freighting weapon containers, and so on".
"From the reforger stores"? (Reforger stores contain American military weapons and were
located in various European locations. To fulfill the Barcelona agreement US weapons and munitions were fraudulently removed from military warehouses in Austria, Germany, and Italy, commencing in September 1980).

"From the reforger stores, through Austria and down by rail".
"I would presume, referring to some comments you made about Austria being unhappy, were they to be notified when military shipments went through their country"?
"It was total 'no-no'". (Secretly moving the military shipments through Austria violated the laws and sovereignty of Austria).

"The United States cannot order anything. Austria is a sovereign republic. We made weapons shipments from the early contracts with the Iranians through Switzerland. We railed from Zurich to Vienna, and from Vienna on down".

"You said the people at the meeting were Casey, McFarlane; were there any other Americans there"?
"I think Allen was there for a couple of hours".
"And on the other side there was Hushang Lavi, and I think you mentioned Rogovin"?
"Yes."
"Rogovin was the attorney for Lavi, wasn't he"?
"Yes".
"Was there anyone else there"?
"There were several other people. But the individual I dealt with primarily was Mr. Peter Van Tyne".
"What was his position"?
"Peter Van Tyne was executive vice-president for Pepsico International".

"I might add that part of the reason that I was there was that I was to set up a large production warehouse and production corporation in Vienna. We are talking about an extremely large warehouse where we could hold container shipments until transshipment took place. We were withdrawing military weapons and munitions from Switzerland, including Swiss military manufacturer Orlikon. We were drawing stores from Germany. (Military equipment and supplies.) We were also drawing stores up from Italy. The shipments from Italy came up through Brenner Pass in overland containers, at which point they ended up in Innsbruck, Austria. In Innsbruck they were replaced by other containers, that were supposedly at that point moving mineral waters from Innsbruck to Third World areas".
"Mineral water"?
"That is what the code name was. The code name for it was Seltzer Water".

Describing the route of the arms shipments, Russbacher stated that he established "transshipment points from Europe, especially Germany, Italy, and Switzerland. In Italy, up through Brenner Pass; from Germany into Austria. We were buying arms from Orlikon, a corporation, a weapons manufacturer in Switzerland. We had a big warehouse, a huge one. Some went through Yugoslavia. It went through Yugoslavia for transshipment through Macedonia, down through Greece, and then Cyprus, and then across Hungary was a transshipment point also. At times it went through Hungary. However, most of the times it went through Yugoslavia.

"Because Austria was a neutral country and Hungary was a communist country, we
had a choice of transshipment points. Either first from Vienna to Budapest, where they were then transferred onto trains to Yugoslavia, or directly from Austria to Yugoslavia, and Yugoslavia down into Greece, and then to Cyprus. Most of the time it went through Yugoslavia".

**LOOTING UNITED STATES MILITARY WAREHOUSES**

Further probing during a December 17, 1991, session revealed when the arms and munitions started to flow. The answer was critical, and helped explain how the officially elected government of the United States was rendered helpless by the coup d'etat aspects of the October Surprise conspirators.

"After the [July 1980] Barcelona meeting, how soon did these arms start flowing"? Russbacher hesitated in answering that question. He replied: "My friend, the arms began flowing, I would say, probably in September". (The gravity of this is that private citizen William Casey (and others) were able to remove military weapons and munitions from United States stockpiles, that were intended for the defense of Europe, and with the obvious cooperation of CIA factions, ship the arms to Iran via Israel, as part of the treasonous and subversive acts to continue the imprisonment of the 52 American hostages. A coup against the United States had occurred).

"Were you there at that time"?
"Yes I was".

Since Casey, Ronald Reagan, and George Bush, the principal parties in the October Surprise conspiracy, had not held any government office at that time, and the November 1980 presidential elections had not occurred, the question arose in my mind as to who authorized the shipment of arms, especially since there were laws preventing the shipments, and since the shipments undermined the negotiations by President Jimmy Carter seeking to obtain the release of the 52 American hostages.

[I asked:] "Where did the authority come from to move that military equipment, since Casey and the gang held no government positions"?

Russbacher again hesitated, and then answered:
"We [CIA] were already in there. The Agency [CIA] was already out on the limb". (The CIA arranged for Bush and others to fly to the Paris meetings on the weekend of October 19, 1980, at which the secret agreement was finalized [Paying $40 million bribe money and promising billions of dollars in military equipment and munitions, in exchange for continuing the imprisonment of the 52 American hostages]. "And bear in mind that Bush was the ex-DCI (Director of Central Intelligence)". Casey had gone back to the days of "Wild Bill Donovan". So you are talking about an agency coup that was already in the making at that time.

"What about the military, didn't they have control of those weapons; I mean the US military"?
"Rodney, if I tell you the shenanigans that are pulled, and the shopping that can be done at these reforger stores, you would pull your hair out". (Reforger: Term applied to US military warehouses in Europe).

I asked Russbacher who worked with him in procuring the arms and arranging the shipments. "The procurement of them was handled by an associate of mine. The fellow's name was John George Fisher. He is dead".

I asked Russbacher, "What type of paperwork was done to get the U.S. military organizations to release the equipment"?

"It is very simple," Russbacher replied. "All you have to have is a request for transfer; which is commonly referred to as an AF series, duly signed by authorized personnel, or by an authorized officer. And, of course you need a transfer form approved for a transport form. And then you need end-user certificates".

When I asked Russbacher how those in control of the weapon depots allowed the arms to be removed, he referred to the CIA practice of placing CIA people in other government departments: "We [CIA] had already put them in position". (It is a standard practice of the CIA to install CIA personnel through the federal government, into state governments, and throughout industry, including the media).

"What about the end-user certificate requirements; you had to show an end user, and who was that"?

"We [CIA] had end-user certificates available. That's why all shipments went through Cyprus. By the time the weapons came to Cyprus, new end-user certificates, or the real ones, that were going to be used, then showed up. But the end-user certificates that we always provided would have been countries that were friendly to the United States. Some of them were bogus. A lot of them went down to an entity in Spain. We had some sympathetic people".

Continuing, Russbacher states, “We had embassies in Madrid that provided us end-user certificates. A lot of them were embassies from North African countries, West African countries, including Liberia".

Russbacher referred to the key role played by Israel in the operation, stating, "We worked hand in hand with the Mossad". (Israel played a key role in carrying out the secret activities, including participation/attendance at the Barcelona and Paris meetings, the stealing of the arms from US warehouses, and the secret shipment of arms to Iran. Israel obviously knew that the scheme and activities were treasonous, subversive, and harmful to the United States; and also recognized that they could thereafter blackmail the United States while Reagan and Bush were in the White House).

**ISRAELI PARTICIPATION**
"Were there any Israelis at the Barcelona meeting"?

"I knew there was a discussion that there were some present".

"Was Karrubi there [Mehdi Karrubi, presently Iranian Parliamentary Speaker]"? Russbacher replied, "Yes".

In Ari Ben-Menashe's book, *Profits of War*, and in conversations with him, Ben-Menashe stated that he was present at the Barcelona meeting.

Referring to the $40 million bribe money that was reportedly given to the Iranian factions at the subsequent Paris meetings on the October 19, 1980, weekend, I asked: "Do you know anything about the routing of the reported forty million dollar bank draft that was given to the... (Given to the Iranians at Paris during the October 19, 1980 weekend meeting in Paris, as bribe money).

"....Michael Riconosciuto would be the best one to answer that".

END OF PART EIGHT

* * *

Please let us take another break for with the computer "acting up" we will begin to lose portions of the documents. I will clear the circuits. Thank you and don't be concerned about it.
APPENDIX

THE REMAINDER OF THIS JOURNAL IS A COLLECTION OF TIMELY NEWS AND/OR EDUCATIONAL ITEMS
CHAPTER 14

BILL INTRODUCED TO SUSPEND PARENTAL RIGHTS

This article was reprinted from The Christian Educator, January/February 1994 issue who in turn reprinted it from the Home School Court Report, July/Aug. 1993; Box 125, Paeonian Springs, VA 22129. Reprinted from American Information Newsletter, Box 44534, Boise, ID 83711; (208) 322-7781--The only admitted Socialist in the U.S. Congress. B. Sanders of Vermont, has introduced a resolution which, if passed, will suspend such rights of parents as spanking and the right to guide the spiritual and moral directions of their children. Christian parents could conceivably be jailed for trying to stop their children from viewing pornography or to insist that they attend church. At issue is the ratification of the U.N. Convention on the rights of the Child. Under the Constitution, a ratified treaty becomes the supreme law of the land, superseding all state laws. The ratification of the convention, as demanded in the Sanders resolution, would make American parents subject to the following: 1) Social workers and courts become the ultimate authority in determining "the best interest of the child". 2) All children must be immediately registered at birth. 3) Parents would be prosecuted for trying to interfere with material deemed unacceptable by them or trying to interfere with the child's verbal expression. 4) A state "thought police" is mandated to identify and regulate parents who violate these "rights." The sociofascist power grab over our children is obvious. In simple fact, responsible parents would be "outlawed" and will have to accept the fact that they are operating outside the law if the totalitarian measure is established.

A CLARIFICATION OF TORAH DOCTRINE

Issued By
THE CENTRAL RABBINICAL CONGRESS OF
THE U.S.A. & CANADA
85 Division Avenue
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11211
Telephone: (718)384-6765-6

The following article comes to us from the February 6, 1994 edition of THE NEW YORK TIMES--As the Middle East "peace process" enters its final states, internecine disputes among organized Jewry concerning its desirability have reached a fever pitch. It has reached a point that not only is it a political dilemma, but also has taken on the nature of an infringement of religious principles. Many Orthodox leaders, Rabbinical groups, as well as Israel's religious political parties have entered the fray, issuing fiery statements condemning the current negotiations. Mass protests, geared to elicit maximum media coverage, continue to be staged to create the impression that Torah Jews stand united in their desire to thwart the ceding of land to the Palestinians.

These declarations (although somewhat motivated by coalition politics) have created the
impression that Torah Jewry and militant Israeli nationalism are inherently linked, with each pursuing identical agenda.

**NOTHING COULD BE FURTHER FROM THE TRUTH! JUDAISM AND ZIONISM ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE!**

Torah Jewry sees its exile from the Holy Land as the result of a Divine decree. The land was given to us according to G-D's will, and when our sins accumulated we were exiled from it. This exile is first and foremost a spiritual state that cannot and (as the Talmud teaches) must not be remedied by temporal means. Until G-D chooses to end history as we know it, with redeeming us by miraculous acts, we are commanded by Him to live as co-operative, law-abiding and patriotic citizens in our countries of residence. Accordingly, the Jewish people have no "claim" to the Holy Land at present. They have no right to conquer or to rule over it.

Our sense of outrage over the falsification of basic Jewish doctrine was heightened when a recent newspaper advertisement proclaimed "The Biblical claims to the historic land of Israel are as valid today as they were 3,500 years ago". To Torah Jews this statement is absurd, heretical and dangerously provocative.

(It is especially ironic that Zionism which bases its ideology upon "Biblical claims to the land", ignores all other Biblical commandments. Indeed, the government it spawned is infamous for its anti-religious practices and persecution of its religious citizens.)

Clearly, the creation of the State of Israel in 1948 was in no way a fulfillment of the Jewish people's millennial-long yearning for Redemption. It was a bizarre, secularist substitute for that redemption. Zionism from its inception was forcefully denounced by all Jewish Rabbinical leaders.

The doctrine of constantly leading the Jewish people into confrontations with the nations of the world is the dogma of Zionism not of the Holy Torah. We are commanded by G-D to live in dignity and piety wherever Providence has so ordained.

Therefore, we declare that the Zionist State of Israel is not the legitimate representative of our people. Our position on the ceding of land is quite simple: Any Jewish sovereignty over the Holy Land before the Messianic Epoch is sinful and sure to lead to tragedy. And it is certainly absurd to sacrifice even one human life for this illegitimate state.

May all mankind be worthy of true Redemption when the "Swords Will be Beaten Into Plowshares" and G-D's Glory will fill the world.
CHAPTER 15

THE RIGHT TO BEAR ARMS--Two views

CONSTITUTION PROHIBITS FEDERAL INTERFERENCE
by Peter D. Lepiscopo

A reprint of an article that appeared in the San Diego Mirror Tribune 2/2/94 entitled:

Is its purpose for hunting? For collecting? For sport? Or for self-defense against criminals? No, although these have been offered as justification for its existence. Its sole purpose is to secure an individual's right for self-defense against government. "It" is the Second Amendment.

In order to understand the Second Amendment's constitutional purpose, one first must recognize the distinction between the Constitution and Bill of Rights. The Constitution establishes a government of limited powers; thus it deals exclusively with power. Conversely, the Bill of Rights (Amendments 1 through 10) was adopted to secure individual rights against government's intrusion; thus it deals exclusively with individual rights.

The importance of this distinction is indispensable when one attempts to discern the meaning and purpose of the Second Amendment. For example, if the Second Amendment is designed to secure a right against government's intrusion, then the question is raised: How can one argue that the amendment's purpose is for self-defense against criminals?

The answer, of course, is that one cannot because the Bill of Rights does not secure an individual's rights against other individuals but against government. Accordingly, present-day opponents and proponents of gun control are engaged in a debate that does not address the principle of government vs. individual but individual vs. individual. This misinformed and illogical debate would offend the Founding Fathers.

Another misconception about the Second Amendment is the unfounded assertion that the amendment's language is ambiguous. The Second Amendment provides: "A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms, shall not be infringed".

This language is not ambiguous but clear if one properly analyzes the amendment according to Thomas Jefferson's instructions: "On every question of constructions of the Constitution let US carry ourselves back to the time when the Constitution was adopted and recollect the spirit manifested in the debates".

In order to find the purpose behind the Second Amendment, one need only recall the Founders' fear of government's abuse of power.

Specifically, the Founders feared a standing army, which is defined in the Oxford English
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Dictionary as an army of professional soldiers kept permanently on foot. For example, it was Britain's standing army as assembled in 1770 that caused the Boston Massacre.

The universally understood view of the Founders was articulated by James Madison during the Constitutional Convention: "The greatest danger to liberty is from standing armies". In this regard, after the signing of the Declaration of Independence and prior to the ratification of the Constitution, state constitutions secured the right to keep and bear arms. For example, Section 15 of the Declaration of Rights to Vermont's Constitution (adopted 1777) provides that "the people have a right to keep and bear arms...as standing armies are dangerous to liberty".

Article I, Section 8, of the U.S. Constitution provides that Congress shall have the power to "raise and support armies". In addition, Article I, Section 10, prohibits states from keeping troops, without the consent of Congress.

These two provisions clearly placed the exclusive power to establish a standing army with the federal government, which had the effect of disarming the states and their inhabitants. This situation sounded the alarm that caused the Founders to adopt the Second Amendment.

**MILITIAS VS. STANDING ARMIES**

Present-day opponents of the Second Amendment argue that the word "militia" means an army designed to provide for the common defense of our nation. These opponents, therefore, argue that because we have the greatest military that ever existed, a militia is not necessary; and, therefore, there is no need for the right to keep and bear arms. This assertion is incorrect and contrary to history surrounding and debates concerning the Second Amendment.

The word "militia" is not synonymous with the term "standing army." A "militia" is a nonprofessional citizen army, which is not assembled on a permanent basis. Conversely, standing armies are permanently assembled and are comprised of professional soldiers.

The Founders were not confusing the standing armies that could be established by Congress with those comprised of common inhabitants of the states. The latter were not assembled by, or loyal to, the federal government but to their own local neighborhoods and state. Accordingly, present day opponents' argument that the right to keep and bear arms is not necessarily because "militia" is synonymous with "standing armies" is false.

**'SHALL NOT BE INFRINGED'**

The Second Amendment provides that the government shall not "infringe" on the people's right to keep and bear arms. As understood by the Founders, the term "infringe," as it relates to rights, means "to encroach on or upon". This means to invade gradually.

Thus, the Second Amendment prohibits the government from interfering with this right, no matter how minimally; no matter how subtly. This includes indirect interference, such as oppressive taxation or regulation.
Furthermore, the use of the command "shall not" was used to eliminate any argument that the right was subject to the government's discretion.

The Founders did not use the term "shall not be infringed" by accident but by design. They intended to preclude the government from implementing sophisticated means by which to encroach upon this right. After all, the amendment was designed to be a check against government's abuse of power, and it would be in the government's best interest to encroach upon or eliminate this right.

Virginia delegate George Mason stated it most succinctly: "To disarm the people is the best and most effective way to enslave them".

Accordingly, the Founders used specific language in order to obtain a specific result: to secure our right to keep and bear arms for our protection against government. Those who actually believe that the Founders were not deliberate in their drafting of the Second Amendment are either naive or misinformed.

AN AMENDMENT UNDER ATTACK

In the last several years there has been a torrent of gun-control legislation that calls for severe infringements or all-out repeal of the Second Amendment. The opponents and proponents of gun control focus their debate on the impact, or lack, thereof, it would have on gun-related deaths.

On the one hand, the proponents of gun control insist that removal of all guns from society will stem the rising tide of gun violence. On the other hand, gun-control opponents insist that the Second Amendment guarantees them a right to self-defense against criminals, to collect guns, to hunt and/or to use guns for sport.

I believe both arguments are historically and constitutionally incorrect.

It is quite clear from history and the debates surrounding the adoption of the Second Amendment that the present-day debate does not focus on the proper principle underlying that amendment: protection against governmental tyranny.

Accordingly, the actual purpose of the Second Amendment will be betrayed regardless of who wins the debate.

To be sure, the argument can be made that we are entering the 21st century and the fears of men who existed in the late 18th century no longer exist. This argument quickly disappears, however, once one realizes that although time has passed human nature remains unchanged: Unless restrained, all governments devolve to tyranny.

Moreover, it can be observed that governments throughout the world are oppressive to their people. What do these governments have in common? They have the guns and their subjects
do not.

More importantly, it can never be assured, nor should we ever believe, that government could never become oppressive and devolve into tyranny. Accordingly, there can never be any constitutional justification for government infringing upon the people's right to keep and bear arms.

Finally, to those of you who advocate gun control at the expense of the Second Amendment, I leave you with Benjamin Franklin's insight: "Those who would give up essential liberty to purchase a little temporary safety deserve neither liberty nor safety".

ANTI-TYRANNY ARGUMENT NOT
A REALISTIC POSITION
by David R. Boldt

Now that gun control is being taken seriously as an issue, it may be time to deal with a whole section of that debate that never really has been seriously discussed in public.

Then again, maybe it isn't. Both sides in the debate have been perfectly happy to keep it off the table up to this point, and maybe that's where it belongs. We'll see.

I refer here to the fact that many opponents of gun control are not primarily concerned about preserving the right of Americans to hunt and to shoot at targets. (Most gun-control proposals specifically omit weapons used for hunting and target-shooting anyway.)

Rather, they believe that citizens should have guns for the reason that the founding fathers put the Second Amendment into the Constitution: to enable citizens to overthrow a usurping tyrant by force of arms. The whole assault weapon debate rests on this often unarticulated premise.

To the extent that this argument is ever brought out into the open, it tends to get short shrift, usually along the following lines:

Gun-control advocate: "But this country has been going for more than two centuries, and no tyrant has tried to take over".

Gun-Control Opponent: "See--It Works".

A STRATEGIC DECISION

For the most part, gun-control opponents have chosen to fight this battle from their outer line of defense, arguing that gun control is not an effective way to reduce gun violence. And it's not hard to see why they would make this strategic decision. They have convincing evidence. I don't know of anyone who has ever undertaken a serious study of gun control who has not concluded that even the tightest form of gun control under consideration at present will do little more than affect the violence problem at the margins.
The reasons are pluperfectly obvious: There are just too many guns already out there, and it's too easy to sneak them in from other countries.

That doesn't mean we shouldn't try tougher gun control. The violence problem is so severe in our cities that we need to do everything we can. Moreover, it might be very powerful for the American nation to say unequivocally that we disapprove of gun violence.

Such a statement would ring hollow, of course, if at the same time we continued to condone the explicit, romanticized depiction of violence on television, in movies, in video games and so on. I personally am convinced that toning down the violence level in our popular culture would actually accomplish far more than gun control.

(There is no way, it now seems, that America can address the true "root cause" of rising violence in our society. This is the fact that at present we actively encourage bringing up children without significant moral guidance from parents, teachers or anyone else).

**BURIED IN THE LAST CHAPTER**

The subject of gun possession as a deterrent to tyranny is usually tucked away in the back of books about the issue. It follows the chapters full of charts illustrating the failure of gun-control laws and making the case that there are, basically, kinds of people who shoot other people and kinds of people who don't. (Gun-control opponents contend that this fact--not gun-control laws--explains the variation in national murder rates).

In *Under the Gun: Weapons, Crime and Violence in America*, sociologists James D. Wright, Peter H. Rossi and Kathleen Daly get to the anti-tyranny argument in a final chapter entitled, unarrestingly, "Some Policy Implications". In it they note that the Second Amendment was drafted by Thomas Jefferson, "who was himself a tireless champion of the right of a free people to rise in armed revolution against an unjust government".

Historian B. Bruce Briggs, in the end of his monograph on "The Great American Gun War", notes that "organized gun owners also see the armed citizenry as a last line of defense against insurrection. This idea has roots in the disturbances of the 1960s. While many Americans viewed the urban riots as the inevitable outcome of centuries of repression, many more merely saw police standing aside while looters cleaned out stores and homes, then envisioned the same happening to their stores and homes, and armed themselves".

Neither work attempts a serious rebuttal of the anti-tyranny argument, and, in point of fact, I have never seen one. Gun-control advocates may regard the argument as anachronistic.

However, I can assure them, based on my many conversations with people who have called to complain about our editorial screeds against "gun nuts", that gun-control opponents regard the silence on the anti-tyranny argument as an acknowledgement that it is unassailable.

I believe the argument is eminently assailable, on grounds of simple common sense. The fear
of mobs venturing out into the countryside is, to begin with, not a realistic one. Even if it were, hunting rifles would suffice for home defense. If one ventures on into the diaphanous realm of imagining a "Seven Days in May"-type takeover of the U.S. government, there are some things to keep in mind.

It's extraordinarily unlikely, for one thing, that all units of the armed forces would be loyal to the coup-makers, given the pluralistic traditions of our society. Many undoubtedly would go over, with their weapons, to the anti-tyranny side.

The anti-tyrannists might have to knock over an armory or two with their deer rifles. No one, after all, contends that citizens should be allowed to possess the full arsenal necessary to confront a standing army. Not even the National Rifle Association argues that every citizen should own his own howitzer. Or tank.

What's more, military history suggests that weaponry is not necessarily a decisive factor in the kind of conflict that might ensue. The American Indians, for example, had repeating carbines before the U.S. Calvary did, but it didn't help. The Viet Cong, to cite another example, had nothing like the firepower available to the American military machine, and yet the VC prevailed.

Going back to the beginning of our nation's history, the British Army was infinitely better equipped than Washington's forces, and we all know how that turned out.

In the final analysis, the success of American democracy has rested on two principal factors. One is our reverence for the rights guaranteed in the Constitution, including the rights to free speech and to bear arms. The second has been the awareness that these rights have to be subject to a test of reasonableness, and that the criteria for that test can change depending on circumstances.

At present, a reasonable assessment of the guarantee to keep and bear arms requires some curtailment of that right. I don't see how anyone can argue with that--though I'm sure some people will.